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Abstract

The Internet has created many possibilities for communication and collaboration in a
globalized world. Distributed systems have become widespread over the past decade,
and are used for an ever growing set of applications and services. Many business
models and economic processes are nowadays relying heavily on the continuously
expanding set of operational networks. We expect this trend to continue, as data
and processes move more and more out of localized infrastructure into globally
accessible Cloud environments.

At the same time, however, its success has become a major problem to the Internet.
Its architecture fails to address today’s challenges. Its central role in modern eco-
nomics and the number of actors which need to agree raise the stakes and costs for
changing its core [64]. In fact, only the danger of an imminent collapse is expected to
provide sufficient incentive to introduce architectural changes needed in the Internet
[24]. Virtual networks (VNets) are a promising approach to overcome this ’ossifica-
tion’ by abstracting services from infrastructure and isolating network domains. In a
future of virtualized cloud environments, they can, e.g., support on-demand service
deployment where data and services are accessed via custom protocol stacks.

Still, like the Internet, VNets form a distributed system facing the problems of
management in an environment with economic tussles which can impact on techni-
cal solutions [50]. A major challenge lies thereby in developing feasible management
concepts which capture the concerns and interests of a plethora of actors. We expect
competition to go beyond pricing and to involve tussles over service level abstrac-
tions, and mechanisms which may influence control over virtual resource mappings
and connected benefits. These are likely to affect the technical solution, if the set
of underlying assumptions (e.g., on information exchange and collaboration) leave
insufficient flexibility in the required interfaces. Yet, current Cloud environments
still mainly focus on host resources and available VNet architectures for testbed
environments fail to address such requirements of operational networks.

In this thesis, we explore how to jointly manage production VNets and Cloud re-
sources in multi-provider environments. Due to the importance of allowing for eco-
nomic conflicts, we take a minimalistic approach on collaboration and information
exchange assumptions. In the design of our solutions, we consider different realiza-
tions and contexts for their application. Our focus is on the applicability of our
concepts to actual networks. We therefore implement them in a prototype both to
gain insight into real world issues as well as to evaluate the feasibility of our design.
We extend this to simulation whenever larger scales are required.

We first develop an architecture framework to manage VNets in a distributed multi-
provider context. We identify roles and tasks based on network management and
design interfaces supporting a variety of realizations. We propose a resource de-
scription language (RDL), which enables communication both between providers
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and customers about requirements, and sites of, e.g., a substructured provider about
current state of its infrastructure. Customers may or may not be interested in de-
tailed properties of their VNet and over specification of such details can impact on a
provider’s benefits. Our RDL therefore supports different levels of abstractions and
allows for both specific and vague descriptions.

We ask the question on how to dynamically place and manage resources. We for-
malize the problem of mapping virtual to infrastructure resources as Mixed Integer
Program (MIP) which allows to calculate both optimal and approximate embed-
dings. This facilitates both a low-effort exchange of optimization objectives and
leverages the use of highly optimized mathematical solvers which can give quality
guarantees even for approximate solutions. In this, we explicitly consider migrations
with respect to their cost. Moreover, we also propose a competitive online algorith-
mic approach to manage server placement in a scenario where a new service without
known usage patterns is deployed.

In summary, we propose a structured, flexible approach to manage VNets in a dis-
tributed environment across different abstraction levels and administrative domains.
Our concepts have been implemented and tested in a distributed prototype envi-
ronment, managing actual network resources. They can provide insights into and
guidance for how future VNets can be managed to enable a diversified network en-
vironment, in which resources can be leased for experimentation and on-demand
deployment of customized networks.
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Zusammenfassung

Das Internet ist zweifelsfrei eine der einflußreichsten Errungenschaften der letzten
Jahrzehnte. Es eröffnete viele neue Möglichkeiten der Kommunikation und Kolla-
boration in einer globalisierten Welt, in der verteilte Systeme und Applikationen
immer weiter an Bedeutung gewinnen. De facto sind viele Geschäftsmodelle und
Prozesse ohne die stets wachsenden Kommunikationsnetze nur noch schwer vorstell-
bar. Im Rahmen der derzeitigen Tendenz, immer mehr Daten und Prozesse in global
verfügbare Cloud-Infrastrukturen zu verlegen, erwarten wir, daß Kommunikations-
netze in der Zukunft eine immer zentralere Rolle spielen werden.

Während sich das Internet immer größerer Beliebtheit erfreut, stellt aber eben jener
Erfolg ein Problem für seine Fortentwicklung dar. De facto trägt seine Architektur
vielen modernen Anforderungen keine Rechnung. Seine zentrale Rolle in moder-
ner Ökonomie, sowie die Zahl der betroffenen Parteien, welche sich zu Änderungen
verständigen müssen, erhöhen aber Risiken und Kosten für Innovationen in sei-
nem Kernnetz [64]. Bereits jetzt scheint nur noch ein unmittelbar bevorstehender
Kollaps ausreichend Anreiz für die Umsetzung benötigter architekturaler Korrektu-
ren zu bieten [24]. Virtuelle Netze (VNetze) abstrahieren Dienste von Infrastruktur
und isolieren Domänen verschiedener koexistierender Netze. Sie stellen somit einen
vielversprechenden Ansatz zur Überwindung dieser ’Verknöcherung’ dar. In einer
Zukunft virtualisierter Cloud-Umgebungen ermöglichen sie spontanes Ausrollen von
innovativen Diensten, in denen Daten und Prozesse durch angepaßte Protokolle im
Kernnetz unterstützt werden.

Allerdings teilen VNetze und das Internet Verwaltungsprobleme verteilter Systeme,
in denen ökonomische Konflikte Auswirkungen auf technische Umsetzungen haben
können [50]. Eine besondere Herausforderung liegt dementsprechend in der Ent-
wicklung umsetzbarer Verwaltungskonzepte, die den Interessen und Bedürfnissen
der Vielzahl Beteiligter Rechnung tragen. Wir erwarten, daß sich der Wettbewerb
nicht nur auf Fragen der Preisgestaltung beschränken wird, sondern daß er eben-
falls Ressourcenbeschreibungs- und Ressourcenallokationsaspekte einbeziehen wird.
Konflikte in diesen Bereichen werden wahrscheinlich technische Lösungen beeinflus-
sen und Probleme schaffen, wenn den Mechanismen zugrunde liegende Annahmen
(z.B. bzgl. des Informationsaustausches und der Zusammenarbeit) zu wenig Flexibi-
lität in den Schnittstellen lassen. Bislang beschränken sich Cloud-Umgebungen noch
überwiegend auf Host-Ressourcen, und bestehende VNetz-Architekturen für Te-
stumgebungen tragen den Anforderungen wirtschaftlicher Umgebungen ungenügend
Rechnung.

In dieser Arbeit betrachten wir die Frage der vereinheitlichten Verwaltung von
Cloud-Ressourcen und VNetzen in Szenarien mit mehreren Anbietern. Wir iden-
tifizieren Aufgaben und Rollen in Hinblick auf die Verwaltung solcher Netze und
entwerfen Schnittstellen, welche flexibel diversifizierte Umsetzungen unterstützen.
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Wir erstellen eine Resourcenbeschreibungssprache, welche sowohl in der Kommuni-
kation von Anforderungen zwischen Kunden und Anbietern, als auch in der Kommu-
nikation von Infrastrukturzuständen zwischen z.B. Abteilungen eines untergliederten
großen Infrastrukturanbieters einsetzbar ist. Diesbezüglich ist wichtig, daß Kunden
ein unterschiedliches Interesse bzgl. bestimmter Detailbeschreibungen haben können,
und sich Überspezifikation auf Gewinne des Anbieters auswirken kann. Unsere Be-
schreibungssprache läßt daher sowohl spezifische, als auch vage Beschreibungen auf
verschiedenen Abstraktionsebenen zu.

Wir stellen weiterhin die Frage der dynamischen Ressourcenplatzierung und Res-
sourcenverwaltung. Wir formalisieren das Problem der Abbildung virtueller auf In-
frastrukturressourcen als mathematisches Programm, welches die Berechnung so-
wohl optimaler, als auch angenäherter Ergebnisse erlaubt. Diese Formalisierung
ermöglicht sowohl einen leichten Austausch der Zielfunktionen, als auch die Nutzung
optimierter mathematischer Problemlöser, die auch für approximative Lösungen
Qualitätsgarantien geben können. Wir betrachten hierbei explizit auch Migrationen
in Hinblick auf ihre Kosten. Desweiteren entwickeln wir einen kompetitiven online-
algorithmischen Ansatz zur Migration eines Servers bei unzureichender Kenntnis
einer zu erwartenden Nutzung.

Zusammenfassend entwickeln wir einen strukturierten, flexiblen Ansatz zur VNetz-
Verwaltung auf verschiedenen Abstraktionsebenen in verteilten Umgebungen mit
mehreren Anbietern. Unsere Konzepte wurden in in einer verteilt angelegten Prototyp-
Umgebung, in der sie tatsächliche Netzressourcen verwalten, umgesetzt und getestet.
Sie erlauben Einsicht in die Fragestellung, wie zukünftige VNetze für diversifizierte
Netzumgebungen verwaltet, und Ressourcen zur Erprobung oder schnellen Umset-
zung innovativer Netze gebucht werden können.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

While the Internet is currently viewed as widely successful for some of its partici-
pants, namely the users and the service providers, e.g., Google, it also suffers from
ossification in the underlying infrastructure. As pointed out by, e.g., Petterson et
al. [96], the ossification has multiple causes. Among them is the fact that the In-
ternet works quite well as it is and therefore Internet Service Providers (ISPs) have
no incentive to change their ways. Moreover, ISPs suffer from a lack of business
perspectives due to the predominant charging modi [49]. An additional complica-
tion is that traffic grows at a higher rate than the costs for the network equipment
decreases.

As a consequence, there is on the one hand an ongoing debate within the ISP
community if ISPs should become pure bit pipe providers or if they should offer
value added services. Several ISPs (e.g., Deutsche Telekom [12]) are extending their
business to, e.g., Cloud or television services. On the other hand, service providers
find that some application support inside the network can help their applications
and consider investing in network infrastructure, e.g., Google [23].

Indeed, over the last 20 years most of the innovations, e.g., novel applications, have
taken place at the edge of the network while the core is almost untouched. However,
we believe the time has come to support novel applications with services inside the
network, e.g., via network based enablers, and to revisit the Internet architecture to
add native support for security, mobility, and manageability, etc. In this context,
clean-slate research seeks to overcome the limitation to small incremental steps in
core network innovation [64].

Among the reasons for slow core network innovation is a tussle between reliability
and innovation [50]. In fact, costs are seldom balanced by economic incentives for
ISPs, resulting in a situation where only drastic problems (e.g., IPv4 vs. IPv6)
seem sufficiently strong motivations for architectural changes [24]. This tussle is
therefore firmly biased on the side of reliability. New enabling technologies fail to
achieve traction across the majority of ISPs. An important challenge is not only the
search for solutions and improvements to the Internet’s many problems, but in how
to actually deploy those solutions and re-balance the tussle between reliability and
functionality.
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Virtualization allows for large-scale multitenancy which lowers unit costs for indi-
vidual tenants. This, and an increased flexibility in resource allocations form the
basis of potential CAPital and OPerational EXpenditure (CAPEX/OPEX) benefits,
as can be observed in the context of Cloud hosting [6, 25]. Moreover, the isolation
property of virtualization offers an approach for the required co-existence of reliable
environments and environments with extended functionality [24]. To this end, net-
work virtualization extends virtualization from the host domain to entire networks
sharing a commong physical infrastructure. It is not to be confused with current
technologies such as Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), which merely provide traffic
isolation: full administrative control, as well as potentially full customization of the
virtual networks (hereafter: VNets) are also required. This also means that non-IP
networks may then run alongside the current Internet realized as one future VNet.
Indeed, each of these virtual networks can be built according to different design cri-
teria and operated as service-tailored networks. It becomes possible to create core
network support for mutually exclusive design goals, and to introduce them in paral-
lel with legacy networks as the Internet. For example, one network may support full
authentication and prevent spoofing by performing plausibility checks on routing
core instances, another may be designed in support of anonymity or plausible deni-
ability. The internet itself may be encapsulated in a VNet, or serve as underlying
network for tunneled VNets.

Economic benefits are not limited to physical infrastructure owners. Service providers
may use virtualization to limit financial risks: Physical infrastructure deployments
are expensive and usually not an option for short term experimental setups. On the
other hand, the success of Cloud computing [74, 75] shows that the leasing of virtual
resources can be affordable and achievable for various time spans with a variety of
different tariff models. This makes VNets an attractive option for service providers
to, e.g., roll out experimental setups in realistic environments, to control change
effects by regression tests [135], or to simply aquire cheap redundancy and spillover
resources.

Indeed, in today’s Internet, ISPs as well as service providers (e.g., Google) are
continuously searching for opportunities to either increase revenue or to reduce costs
by launching new services, investing in new technology or by decreasing operational
costs. To understand the order of magnitude of the investment cost consider that in
2009, AT&T planned to invest 17–18 Bn $ in 2009 [4] compared to a revenue of 124
Bn $ in 2008 [5] and Deutsche Telekom invested 8.7 Bn e compared to revenues of
62 Bn e in 2008 [3]. Thanks to increased resource sharing, even a modest reduction
in the investments of, say, 1% can result in several millions of savings per year.

However, an approach to manage VNets is required to leverage all of the abovemen-
tioned advantages. Moreover, such an approach needs to consider and account for
technical and economic competition in the real world [50]. We expect new business
concepts, e.g., based on reselling of infrastructure for world wide spanning virtual
infrastructures, to incite the clash of a variety of interests in every domain.
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This thesis addresses the question of VNet management. In the following sections,
we name important challenges in this domain, we outline our approach and contri-
butions, and give an overview over the remainder of the document.

1.1 Challenges

Like Cloud hosting, VNets can be used for on-demand service deployment. Moreover,
world wide spanning VNets are likely to involve multiple providers. ISPs and other
stakeholders are likely to be involved in competition on many levels. We therefore
aim at the minimization of economic tussles in the technical domain in all our efforts.
Approaches and concepts are devised to allow for a variety of different and competing
management approaches. In order to achieve this flexibility, we limit collaboration
assumptions (e.g. information flows between different players) as far as possible.
We argue that a larger set of assumptions — e.g., more extensive collaboration and
information exchange — may allow for multilateral optimizations, but is unlikely to
break the approaches as such. Moreover, we aim to devise approaches in a way that
allows actors to focus on aspects of their interest scopes whenever possible.

A major challenge lies in the alignment of framework elements with both technical
and business requirements. Interfaces must be designed to facilitate inter-provider
cooperation and yet allow control over business secrets, such as information about
owned infrastructure topology. Tasks and required knowledge need to be identified
and matched against responsibilities of defined roles. A framework forcing actors
to e.g., publish business secrets or lacking technical flexibility to adapt it to differ-
ent management approaches will likely fail from start. Likewise, the roles should
facilitate focusing on specific tasks in order to allow for economic concepts, such as
outsourcing.

If multiple actors are to cooperate on the partially or fully automated provisioning of
virtual topologies, they require a description language to describe and communicate
topologies as well as requirements. Moreover, large providers with a substructured
infrastructure may want to gather information about the use of their resources across
sites. Therefore, the resource description language (RDL) should be able to describe
not only requirements, but also assignments of virtual to infrastructure resources. It
is important to keep such a language adaptable to respective contexts: Competition
between providers is likely not only to involve tariffs, but also service levels and
descriptions. Customers may or may not be interested in details on an arbitrary
mixture of abstraction levels. Providers may respond by adapting and intermix-
ing these abstraction levels in offers and their communication with the customers.
Furthermore, the levels of specificity in requests interfere with a provider’s flexi-
bility in resource allocation optimization, and thereby impact on his benefits. An
RDL therefore must not only be conceptually extensible, but must also allow every
actor to focus on his or her core interests. It must allow for vagueness as well as
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specificity. Moreover, it should facilitate translation of requirement descriptions into
forms which facilitate the calculation of resource assignments (mapping).

Networks are composed of many different types of resources. Moreover, the alloca-
tion of virtual resources is not necessarily limited to physical resources of the same
type. Finding an optimal mapping with constraints on both virtual nodes and links
is known to be NP-hard [22]. Therefore, both optimal and approximate approaches
need to be explored for different scenarios and scopes. In this task it is important to
facilitate the handling of actual network topologies including, e.g., shared resources
and multi-homed links in both virtual and physical topologies.

VNets enable dynamic and transparent provisioning. Resources of a VNet may
be transferred (migrated) to different parts of the infrastructure, e.g., to adapt to
changed load levels. One major question however is on how to leverage this advan-
tage in scenarios where no information about future usage patterns are available.
Competitive online strategies are required to guarantee competitive performance,
e.g., for novel services.

Whenever possible, we aim to create real world applicable mechanisms and ap-
proaches and to limit the level of simplification as much as possible. This applies
both to components managed and interactions of managing entities. To this end, we
implemented key components in a prototypical proof-of-concept implementation.

1.2 Approach and Contributions

In this thesis, we

• design an architecture for VNet management in multi-provider scenarios in
terms of roles, tasks, and interfaces. The architecture design is based on both
technical and economic considerations and allows for tussles. Granular roles
with minimum assumptions on inter-provider cooperation allow for split-up
of essential tasks into competing corporate entities, without barring optimiza-
tions in close cooperations between roles. Recursive roles allow for subcon-
tracting scenarios, and we consider different approaches to end user terminal
attachment in support of scenarios where not all ISPs are VNet-aware.

• devise a resource description language (RDL) for communication between the
roles. The extensible RDL is able to describe real world networks, yet is based
on a graph-like structure to facilitate the application of graph algorithms in
the context of mapping. Its design considers the translation into full-fledged
ontologies for automated reasoning, and allows for specification and omission
of arbitrary descriptive details on arbitrary abstraction levels. This, in com-
bination with black- and white-listing facilitate diverse degrees of specifity in
support of customer foci and provider optimization interests.
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• formalize VNet mapping in the form of a Mixed Integer Program (MIP) to
leverage the use of optimized mathematical solvers to calculate optimal em-
beddings. Like the RDL, the MIP is able to operate on real world topologies
and facilitates an easy exchange of optimization goals. We identify migration
cost factors and include their consideration in the formulated MIP. We sketch
further extensions and examine qualitative effects of approximations on its
performance. Performance evaluations are based on both artificial and real
world measured Rocketfuel [117] topologies.

• develop a provable competitive approach to manage migration of a server in
single or multiprovider online scenarios without knowledge of future events.
The approach decides on both time and destination of migrations where server
access costs in correlation with the distance to optimal positions are to be
weighted against migration costs. We sketch an extension for multi-server
scenarios and evaluate the approach in a simulated time-zone scenario.

• implement a proof-of-concept prototype. The prototype is based on our archi-
tecture and RDL. It uses our MIP to map VNet requests, and is interconnected
with the sister prototype site of our collaborating partner Docomo EuroLabs
Munich. We evaluate multiple scenarios including multi-provider scenarios,
recursive virtualization, and dynamic embedding based on usage conditions of
a service running inside a VNet.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

In Chapter 2, we give an overview on the background. In Chapter 3, we present
our architecture for distributed management of VNets across multiple infrastructure
providers. Given that the different entities need to communicate about requirements
and mappings, we next address the question of topological resource description in
Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we formalize the mapping problem problem itself and in-
vestigate into approximation trade-offs in Chapter 6. Competitive migration online
decision algorithms are presented in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 presents our proof-of-
concept implementation in terms of components and setup. We conclude in Chap-
ter 9 with an outlook on future work.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

This chapter gives an introduction into the background and concepts which are used
in this thesis. The first section explains the concept of virtualization and puts virtual
networks into context with related concepts, including ’the Cloud’ and ’Software De-
fined Networking’ (SDN). The second section provides the background information
regarding mixed integer programming. The background chapter concludes with a
glossary of the most important terms.

2.1 Virtualization

This section begins by an introduction into the concept of virtualization. It gives a
short overview over common host virtualization variants, and then puts Virtual Net-
working into context with other fields. Finally, we describe the concept of migration
in the context of virtualiztion.

2.1.1 What is virtualization?

Virtualization as such is not a new concept. It describes the abstraction of parts of
physical resources and entities into ’virtual’ ones, which — in their respective con-
text — are indistinguishable from their real counterparts. The idea was first sparked
in the context of time sharing on large expensive mainframes. C. Strachey’s propo-
sitions in [118] incited the development of mechanisms to create virtual resources
(e.g., Virtual Memory) and hosts. The latter were designed to mimic a separate ma-
chine that was allowed to coexist with others of its kind, sharing underlying physical
resources (now often referred to as ’substrate’). These virtual hosts are managed
and controlled by a so-called ’Virtual Machine Monitor’ (VMM), which is nowadays
often referred to as ’Hypervisor’. For a short history of host virtualization, the
reader is referred to a variety of summaries and surveys, e.g., [115], [106].

The most widely accepted requirements on virtualization has been proposed by
Popek and Goldberg [98]. With a focus on host virtualization, they postulated
three essential requirements:
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1. “Any program run under the VMM should exhibit an effect identical with that
demonstrated if the program had been run on the original machine directly.”
The only exception in his view is timing.

2. “A statistically dominant subset of the virtual processor’s instructions are
executed directly by the real processor.”

3. “The VMM is in complete control of the system resources.”

Not all requirements are always fullfilled by all mechanisms. For instance, the sec-
ond requirement has been a problem on the x86 architecture for a time (see, e.g.,
[106]). However, these requirements point to the core characteristics of virtualiza-
tion: Transparent resource sharing (abstraction) and domain isolation. The virtu-
alized entity should behave like a physical entity in as many respects as possible.

2.1.2 Host virtualization

There are three basic types of host virtualization in use today: Full virtualization,
paravirtualization, and container based virtualization.

2.1.2.1 Full virtualization

Full virtualization allows virtual hosts (or ’guests’) to run unmodified operating
systems (OS). Among the first and most prominent fully virtualized machines was
IBM’s VM/370. One hypervisor runs in priviledged mode and has access to all in-
structions. Guests mostly run on the real CPU, but some crucial instructions are
’trapped’ (i.e., generate interrupts handled by the hypervisor). Until around 2004,
the X86 architecture did not support these traps in hardware (consult [106] for
detailed explanation), barring virtualization mechanisms from fulfilling the second
requirement. The additional ring used by hypervisors is commonly referred to as
hardware virtualization. While the transparency of full virtualization is an advan-
tage in terms of flexibility, its backdraw consists in high overhead: Even hardware
virtualization involves many context switches when trapping abovementioned sensi-
tive instructions. Among the most prominent contemporary virtualization mecha-
nisms supporting full virtualization are KVM[19], VMWare[124], and recent versions
of Xen[30].

2.1.2.2 Paravirtualization

Paravirtualization allows the use of other OSs, but requires these to be modified.
Again, a hypervisor manages its guests running in priviledged mode, which in turn
run mostly on the real CPU. In contrast to full virtualization however, sensitive
instructions are not trapped. Instead, the guest’s operating system is modified to
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Figure 2.1: Virtual Networks mapped onto a common substrate

call routines of the host OS directly. While this obviously reduces flexibility with
respect to guest OS choice, its benefits lie in performance advantages. Xen and User
Mode Linux[133] were most prominent virtualization mechanisms that focused on
paravirtualization for a long time.

2.1.2.3 Container based virtualization

Container based virtualization does not allow other guest OSs. Only a single machine
with a single kernel runs on the physical machine. Virtualization consists of an
isolation of the running user space processes and environments. This approach
involves little to no overhead, as all processes send system calls directly to the only
kernel running. However, it does not allow the instantiation of another kernel.

It is important to note that it is possible to a certain extent to run virtual hosts in
virtual hosts. More specifically, CPU emulation may allow for (slow) full virtualiza-
tion, and paravirtualized solutions may run in hardware virtualized environments.
For more in-depth descriptions of host virtualization techniques, we refer the reader
to surveys, such as [47].

2.1.3 Virtual networks

VNets consist of a combination of virtual nodes (VNodes, e.g. hosts, switches,
routers) and links (VLinks). As pictured in Figure 2.1, multiple of such VNets can
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be co-hosted on a shared substrate. Enablers for link virtualization are available on
every network layer. For instance, time and frequency multiplexing can serve that
purpose on the physical layer, VLANs[2] are an obvious choice on the link layer, and
VPN connections via, e.g., OpenVPN[94] are common on the upper layers.

By including network components, such as routers and switches), and links, network
virtualization extends the virtualization abstraction from hosts to entire networks.
Most host virtualization mechanisms support the configuration of virtual network
interfaces and even links inside one physical machine. In contrast, integrated man-
agement across real physical netwoks, comprising embedded switches and routers,
is underdeveloped.

Around the year 2000, researchers tried to facilitate customization of networks.
There were two major schools, which [43] provides an overview over. ’Programmable’
networks considered networks as a programming problem. They advocate open in-
terfaces on network equipment used by distributed running programs. In its con-
text, e.g., the Genesis project ([56], [122]) aimed to implement networks in form of
a distributed running CORBA[123] program. At the same time, so-called ’active’
networks (AN) went even further by allowing transported packets to modify the
network component’s behaviour. Several projects (e.g., NetScript [108], SmartPack-
ets(Kansas) [82]) aimed to facilitate remote installation of customized routines on
routers. These in turn could be referenced by packet content on network routers.
Some other (e.g., SmartPackets(BBN) [114], ANTS [55]) went as far as to allow
packets to carry their own processing routines. Partly due to a lack of practicabil-
ity in commercial production network environments (see, e.g., [100] for some AN
security issues), these projects were not widely adopted.

Recently, customization of networks is revisited in the context of ’Software Defined
Networks’ (SDN) under more realistic assumptions. One its most prominent projects
is OpenFlow [88]. OpenFlow switches consider bit pattern namespaces rather than
protocols and protocol headers. Controllers are allowed to configure rules on the
processing devices. The rules may apply to a specific nameset the controller has
been assigned, and controllers may be structured in a hierarchy. Infrastructure
owners deploying OpenFlow retain essential control over their assets. This aspect
may play an important role in its success.

2.1.4 Migration

Migration is the process of moving a virtual entity to a different set of resources.
Migration effects may be visible inside of the virtualized environment, but ideally
are not (i.e., are transparent). Host migration usually involves several steps:

1. pausing (suspending) the virtual machine and serializing its state,

2. transferring the machine and its state to its new location,
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3. possibly adapting either the machine or its new environment (e.g., w.r.t. in-
terface associations between substrate and guest),

4. restarting (resuming) the machine.

Given the amount of data which needs to be transferred (e.g., RAM and virtual hard
drive content), these migrations are usually connected to a temporary unavailability.
So-called ’live migration’ aims to minimize this time interval to an extent where it
becomes barely noticeable. It does not immediately suspend the virtual host, but
rather starts by transferring a snapshot of it while it is still running. It then proceeds
to send deltas of its state, until the difference between the location is small enough
to proceed with the last delta as described above.

Until recently, most mechanisms supported live migration only in (almost always
local) environments where source and destination substrate hosts shared access to
virtual bulk data (HDD) resources. Recent extensions enable, e.g., KVM to perform
live migrations over wide areas, as described in, e.g., [40].

If Links are not virtualized, VNodes may need to adapt to the changed network
environment (e.g., w.r.t. IP addresses and routing). Transparency therefore is not
always possible in environments where only host resources are virtualized. Virtual
networks hide the real environment of VNodes. They thereby create the possibility to
abstract these changes, and create a stable environment, where migration is handled
entirely in the substrate.

Evidently, in such environments not only host, but also link resources need to be mi-
grated. As network state is rarely connected to bulk data, these migrations are often
effectuated in terms of reinstantiations and configuration changes on network equip-
ment. The establishment of intermediate tunnels, as described by, e.g., VROOM
[126], may help to reduce network interruptions.

2.2 Mixed Integer Programming

Many optimization problems may be formulated in mathematical form as so-called
Linear Programs (LP) or Mixed Integer Programs (MIP). These may be solved by
highly optimized solvers. This section first gives a definition of the terms Linear and
Mixed Integer Programs. We then give an example in form of a Multicommodity
Flow Problem (MFC) variant. We then describes basic techniques used in solving
Linear Programs which are of relevance to this thesis, and finishes with a short
discussion on solvers and solving runtime issues. For a more in-depth introduction
on the topic, the reader is referred to standard literature, such as [53, 78, 134].
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2.2.1 Linear Program

A Linear Program (LP) describes a linear optimization problem in the form of
an objective function min cTx, and a set of constraints constraints Ax ≤ b, for
A ∈ R

m×n, x ∈ R
n, c ∈ R

n, and b ∈ R
m. This form is commonly referred to as

primal of the problem.

The dual of an LP has the form of (objective) min bT y, and (constraints) AT y ≥ c,
for A ∈ R

m×n, y ∈ R
m, c ∈ R

n, and b ∈ R
m. While it is only a transformation of

the primal, it often plays an important role in the solving process.

An Integer Linear Program (ILP), or Mixed Integer Program (MIP) is a program
whose variables are partially (MIP) or fully (ILP) integer constrained (i.e., some or
all xi ∈ Z, yj ∈ Z). An important difference is that pure LPs can be efficiently solved,
which may not be the case for MIPs or ILPs. For instance, the Multi-Commodity
Flow Problem (MCF) can only be solved in polynomial time when it can be relaxed
to a pure LP [53].

2.2.2 Example: Multi-Commodity Flow Problem

The Multi-Commodity Flow problem consists of a capacitated transport network
and multiple commodities which are to be transported across the given transport
network. As an example, consider the simplified variant presented in [53], where the
transport network is formally represented by a weighted directed (non-bidirectional)
graph G = (V,E) of vertices vi ∈ V and edges (u, v) ∈ E of weight (capacity)
c(u, v) ≥ 0. Non-existing edges are implied to have 0 capacity, as are inverse direc-
tions of edges. In this example, we consider a graph in which c(u, v) > 0 implies
c(v, u) = 0. An amount di of k commodities Ki = (si, ti, di) is to be transported as
flows from source si to target destination ti. Thereby, fi(u, v) symbolizes the flow
of Ki, and f(u, v) the aggregate flow of all Ki over the edge (u, v). Then, the prob-
lem of finding any feasible solution (no optimization objective) may be described as
follows:

minimize 0

subject to
k

∑

i=1

fi(u, v) ≤ c(u, v) ∀(u, v) ∈ E

∑

v∈V

fi(u, v) = 0 ∀Ki ∈ K;∀u ∈ V \ {si, ti}

fi(u, v) = −fi(v, u) ∀Ki ∈ K;∀(u, v) ∈ E
∑

v∈V

fi(si, v) = di ∀Ki ∈ K

fi(u, v) ≤ c(u, v) ∀Ki ∈ K;∀(u, v) ∈ E

The objective of 0 renders any feasible solution optimal. The first constraint ensures
that the sum of all commodity flows will never exceed available edge capacities. The
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second ensures that flows are preserved in all intermediate vertices u (that are neither
source, nor sink of the flow). To this end, all incoming flows with respect to u need
to be counted as negative (third constraint). But since incoming flows in v would
create bogus capacity in the opposite direction with respect to the first constraint,
the last ensures that no flow is routed into a direction without capacity.

2.2.3 MIP solving steps

Software accepting MIPs (e.g., CPLEX[127], SCIP[128], Gurobi[129], SoPlex[131],
lpsolve[130]) usually take several steps in solving. This subsection will focus on
a few techniques that are of relevance in the context of this work. For detailed
explanations, refer to abovementioned literature.

2.2.3.1 Presolving

As described in, e.g., [21], most solvers analyze the problem before attempting op-
timization. During the presolving step, they attempt to detect and to eliminate
redundancies. This serves the purpose to reduce the problem and the connected
computational complexity for the actual solving algorithms.

2.2.3.2 LP relaxation

One technique is to remove integer constraints and consider the pure LP, which
can be efficiently solved by, e.g., the Simplex or Interior Points method. The linear
optimum, however, is in no way guaranteed to be near a good or optimal integer
solution. If the solution space’s hull is concave, the integer solutions surrounding
the linear optimum may be arbitrarily suboptimal. For this reason, the technique is
often used only as a subroutine in another approach, such as branch and bound.

2.2.3.3 Branch and bound

This technique first relaxes the integer constraint and solves the pure LP. If the
solution is not integer, it chooses one variable xi of non-integer valuej val(xi) to
branch the problem, by dividing the problem into two subproblems. One subprob-
lem receives the additional constraint of xi ≤ ⌊val(xi)⌋, the other subproblem the
constraint of xi ≥ ⌈val(xi)⌉. This procedure is repeated recursively with other xi′ ,
whenever a branch shows potential for better objective values, until the optimum is
identified. The tree spanned by the different variable branching operations is often
referred to as decision tree. Traversing the tree of possible branching decisions, the
solver is said to expand nodes.
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2.2.3.4 Cutting-plane

Integer solutions are also part of the solution space of the relaxed LP version of
the problem. This technique adds constraints to cut non-linear optima from the
convex hull of the MIP solution space. Again, it is usually not used as a standalone
technique, but most often in combination with branch & bound. This combined
approach is called branch & cut.

2.2.4 Solver runtimes

Optimal Linear and Mixed Integer Programs solutions can be calculated by highly
optimized mathematical solvers. Using techniques like the ones described above,
they search for integer solutions and compare them to found unconstrained solu-
tions. More specifically, they usually consider the value of the Best Integer solution
(BI) and Linear Bounds (LB). Most solvers output a quality guarantee GAP at run-
time which is calculated as GAP = BI−LB

BI and terminate when GAP falls below a
configured threshold.

Even though solvers mostly rely on the same set of basic techniques, they exhibit
major differences in runtime. For a comparison based on a standardized set of hard
problems, see [80, 92].

The reason for this lies in the use of various heuristics to find the optimal solution,
including heuristics for, e.g., questions as to how long to presolve problems, or
when to invest additional effort to find intermediate integer solutions. Finding good
cutting planes is a highly non-trivial problem. Moreover, a major influence factor
is the order in which branching nodes are exanded (i.e., branching variables are
selected, and when to explore which subtrees).

The software usually exposes most heuristic parameters configuration. Default
heuristics are often considered a valuable business secret. This effectively turns most
well performing commercial products into black boxes and makes it hard to reason
about cause and effect. Unfortunately, runtime does not only vary over solvers and
problems, but also over parameter sets, problem instances, and even the order in
which constraints are formulated [80].

Even minor formulation changes can change runtimes drastically. Moreover, for
reasons outlined in [81], effective parallelization of MIP solving is still a research
question. This is reflected in the results of [80], which show that even one added or
removed processing thread may change very good runtimes into very bad runtimes
(and vice-verca). As a consequence, it is effectively impossible to predict which solver
and parameter set will lead to which runtime. This limits generic validity of runtime
evaluations, and allows identification of trends, but no definitive conclusions.
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2.3 Glossary

Console: Out-of-VNet interface of nodes

Edge: Tuple e = (u, v) ∈ E of vertices u, v ∈ V of a graph G = (V,E)

Embedding: Realization of a VNet mapping.1

Graph: Tuple G = (V,E) of a vertice set V and an edge set E

Mapping: An assignment of (or the process of assigning) virtual resources to sub-
strate resources

Network Element (NE): Either a node or a link

Node: An active networking component (e.g., a host, router, switch, hub,...)

Link: A communication channel between two or more nodes

Substrate: The underlying infrastructure hosting a virtual network. The substrate
is an underlay to the VNet

Substrate Link (SLink): A substrate link

Substrate Network Element (SNE): A substrate host or link

Substrate Host (SHost): A substrate host

Terminal: End user device, which can be attached to a network and may be mobile

Vertice: Element u ∈ V of a graph G = (V,E)

Virtual Link (VLink): A virtual link

Virtual Network (VNet): A network of virtual nodes and virtual links. The VNet
is an overlay to the substrate

Virtual Network Element (VNE): A virtual host or link

Virtual Node (VNode): A virtual node

1Please note that some parts of this thesis use the term embedding as synonyme for mapping,
when the distinction doesn’t change the meaning
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Chapter 3

Architecture for Virtual Networks

In the introduction, we argue that VNets hold many opportunities for the intro-
duction of innovative services. In some use cases, these VNets may need to span
around the globe (e.g., to ensure QoS and custom protocol support on the entire
connection to end user terminals). Expansion of network infrastructure is connected
to risks [132], which make it unlikely that world wide VNets will be provided by a
single ISP alone. Rather, it can be assumed that collaboration of providers and the
leasing of infrastructure for reselling purposes will be in order. However, considering
multi-provider scenarios adds considerably to the challenges to the management of
infrastructure and the mapping of virtual networks: Economic tussles may spawn
around responsibilities and authorities. Information availability (e.g., w.r.t. sub-
strate topologies) and exchange may be restricted.

In this chapter we present a network virtualization architecture for a Future Internet,
which we motivate through an analysis of business roles. In contrast to the GENI
initiative [69] our goal is not to provide an experimental infrastructure but to see
which players are necessary to offer virtual network based services to everyone.

The first section of this chapter will consider the abovementioned constraints and
challenges in order to derive design guidelines for the following architecture design.
The architecture will be presented in terms of roles and control plane. We discuss
related work and conclude with an analysis of the architecture’s flexibility with
respect to forseeable tussles.

3.1 Challenges and Approaches

Currently existing architectures mostly target testbed environments. Testbed archi-
tectures, however, usually assume a single authority with overall knowledge. Pro-
duction environments on the other side consist of a multitude of providers with
extensive communication and cooperation constraints. Ceding configuration control
of owned substrate devices to competitors or divulge one’s own infrastructure topol-
ogy is unlikely to be an option. The architecture must allow actors to keep their
business secrets and control of their assets.
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Control about resource placement (i.e., hosting contracts) is related to control about
VNet provisioning benefits. Resource placement therefore seems likely to turn out a
major economic battlefield: Some startups may attempt to establish themselves as
single broker or reseller, whereas major ISPs will probably counter with their own
brokers, cartels and extended services. It hence is important to allow for flexible
grouping of management tasks with respect to actors without excessive impact on
interfaces and the technical domain. Moreover, it must be possible to allow for
subcontracting and substructuring of large providers.

We therefore design the architecture with the most restricted set of assumptions
in mind. We argue that a relaxation of these assumptions may very well allow for
optimizations, but is unlikely to break the framework as such. We therefore assume
a strict abstraction between the virtual and the substrate domain. Embeddings are
assumed to be transparent to customers and information flow between entities is
assumed to be minimal (e.g., virtual network requests must contain requirements,
but not necessarily the entire topology).

3.2 Roles

The major actors in current Internet are service providers (e.g., Google) and Internet
Service Providers (ISPs). Hereby, an ISP offers customers access to the Internet by
relying on its own infrastructure, by renting infrastructure from someone, or by any
combination of the two. Service providers offer services on the Internet. In essence,
ISPs provide a connectivity service, very often on their own infrastructure, even if
they also lease part of that infrastructure to other ISPs. For example, AT&T and
Deutsche Telekom are mainly ISPs while Google and Blizzard are SPs.

Despite this “dual-actor landscape” [63, 141], there are already three main business
roles at play in the current Internet: The (Physical) Infrastructure Provider (PIP),
which owns and manages an underlaying physical infrastructure (called “substrate”);
the connectivity provider, which provides bit-pipes and end-to-end connectivity to
end-users; and the service provider, which offers application, data and content ser-
vices to end-users.

However, the distinction between these roles is often hidden inside a single company.
For example, the division inside an ISP that is responsible for day-to-day operation
of the network is rarely the one that is planning and specifying the evolution of the
network. By identifying these players, we can on the one hand identify different
business opportunities and on the other hand disentangle the technical issues from
the business decisions.

When considering the kind of network virtualization that enables the concurrent
existence of several, potentially service-tailored, networks, a new level of indirec-
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tion and abstraction is introduced, which leads to the re-definition of existing, and
addition of new, business roles:

• Physical Infrastructure Provider (PIP), which owns and manages the physical
infrastructure (the substrate), and provides wholesale of raw bit and processing
services (i.e., slices), which support network virtualization.

• Virtual Network Provider (VNP), which is responsible for assembling virtual
resources from one or multiple PIPs into a virtual topology.

• Virtual Network Operator (VNO), which is responsible for the installation and
operation of a VNet over the virtual topology provided by the VNP according
to the needs of the SP, and thus realizes a tailored connectivity service.

• Service Provider (SP), which uses the virtual network to offer his service.
This can be a value-added service and then the SP acts as a application ser-
vice provider, or a transport service with the SP acting as a network service
provider.

In principle, a single company can fill multiple roles at the same time. For example
it can be PIP and VNP, or VNP and VNO, or even PIP, VNP, and VNO. However,
we decided to separate the roles as it requires different groups within the company.
For example, running an infrastructure is fundamentally different from negotiating
contracts with PIPs about substrate slices. This in turn is fundamentally different
from operating a specific network, e.g., an IP network for a service provider, which
is the task of the VNO. As such, splitting the roles increases our flexibility in terms
of identifying the players, the corporate enterprises, that have that role. Thereby,
it keeps the economic tussles away from the technical domain.

Note that both, a PIP as well as the VNP, deliver a virtualized network. Therefore,
a VNP can act as a PIP to another VNP. However, one has to keep in mind that a
VNP in contrast to a pure PIP has the ability to negotiate contracts with other PIPs
and to assemble networks. Moreover, there may exist multiple stacked VNP roles in
reselling scenarios, or when large infrastructure owners decide to substructure into
divisions and sites.

3.3 Control Plane

By default, we assume information hiding in order not to interfere with the appli-
cability of the architecture. We outline the nature of information flowing between
roles, define required interfaces, describe mechanisms for out-of-band access of mi-
gratable virtual resources, and sketch possible ways of terminal attachements in case
of mobile endpoints which are not permanently attached.
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3.3.1 Information flow

Communication between roles involves two major subjects: requirements and state.
We assume both to be stated at arbitrary levels of abstraction. For instance, a
customer may request actual infrastructure in the networking sense. He then would
formulate a topology of network equipment annotated with basic resource require-
ments, such as ’minimum amount of RAM’, HDD space, bandwidth etc. . Another
customer may not care about the topology requirements, and request only host
resources, providing a matrix of connection properties between his devices. Yet an-
other customer may be interested only in service level aspects. The requirement
description may then be based on resources, such as ’support for 50 concurrent user
sessions of service type A’.

Finally, any requirement specification may contain a mix of elements of the above
given extremes. However, we assume that requirements are refined on their way
down to the hosting PIPs, and converge towards a description in traditional infras-
tructure terms. They are bound to converge towards a topology description (of the
resulting embedding, which may be communicated upwards as state information).
As we are in a networking context, which implies the existance of an interconnect-
ing topology between requested infrastructure entities, we use the term of ’topology’
in the remainder of this chapter. However, we do this without implying that this
’topology’ is necessarily fully specified or is represented in a form intuitively grasped
as ’topology description’.

3.3.2 Interfaces

In the following we identify the control interfaces (see Figure 3.1) in our architecture
by discussing how the various players interact in order to setup a VNet. To begin
with, the SP hands the VNO his requirements. Then the VNO needs to add his
requirements and any constraints he imposes on the VNet. This description is
subsequently provided (via Interface 1 ) to the VNP of his choice, which is in charge
of assembling the VNet. The VNP may split the request among several PIPs, e.g.,
by using knowledge about their geographic footprints, and send parts of the overall
description to the selected PIPs (via Interface 2 ). This negotiation may require
multiple steps. Finally, the VNP decides which resources to use from which PIP
and instructs the PIPs to set up their part, i.e., virtual nodes and virtual links, of
the VNet (Interface 3 ). Now, all parts of the VNet are instantiated within each PIP
but they may still have to be interconnected (Interface 4 ). The setup of virtual links
between PIPs—in contrast to Interface 3—needs to be standardized in order to allow
for interoperability across PIP domains. Once the whole VNet has been assembled,
the VNO is given access to it (Interface 5 ). This interface is also called “Out-of-
VNet” access and is necessary as, at this point in time, the virtual network itself is
not yet in operation. Thus, a management interface outside of the virtual network
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Figure 3.1: Interfaces between players

is needed. Once the virtual network has been fully configured by the VNO and the
service is running, end-users can connect to the virtual network (Interface 6 ).

We now discuss how each player benefits from this virtualization architecture: With
VNets, PIPs can better account for the constraints imposed by the customers. For
example, before scheduling maintenance work or for traffic engineering purposes,
they might migrate some virtual nodes to minimize downtime or to optimize their
traffic flow. This is possible as long as the the new location is embedding-equivalent,
i.e., satisfies all of the requirements and imposed constraints, and enabled by the
level of indirection introduced by our architecture and the use of modern migration
mechanisms[48, 126]. For VNPs, migration between PIPs offers a mechanism to
optimize their revenue by choosing competitive and reliable PIPs. As pointed out
by [141], the removal of the requirement for individual negotiations between VNOs
and all participating PIPs facilitates the entry of new players into the market. Fur-
thermore, SPs may outsource non service specific network operation tasks to other
entities and thereby concentrate on their core interests relating to their respective
business model. Migration processes are transparent to the VNOs. Note that they
cannot trigger migration directly; however, by altering their requirements, VNOs
may indirectly initiate resource migration.
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(a) Provisioning (b) Console

Figure 3.2: VNet provisioning (a) and console architecture (b).

3.3.3 VNet Instantiation

Setting up a VNet, see Figure 3.2 (a), starts from a VNet specification. For this we
need a resource description language for both the VNet topology, including link/node
properties, as well as service level requirements. This description language should
neither be too constrained – to allow the VNP and the PIPs freedom for optimiza-
tions – nor too vague – to enable a precise specification. We address this topic in
Chapter 4.

To setup the VNet each player, for its domain, has to: formulate resource require-
ments, discover potential resources and partners, negotiate with this partners based
on VNet resource description, and construct the topology. In the following, we give
an overview of the respective tasks:

SP: The SP specifies his service specific requirements which might include a VNet
topology. In addition, he may specify the kind of interface it needs for service
deployment and maintenance, e.g., what type of configuration (i.e., console)
access. He then delegates the instantiation to the VNO of its choice. Once the
VNet is instantiated the SP deploys his service using the interface provided by
the VNO.

VNO: The VNO uses the specification it receives from the SP and generates a
VNet specification. It then negotiates with various VNPs on the basis of the
VNet specification. Once a VNP is selected the VNO has to wait for the VNP
to assemble the VNet. When it has access to the VNet which consists of a
data and a control network it can use the control network, also referred to as
the management console interface or out-of-VNet access (see Section 3.3.5), to
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instantiate the network service. Finally, it may instantiate the control interface
needed by the SP.

VNP: Upon receiving the VNet resource description, the VNP identifies candidate
PIPs and splits the VNet resource description into multiple subsets. It then ne-
gotiates with the candidate PIPs regarding the necessary substrate resources.
Once the PIPs have assembled the pieces of the VNet it completes it. Finally,
it provides a management console access for the whole VNet by relying on the
management interfaces of the PIPs. Note, that a VNP may aggregate requests
for multiple VNets. It may also request additional resources from the PIPs to
satisfy future requests. In this sense a VNP can act as any reseller would.

PIP: Based on the VNet topology descriptions a PIP receives it identifies the ap-
propriate substrate resources and allocates them. The PIP has the ability to
migrate other VNets in order to free resources for new requests. After setting
up the VNet on its substrate he returns both the data and the control part
of the VNet. The control part includes the PIP level management consoles
to allow the configuration of the virtual nodes. Since VNets may span across
multiple PIPs some virtual links may have to be setup across PIPs.

Figure 3.2 shows the resulting chain of indirections by which requests are routed by
default. Each pair of interacting roles thereby acts as customer and provider, and
every customer has access to its provider’s provisioning and console interface. PIPs
configure their resources via the substrate network element’s (SNE) control interface,
or relay console connections to the respective console interface of the SNE.

3.3.4 VNet mapping

A PIP’s main task is the assignment (mapping) and implementation (embedding)
of virtual resources to substrate resources. A VNP’s task is arguably the same, if
on a PIPs instead of substrate nodes (SNodes). Yet, interconnections between PIPs
may or may not be known to the VNP. Depending on the scenario, he may or may
not hold authoritative control over their configurations via Interface 4 depictured
in Figure 3.1 (e.g., compare a broker negotiating with ISPs to a central authority
handling sites within a substructured ISP).

Considering the two extremes, where either all interconnections are known to, or
where all interconnections are hidden from the VNP, we see two conceptual ap-
proaches. Both of these (iterative and recursive mapping) are compatible to each
other (i.e., may be intermixed in hybrid scenarios) and depictured in Figure 3.3.

Assume that the VNP decided to place one virtual hosts into each of the domains
of PIP A and PIP B. The hosts are to be interconnected by a link to be commonly
provided by PIP A, PIP B, and transit PIPs. In the iterative example, the VNP
knows all PIP interconnections and is able to directly negotiate with every hop
on the route. If he has authority over Interface 4, he may even go as far as to
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(a) Iterative (b) Recursive

Figure 3.3: Iterative (a) and recursive (b) VNet mapping on VNP level.

specify connection and configuration parameters. If he does not, a handshake may
be performed pairwise between the PIPs, communicating either directly or via the
VNP. The latter communication variant may be useful to implicitely authenticate
and authorize the proceedings, as the VNP will hold contractual relationships over
leased resources with each PIP, which might not be the case between the PIPs.

In the recursive example, the interconnections are only known to their endpoints.
Endpoint-to-Endpoint (Ep2Ep) connectivity is provided by subcontracting between
the PIPs. The PIPs may spawn their own VNP roles transparent to the VNP to
this end. As customer side interfaces of PIP and VNP roles are equivalent and as
VNP A and PIP A belong to the same corporate entity, they may obviously be
merged into one composite role internally without compatibility problems. In this
scenario, the infrastructure owners reserve their rights to optimize their link routing
transparently even to the VNP at the cost of additional management overhead. If
the SNode’s addresses are exposed in the substrate PIP A may also use reservation
protocols like e.g., NSIS[37], probing for paths and reserving resources along one of
them.

As previously mentioned, hybrid scenarios are conceivable: VNP may know only
about PIP A’s connectivity and have a special transit tariff offer from D. In this case,
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he may negotiate with A and B for host resources, with A and D about resources on
their interconnection, and request connectivity between D and B in his negotiations
with D. D thereafter has the option of either using his own link or recursively
subcontracting C’s capacities.

3.3.5 Out-of-VNet Access

Each VNet consists of two planes: a data plane and a control plane. The data
plane is what one commonly refers to in the context of virtual networks. But, per
default, any VNet after instantiation is just an empty set of resources that have to
be configured. Moreover, a control plane is necessary during VNet operation for
specific VNet management tasks. Such a management access architecture is shown
in Figure 3.2 (b). Every player maintains a control interface hosted on dedicated
management nodes for “out-of-VNet” access to the VNet resources. This interface
provides a console interface as well as control options such as virtual resource power
cycling. As there are multiple levels of indirection, it also stores the location of
the subsequent control interfaces. Control requests are thus relayed from player to
player until they get to the appropriate virtual substrate component. In addition,
to enable migration both within the PIP as well as across PIPs, consistent interface
updates have to be supported.

Typical interfaces for out-of-VNet access are consoles, either via tty or a graphical
interface. Requests for such interactive and maybe traffic intensive connections can
be handled via proxy chains. Such a proxy chain can be setup by relaying requests
from one player to another while instantiating appropriate connection proxies and
returning their access information. To render migration seamless, connection rup-
tures should be hidden, e.g., by keeping the reestablishment time of the proxy chain
short. Note that optimizations (e.g., by iterative referals) are admitted, but not
assumed by default.

3.3.6 Terminal Attachment

End user nodes (Terminals) require an interface (or Admission Network) to authen-
ticate and to associate themselves via attachement points (or Access Points) with
VNets. Figure 3.4 sketches tree basic approaches: Direct local authentication (red),
local authentication with roaming (yellow), and common admission network.

Direct Local Authentication: Assumption: All (to a specific terminal) available at-
tachement points are operated by PIPs hosting parts of the respective
VNet overlay. Hence, no A4C (Accounting, Authentication, Authoriza-
tion, Auditing, Charging) traffic needs to cross administrative boundaries.
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Figure 3.4: Terminal attachment .

Access: The terminal starts in a local admission network (e.g., VLAN), and
authenticates to a local A4CS(erver) either directly (e.g., via Radius
[101]), or a Service Portal. A successful authorization triggers a local re-
configuration, connecting the node to the requested VNet (e.g., by hence-
forth mapping it’s traffic to an appropriate VLAN or using OpenFlow).

Advantage: End to End Quality of Service (E2E QoS) may be guaranteed, if
the rest of the VNet supports it, as the control on network behaviour is
extended to the last mile. This scenario also requires a less complex A4C
Infrastructure, as no inter-PIP/VNP coordination is required for terminal
authentication.

Disadvantage: The restrictions with respect to the number of access points
may greatly reduce VNet attractiveness to Service Users and hence im-
pede with strategies to introduce VNets.

Local Authentification with Roaming: Assumption: All available access points are
operated by VNet-aware providers. Roaming agreements and established
protocols etc. exist between these providers.

Access: The terminal requests Access in a similiar fashion to the previous
scenario. However, A4C traffic may now have to cross administrative
boundaries, and, depending on the nature of the roaming agreements,
tunnels may have to be established, extending the VNet from the nearest
access point at a PIP already hosting the requested VNet.
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Advantage: E2E QoS may still be possible with appropriate roaming agree-
ments. It is likely that concepts and frameworks of the mobile phone
context may be salvageable for the VNet context in this scenario.

Disadvantage: This scenario has a higher complexity, compared to the first
one, by requiring inter-operator A4C communication and tunnel estab-
lishment. This may require cooperation of PIPs not involved in the spe-
cific requested VNet.

Common Admission Network: Assumption: A common admission (V/)Net with-
out explicit roaming agreements is provided for the terminals. This ad-
mission network may be global (e.g., the Internet), or of local scope with
respect to a set of Vnet aware PIPs (dedicated admission network for
specific VNet providers or collaboration of providers).

Access: The terminal first gains access to the admission network. This hap-
pens either directly/implicitely (e.g., admission network connected to
WiFi access point), or explicitely (e.g., requiring dialup to an Internet
network access provider), depending on the nature of the VNet. It then
proceeds to contact a Service Portal of its VNet Service Provider (e.g.,
a Web portal, a Web Service, an IPSec [116], or OpenVPN endpoint),
and subsequently establishes a tunnel to an endpoint designated by the
service portal. If the local PIP is VNet aware, or even participating in
the specific requested VNet, this last step may be handled identically to
above described scenarios.

Advantage: A common admission network already exists in the form of the
Internet. Tunnel protocols are supported even by some mobile phones via
different communication channels (e.g., GSM, 3G). As this approach may
be combined with the other approaches, it seems a plausible technology
migration path.

Disadvantage: As connectivity properties on the last mile of the Internet are
not under control of the VNO by default, E2E QoS will not be supported
in the generic case.

Essentially, the first approach may be considered a simplified variant of the second,
and an intermediate step between the third and the second. We therefore consider
it viable to start with the third and to proceed to the others subsequently.

3.4 Related Work

Over the last years, virtual network architectures have been an area of active re-
search. Some groups have focused on using network virtualization to enable larger-
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scale and more flexible testbeds. Other groups aim at virtualizing production net-
works or even the Internet.

3.4.1 Architectures for testbeds

Virtualization plays a key role in creating flexible testbeds for Future Internet re-
search.

Planetlab family:

PlanetLab [31] is a highly successful example of a distributed, large scale testbed.
PlanetLab has a hierarchical model of trust which is realized by Planet Lab Central
(PLC). PLC is operated by the PlanetLab organization and is the ultimately trusted
entity that authorizes access to the resources. Other actors are the infrastructure
owners and the users that run their research experiments on planet lab. For each
experiment virtual machines on various nodes are grouped to slices that can be
managed and bootstrapped together. As the deployed virtualization mechanism
offer only container based virtualization capabilities at the system level and do not
virtualize the network stack PlanetLab offers no network virtualization as such.

VINI, as proposed by Bavier et al. [32], is a testbed platform that extends the concept
of virtualization to the network infrastructure. In VINI, routers are virtualized and
interconnected by virtual links. As such, VINI allows researchers to deploy and
evaluate new network architectures with real routing software, traffic loads, and
network events. VINI supports simultaneous experiments with arbitrary network
topologies on a shared physical infrastructure. VINI builds on the architecture and
management framework introduced by PlanetLab by extending the management
with interfaces to configure virtual links. The first implementation based on User
Mode Linux [133] however offers only limited performance.

An updated VINI platform, Trellis [33], allows for higher forwarding performance. It
introduces a lower level system virtualization architecture that uses container based
virtualization techniques for both system and network stack virtualization. There-
fore virtualization flexibility is limited to the user space. VINI provides rudimentary
concepts for end-user attachments [1] using OpenVPN tunnels and a single central
gateway. Obviously, this solution would not scale to virtualization applied on an
Internet wide scale.

Downloadable distributions of the Planetlab control framework and VINI are avail-
able as MyPLC and MyVINI, respectively.

Emulab: Emulab [54] also is a very popular testbed platform. Its offers a so-
phisticated management and life-cycle processes and does not offer that much of
a network architecture. Emulab offers virtual topology configuration based on ns2
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configuration files and automatic bootstrapping of experiment nodes. Initially, Em-
ulab focused on dedicated servers. Virtualization capabilities based on improved
FreeBSD jails were added later.

GENI:

GENI [69] is a large-scale U.S. initiative for building a federated virtualized testbed
aiming at providing a powerful virtualized testbed for experimental purposes. Here,
all operations are signed off and managed by a central Geni Clearing House, which
can thus be regarded as analogue to our VNP. As a possible growth path, GENI plans
on supporting federated clearing houses, but its design has not yet been presented in
detail. During phase 1 of the development both—VINI/Planetlab and Emulab—are
used as GENI prototypes (ProtoGeni).

All testbed oriented architectures mentioned above do not consider several key fac-
tors relevant for virtualizing the (commercial) Internet: They assume a hierarchical
trust model that centers on a universally trusted entity, e.g., the PLC/GENI clear-
inghouses. To overcome this limitation we consider competing players with individ-
ual administrative zones that have only limited trust and also have the desire to hide
information, e.g., their topologies. Economic models and use cases are not critical
for testbed designs but are crucial for the adoption of an Internet-wide virtualization
architecture.

3.4.2 Architectures for Production Networks

CABO [63] proposes to speed up deployment of new protocols by allowing multiple
concurrent virtualized networks in parallel. To this end, infrastructure providers
are to manage the substrate resources while service providers are allowed to operate
their own customized network inside the allocated slices. These slices are acquired
by negotiations of service providers with a series of infrastructure providers.

This idea in refined by Cabernet [141] which introduces a “Connectivity Layer”
between the above mentioned roles. This layer is responsible for the splicing of par-
tial networks provided by the Infrastructure Layer and the presentation of a single
network to the Service Layer. It facilitates the entry of new service providers by
abstracting the negotiations with different infrastructure providers and allows for
aggregation of several VNets into one set of infrastructure level resource reserva-
tions.

While this structure relates to our proposal, our approach differs as we propose to
split the service provider and connectivity provider role into the three roles of VNP,
VNO, and SP. These roles allow for a more granular splitting of responsibilities with
respect to network provisioning, network operation, and service specific operations
which may be mapped to different business entities according to various different
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business models. Furthermore, we extend the framework by considering privacy
issues in federate virtual network operations and business aspects.

Finally, parallel work in [93] and [61] considers the technical perspective of au-
tomating VNet provisioning. However, it does not discuss roles or constraints of
multi-provider scenarios.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we presented an architecture for virtual network management based
on consideration of economic tussles and real world actors. We chose a granular set of
roles to allow for splicing and duplication rather than splitting of task domains. This
facilitates their grouping according to various business models from basic resource
provisioning (e.g., only PIP role) down to the provisioning of fully functional virtual
infrastructures (stack of roles from PIP to VNO). Recursively stackable VNP roles
allow for standalone resellers, subcontracting between infrastructure providers, as
well as substructuring of large organisations. This flexibility allows for a range of
economic tussles to be carried out with limited or no impact on the technical domain
of the architecture.

In the same sense, we assumed a strict abstraction between the virtual and substrate
domain by default. The substrate embedding is supposed to be transparent to
customers and the virtual domain a black box to the provider. Provisioning is done
by consideration of provided requirements. Migrations or embedding changes are
triggered by either optimization efforts on behalf of a provider (PIP or VNP), or
requirement changes on behalf of a customer. Requirement annotations on VNet
requests are assumed to relate to measurables in the domain of providers. Adding
more information flow between roles will not break the architecture, but may allow
for optimizations: For example, substrate topology may be exposed to a corporate
internal VNP role for large scale optimization. Or VNet component semantics may
be exposed to a PIP to allow for communication about high level provisioning goals
mapped to basic values (such as ’responses per minute’) on behalf of the PIP, if the
VNO wishes to outsource this mapping.

The architecture has been implemented prototypically in a proof of concept. The
implementation details are given in Chapter 8. A resource description language in
support of the given architecture is proposed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4

Resource Description

Distributed provisioning of VNets involves communication about requirements and
state. Offering VNet merely based on template topologies limits a customers flexi-
bility. To surpass the provisioning of simple virtual network topology templates and
to leverage the potential of truly customized networks, efforts to find flexible ways of
describing VNets and their properties are underway (e.g., [29, 119]). Properties of
VNets and network components include service level, and geographical locations as
well as embedding constraints and may even include measurements. Some existing
description languages use ontological approaches in particular to enable automated
reasoning about VNets. This is not the main focus of our work. Rather, we focus
on business scenarios, where the resource description language (RDL) is used to
communicate requirements between customers and providers.

A main requirement is introduced by the insight that it is economically hardly viable
for a single infrastructure owner to have a truly global footprint and presence in every
location [132]. Federated provider environments and reselling are likely to form a
part in VNet scenarios. We assume resellers and providers to lease infrastructure
and resources from each other. This introduces more abstraction layers and implies
that a plethora of different actors will partake in VNet provisioning and use. We
expect these players to follow independent goals and be concerned about different
aspects of the virtual network and its description. In order to keep a language useful
for communication purposes (e.g., for VNet requests), it becomes important to allow
for the omission or at least ignorance of details. Hence another requirement is the
possibility to leave arbitrary details un- or under-specified.

To minimize, e.g., translation overhead in the context of mapping, the resource lan-
guage should facilitate easy translation to ontologies used for reasoning. However,
semantic value carried by objects in ontologies is of local interest, whereas the syn-
tactic overhead is shared by all entities and provisioning components. We assume
that providers will not only compete on a price basis, but tussle about service level
abstractions. While one provider may provide bare resources, another one may of-
fer, e.g., managed service infrastructures as part of the product. Both may offer the
same network elements, but the second may allow for unconventional resources or
properties (e.g., bandwidth on hosts, CPU cycles on routers, number of clients on
‘Network’ abstractions). The language has to allow for these tussles. It can compen-
sate by relaxing its typification until the annotation of any property is both possible
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and optional. This reduces the semantic value of ontological derived classes to sim-
ple ‘type’ descriptors. Moreover, it is difficult to handle frequent syntactic revisions
of the language when multiple competing providers are involved. Tackling mutually
exclusive variants is even more challenging, in particular from an operational point
of view. We therefore advocate generic objects for communication purposes.

In this chapter, we first present a motivating example. We then analyze challenges
for a resource description languages used to communicate requirements and map-
pings in a federated environment. We relate to these found challenges in a section
introducing FleRD, the language we developed and use in the context of our proto-
type. We provide example topology descriptions, and discuss the use of FleRD in
the context of dynamic provisioning scenarios. Next, we provide an overview over
related work and summarize the chapter.

4.1 Motivating Example

As an example, consider the following motivating scenario: one customer requesting
a VNet holds an interest in host resources (e.g., processing, memory, disk storage)
and their geographic placement. She has a basic idea about which hosts need to com-
municate with which other hosts using specific communication channels. However,
she is not interested in how the communication channels are established or their
exact details. Another customer may care for complex connectivity constraints but
not for the required communication components. He may wish to directly intercon-
nect links with asymmetric bandwidth with a core link forming a shared medium
without explicitly placing switches or adapters in-between. The first customer may
even leave host details, such as architecture and word-size, open, but wish for redun-
dant machines to not be co-located on the same underlying (physical) infrastructure
components. Both resellers and providers may want to consider the omitted details
as wildcards and fill out the gaps in the remaining parts of the description.

Customers usually do not hold interest in every detail. Allowing customers to under-
specify requirements entails several advantages. All unspecified details form degrees
of freedom for optimizations on the provider or reseller side. Depending on the re-
quest, available substrate components, geographic locations, or even virtualization
mechanisms providing different virtual component types may be an option. Re-
quirements may hence correlate with economic benefits of the providers and, thus,
prices for the customers. Furthermore, translation of possibly abstract requirements
into technical requirements should happen where competence to do so resides. Con-
sidering a service provider renting infrastructure, it is conceivable that the service
provider does not know what technical requirements need to be specified in order to
guarantee a certain service in a time interval, e.g., what CPU flags may be beneficial.
Last but not least, enforcing the specification of irrelevant details may hamper the
acceptance of a language and may be perceived as a nuisance.
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4.2 Design Goals

A request formulation for a VNet may contain specification of elements, placement
constraints, connected resources, their topological arrangement, as well as other
properties (e.g., OS selection). It may also contain non-topological requirements
which refer to more than a single element (e.g., requirements on binary compati-
bility). The set of possible component types and descriptive details may grow in
the future and may be and hard to enumerate at any point in time. Especially, the
property description may depend on the level of abstraction, based on the interest
of the involved parties. Nonetheless, they should be describable and—as motivated
by the multi-provider considerations—optional. We therefore identify the following
challenges and goals:

Realism and generality: The description language must be able to describe real
world topologies. For example, it is not sufficient to model the network as a
graph, where each link has exactly two endpoints. Shared media and shared
resources form part of real topologies on every level of abstraction. At the
same time, some optimization problems in the substrate (e.g., link placement)
are of graph theoretic nature. It is convenient if the topological description
are nevertheless graph like to facilitate the application of graph algorithmic
mapping approaches.

Extensibility: The language must be extensible with arbitrary network elements and
properties to be future proof. Implementation changes and dictionary updates
due to language extensions should be limited to provisioning components han-
dling them rather than requiring every component to know about them. If
economic tussles about abstractions are to be allowed, the syntactic impact
of new or unconventional property associations to network elements should be
limited.

Grouping and aggregation: The language must be possible to correlate properties
of multiple network components (e.g., placement or binary compatibility).
Moreover, it must be possible (e.g., for resellers) to aggregate resources from
different network elements.

Omission and policies: It must allow to omit all details irrelevant to the describing
entity. Moreover, white or black listing of properties should be supported to
allow for different degrees of specificity. The missing details may be filled
out during the mapping process, as they are determined. Omission must be
possible both for components and their associated properties.

Mapping: A virtual component’s resources may be split up upon embedding. They
may be mapped to different types of substrate resources (e.g., disks onto RAM)
or shared resources (e.g., NFS volumes or bandwidth for tunnel connections).
In all these cases, mappings should be expressible and unambiguous. They
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need to clearly identify the substrate components and resources hosting virtual
ones.

Layered mapping: The mapping may happen in multiple iterations (e.g., to providers,
to sites of a provider, on the actual substrate). While we may assume that
mappings and embeddings are usually not communicated to business partners,
we should allow providers to substructure centrally and gather management
information on each mapping step. Moreover, the language should be generic
in the sense that it cannot only describe one virtual and one physical net-
work but also allows for virtualized substrates (e.g., a company providing
virtual links via a leased low-latency virtual network). A resource description
language used for communication therefore should support the modeling of
multilayered mappings.

4.3 Flexible Resource Descriptions (FLeRD)

We unfold FleRD in three steps. First, we derive design principles from our re-
quirements and introduce the basic descriptive objects. Second, we fill in detailed
descriptions of individual object fields. Third, we outline the attribute property
structure we use in the context of our prototype.

4.3.1 Approach

In the following, we describe the design approach chosen for FleRD and moti-
vate it referencing to the different requirements and goals identified in Section 4.2.
Throughout the section, we reference to descriptive objects of FleRD shown in Fig-
ure 4.1.

As mentioned and motivated above, we advocate the use of generic description
elements in FleRD’s context. As a consequence, our description model is centered
around basic NetworkElement (NE) objects interconnected via NetworkInterfaces
(NI) objects. Keeping these objects generic has the side effect that descriptions of
resource aggregations, or non-standard entities (e.g., clusters or providers) is trivially
supported. They may be modeled as NetworkElements of an appropriate type and
included as topological elements. This may be used, e.g., to describe mappings in
the context of a reseller.

NE properties are described as a set of attribute-value pair objects labeled as Re-
source and Features. The meaning of resources here is canonic and they may be
shared amongst NEs. Features represent any type of property that is not a Re-
source (i.e., cannot be described in an amount of units; e.g., CPU flags, wordsizes,
supported virtualization mechanisms, geographic locations). Associated Feature sets
are interpreted as a logic clause: Features form predicates and sets of Features with
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Figure 4.1: The FleRD resource description language.

corresponding attributes alternatives (disjunctions) within the clause. Features can
also be used to explicitly state mapping choices (white listing) or used together with
a corresponding attribute to state forbidden mappings (black listing).

While at first glance, the description of shared media (i.e., multi-homed links) seems
contradictory to the idea of describing topologies as graphs, the concepts can be com-
bined easily: NEs may represent both nodes and links interconnected by Network-
Interfaces. Interpreting NEs as vertices and interface connections as edges yields the
desired result. Moreover, it becomes possible to interconnect any NE type with any
other NE type in the context of the language and hence omit components practically
required in embeddings.

While some requesting entity may not care about specific property values, it may still
want to state correlation constraints: For example, redundant components may not
be co-located (geographical or substrate position features), they need to be binary
compatible (in architecture, word size, OS), or be diverse (feature value selections
should ensure entropy). Also formulations like ‘At least one of the machines should
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Figure 4.2: NE/NI and resource mapping.

be in Washington’ may be relevant. FleRD allows for such formulations by means of
ConstraintGroup objects binding a set of NEs to Constraint objects formulating the
requirement in terms of feature or resource attributes, optional values and defined
correlation functions. Again, Constraint sets may be considered predicates in a logic
clause to be solved during the mapping steps.

It is technically feasible—and eventually may become economically viable—to in-
troduce multiple layers of virtualization. Conceptually, the substrate does not differ
from the VNet, as this is the main purpose of the abstraction of virtualization. It
therefore seems natural to describe both in the same language. Allowing mappings
from one topology to another of the same type allows for recursion and iterative
layering, for example in the scenario where an infrastructure is sub-structured. In
FleRD theGraphLabel object allows for identification of the different descriptions.

Mapping in FleRD follows a dual approach: NE and NI entities may be mapped di-
rectly onto other NE and NI entities, and ResourceMapping objects convey mapping
relations between Resources. The rationale for this becomes clear when considering
potential ambiguities in Figure 4.2: Substrate Host 1 features both local disk space
and a NFS volume to accommodate for the virtual HDD resource. Resource map-
ping is hence required to specify the volume used for hosting. Mapping only the
virtual bandwidth resource to the substrate one on the other hand does not allow
the identification of the hosting substrate interface.

Note that one of the major motivations in the design of FleRD was its adaptivity to
a variety of scenarios. This implied on one hand the priorization of expressiveness
over conciseness, and on the other hand the need to limit redundancy and overspeci-
fication to avoid overburdening the language. As a consequence, FleRD descriptions
are essentially topology descriptions, which however may remain very coarse.

Arguing that every set of requirements that can be met relates to a topological
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structure (canonically the one it is realized with), we conclude that all of these
requirement sets can be expressed as such. Moreover, Feature annotations may be
used to express permission to modify parts of the topology, if they are expressed
merely to convey interconnection properties. Other representations may be more
concise in specific scenarios (e.g., traffic matrices in scenarios where the majority of
customers bears interest in complex connectivity parameters, but is not interested
in topological structure at all). But they would fail to convey topological details
by themselves and are redundant with respect to expressibility in combination with
FleRD. Instead, they can be carried along with simplified FleRD descriptions in the
context of negotiation protocols used.1

4.3.2 Object Fields

Resource and ResourceMapping objects allow for different type values (describing
e.g., minima, maxima, etc.) in the description of provisioning boundaries. Heuris-
tic specifications and mappings are possible by description of confidence levels and
intervals. Units of measurement for value and confidenceInterval can be annotated
as resource unit and time unit, respectively. The composing operation field may
specify a function by which mapped (partial) resources aggregate to a given value
(e.g., whether mapped bandwidths correspond to sums or to the minimum of pro-
vided partial resources). FleRD offers basic support to convey measurement results
as Resource objects using the time stamp field. However, we do not recommend its
use for complex measurements for reasons outlined in Section 4.5.

Formulation of intermediate mappings may be used to express complex resource ag-
gregations (e.g., splitting a link into parallel links and successively mapping links to
paths)2. GraphLabels objects identify each layer description. In our prototype, we
differentiate between virtual (overlay OL) network, substrate (underlay UL) graph
and interconnecting (mapping layer ML) graph types. graph nr and a tag may an-
notate a specific sublayer, if intermediate mappings are formulated. In the following,
we sometimes refer to specific layers by their graph type and graph nr (e.g., OL1 or
ML0). The graphs are marked by the identifier of the owner (role identifier) and a
net identifier. It is important to note that the graph type is relative to the owner:
an OL graph on behalf of an infrastructure provider may correspond to a partial
ML graph of a reseller mapping parts of a VNet to different VNet providers.

NEs, resources and interfaces feature an alias field to allow for aliasing in different
scopes while keeping a common identifier to which all parties can relate, unless
desired otherwise and supported by suitable mechanisms. In order to allow for more
granular indication of preferences in terms of unfulfillable requests, or to group

1e.g.: FleRD description of a single link interconnecting a large number of host devices and their
interdependencies (Constraints), and a traffic matrice referencing these hosts by their identifiers

2This may be used, e.g., to cache steps in mapping decisions, and to save on calculation time when
specific parts are changed or migrated
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options together, Features and Constraints feature priority indication fields. To
differentiate requests from assignments, if both are to be annotated simultaneously,
the is request flag is used.

The optional ConsoleInterface object conveys information about how to connect
to the console of the network element. Our prototype uses canonic IP addresses,
transport protocol, and port information in combination with username password
credentials. Extensions to support other security mechanisms are easily feasible.

4.3.3 Property Attribute Space

Resource and feature attributes can be structured along ontological concepts (e.g.,
/class/subclass/.../ fieldname) to facilitate conversion for automated reason-
ing. They can be standardized or follow a canonically structured hierarchy analogous
to, e.g., the Simple Network Management Protocol’s (SNMP) MIP structure [97].
Compound attributes specifying sets of properties in one Feature object (e.g., with
attribute: ‘host config’ and value: ‘std offer1’) allow to limit the number of necessary
descriptive objects. They may require standardization or multilateral agreements.

However, in the context of our prototype, we do no develop a definite attribute
scheme. Rather, we use a tree-like canonically extensible attribute structure in the
context of our prototype. In our case, increasing depth corresponds to increas-
ing specificity. Feature attributes therefore usually consist of a part identifying
the NetworkElement or NetworkInterface type, and a second part designating the
described property (e.g., /node/host/.../wordsize). Resource attributes (e.g.,
/link/symmetric/bandwidth) are structured likewise. To allow for arbitrary levels
of specificity, every level on the hierarchy contains a .../generic/ subtree, fea-
turing the union of all properties (aforementioned second part) of the respective
other subtrees. In order to avoid issues with semantically equal but differently la-
beled leafs (yielding redundancy or collisions in the generic subtrees), we recommend
standardization of the leafs and reserved subtrees for private extensions.

4.4 A Webservice Use Case

In order to give an example, in this section, we attend to a concrete use case. For the
full details of the use case presented in this section, we refer the reader to the FleRD
XML schema in appendix Chapter A and the example in appendix Chapter B.

We consider a VNet request (e.g., issued by a service provider) consisting of two
virtual hosts VHost1 and VHost2 that are connected by two interfaces. For example,
this VNet may describe a webservice, offering some service (of type A), and which
is distributed over two processes. The VNet specifies that VHost1 can either be
located in the U.S. or in Canada (white listing), while the location of VHost2 is
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completely unspecified (i.e., vague). Moreover, the interfaces connecting the two
virtual hosts forbid a connection via Afghanistan (black listing), and specify that
the connection must be redundant in the sense that it is realized as two disjoint
paths.

Prior to mapping such a request to his own infrastructure, a provider may want to
refine requirements and VNet topology within the given bounds towards his own
optimization goals. He also may need to translate high level requirements into
low level ones. It is optional to save intermediate descriptions and keep the original
request for reference. These intermediate descriptions may also be considered cached
intermediate results of a more complex embedding process. In our example (and in
the context of our prototype), such descriptions are labelled Overlay.

Likewise, the provider may use refined views on his own infrastructure as a basis for
the mapping process rather than a crude view on his physical infrastructure. Again,
multiple views may be stored for reference. In our example, these descriptions are
labelled Underlay.

Finally, a Mapping Layer connects Overlays to Underlays and provides a view on
embedding state. In our prototype, this layer also stores configuration parameters
specific to virtual network elements.

In the following, we will follow the different stages of mapping a VNet request to a
physical Underlay network. For simplicity and clarity, we assume the perspective of
a single role, but the requests could also be communicated between different roles.
Note that the labels of Overlay, Mapping Layer, or Underlay are specific to each
role. Across roles, the Overlay0 of a provider may be, in fact, part of the OverlayN
or Mapping Layer of his customer.
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Figure 4.3: Overlay0 (OL0).
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Figure 4.3 illustrates the Network Elements, Resources, Features and Constraints
of the VNet request (the so-called Overlay0 ). To give a concrete example, in an
XML-based version of our language, the white listing is described as follows:

<features>

<!-- X: whitelist

- this node may be hosted in the US (preferred) or Canada -->

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Feature>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/NA/Canada</value>

<priority>2</priority>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

The original VNet request is subsequently expanded and complemented with con-
crete Resource annotations: the virtual hosts have RAM and HDD resources and the
virtual links have requirements for upstream and downstream bandwidths as well as
for the tolerable latency. In order to realize the requested redundant link, two mul-
tiplexing components are added to split the link into two disjoint virtual paths. A
Constraint is used to ensure that the virtual links are mapped along disjoint paths,
i.e., along resources with physically distinct positions. Figure 4.4 summarizes the
resulting request (of Overlay1 ).
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Figure 4.4: Overlay1 (OL1).

Both Overlay0 and Overlay1 represent requests, i.e., the request flag is set. The
remaining layers do not set this flag in our example. The Mapping Layer constitutes
the “bridge” between request and substrate. It can contain annotations of the
mapping or also store state (e.g., on which elements have been communicated to
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Figure 4.5: Mapping Layer (ML0).

which other business roles). In Figure 4.5 an example is given, where the virtual
links are expanded into three virtual hops, one in the U.S., one in Canada, and one
between the two countries.
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Figure 4.6: Underlay1 (UL1).

Finally, FleRD is used to describe the underlay. In our case, it is split into two
parts, an Underlay0 and an Underlay1. In Figure 4.7, Underlay0 describes the
actual physical setup, where, e.g., an NFS resource is only associated to SHost3. In
Figure 4.6 on the other hand, Underlay1 describes the logical setup of the substrate
actually used in mapping calculations. In this setup, the NFS resource is associated
to all devices it is exported to, and an existing tunnel via Provider2 and Provider3
is modeled.

In our example, VHost1 is mapped to SHost3, Splitter1 is mapped to SHost1, and
VHost2 and Splitter2 are mapped to VHost2. We assume that the upper virtual
link is realized via three tunnel segments, and is routed via two external physical
providers, Provider 2 and Provider 3. The second virtual link is realized inside the
given provider as a substrate link.

4.5 Support for Operational Dynamics

FleRD facilitates the description of requests or mapping states. However, as flex-
ibility is one of the main potential advantages of virtualization, it is likely that
embedding requirements change over time. Changes may follow a schedule or be
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Figure 4.7: Underlay0 (UL0).

based on current measurement results. This raises the question of whether time an-
notations are required in the resource description language, and how to incorporate
measurements in the description.

We believe that while it may be tempting to include time or measurement informa-
tion in the description language itself, it may overburden the language. In the case
of measurements a separate dedicated language can be used. This becomes appar-
ent when considering distributed embeddings of a virtual NE: one ‘measurement’
may include a series of partial measurements or measurement series at different em-
bedding locations. A single relevant parameter may depend on many different basic
parameters in a complex manner. The measurement details may need to be conveyed
in arbitrary formats and order. They may or may not correlate with individual NEs,
network interfaces, Resources or ResourceMappings. If to be integrated in FleRD
we suggest a recursively usable generic container for serialized objects which can be
associated to every of the above mentioned objects.

As an unobtrusive solution for a basic measurement support, we included the op-
tional time stamp field in the Resource object. This constitutes a basic means to
convey actual embedding situations in comparison to requested and promised re-
sources. Our prototype architecture assumes requirement driven communication
between VNet customers and providers based on business concerns. Customers do
not receive information about or access to substrate components by default. The
requirements are either directly based on measurables in the provider domain, or
relate to parameters the provider is able to correlate with the measurables (if pro-
visioning comprises more than simple leasing of resources). Measurements outside
one’s own domain (i.e., breaking the abstraction of virtualization) is thus considered
an optimization involving proprietary mechanisms between selected entities. We
therefore consider it out of scope for generic languages.

The inclusion of time constraints may not only warrant extensions to all objects but
imply additional side effects: Property changes or temporary removal of components
may result in nontrivial topological changes, which in turn need to be expressed.
On the other side, description of multiple full graphs annotated by time constraints
may yield the same expressiveness — retaining unambiguity at the cost of redundant
specification parts. In principle, it is possible to use the FleRD Feature object to
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specify basic time constraints on NE granularity, and to identify coherent topology
versions e.g., by corresponding tags but we do not recommend this use. Given
that an annotations of time constraints on a graph level are trivially feasible by
integrating them into negotiation interfaces, we advocate such a solution.

4.6 Related Work

Shared testbeds and federated prototype architectures require resource description
languages to describe and communicate network specifications, services as well as
embeddings. PlanetLab [31] uses the Resource Specification (RSpec) language to
communicate network requirements between various actors. RSpec [107] is specified
under the ProtoGENI project and is a basic resource description language com-
prising nodes and links. Nodes may be bound to a certain location, have various
interfaces, have a relation with other nodes, and may host certain services. The
Network Description Language [120] approach is based on the Resource Description
Framework [103]. The original intent of this effort was to describe physical networks
(in particular optical networks) to facilitate inter-domain lambda provisioning [121].
Efforts within the NOVI [87] and the GEYSERS 3 project are underway to extend
the language to include the description of virtual networks. The NDL+OWL [29]
language is based on an ontology paradigm which allows for automated reasoning
and calculation of substrate configurations. Houidi et al. [77] propose an ontol-
ogy which is also centered around the concept of a NetworkElement, but do not
consider additional topics covered in this chapter. E.g., vagueness, omission, and
non-topological constraints such as binary compatibility or co-location are not con-
sidered and discussed. Moreover, mapping remains restricted to two layers (virtual
and physical).

The Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) [90, 91, 102] was originally specified
by the Open Grid Forum (OGF) as an API for services based on the infrastructure-
as-a-service model. It has since undergone many extensions to serve services based
on platform-as-a-service and system-as-a-service models. The OCCI specification
consists of the OCCI Core [102], OCCI Infrastructure [90] and the OCCI HTTP
Rendering [91] standards. The OCCI core specification and the infrastructure spec-
ification describe how to model an entity and the associated resources and links
respectively, whereas the serialization of these models is demonstrated in the OCCI
HTTP Rendering standards.

DEN-ng [119] is based on the DEN information model and focuses on business-
driven network management solutions. VN-SLA [60] allows the formulation of Ser-
vice Level Specifications (SLS) for virtual networks. Specifically, it allows to specify
consequences of failure to meet specified service levels. VxDL4 is a virtual private

3http://www.geysers.eu/
4http://www.ens-lyon.fr/LIP/RESO/Software/vxdl/home.html
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execution infrastructure description language. VxDL describes computing and man-
agement resources while including the time limits for which these resources need to
be realized. Any description in VxDL consists of four parts: general description,
description of non-network resources, network topology and relevant resources, and
finally the time line for which the description is valid.

These languages differ from our approach in several respects. Ontological approaches,
such as NDL+OWL allow for reasoning about substrate configurations. FleRD how-
ever focusses on communication in scenarios where flexibilities required for business
tussles are likely to render the associated syntactical overhead a burden. In contrast
to the other languages, FleRD explicitly allows for structured multi-layer mapping
descriptions on both network element and resource granularity. While VxDL and
VN-SLS allow the modeling of VNets, they do not consider the formulation of map-
pings. DEN-ng allows for mapping, but differentiates between virtual and physical
instances, thereby limiting the depth of the description. NOVI mentions the possi-
bility of virtualized substrates, but does not consider resource mappings. Like NDL,
it also allows the modeling of a (multi-homed) shared communication channel only
as a full mesh of distinct links by limiting links to two endpoints. While RSpec
allows for the interconnection of multiple endpoints via one shared link, resources
are not modeled as separately referenceable entities. This complicates the specifica-
tion of resources shared between two or more nodes. Moreover, we are not aware of
any literature in the field explicitly addressing specification granularity, allowing for
white and black listing of properties, or omission of both resources and components
in a federated environment.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, we analyzed the requirements for a resource description language
used in the context of requirement or mapping communication. We find that speci-
ficity in requests comes at a cost in embedding flexibility, yielding an economic
incentive to allow for vagueness in both request formulations and mapping asser-
tions. Foreseeing economic tussles about abstraction and service levels, we envision
an environment of frequent introductions of new virtual network element or resource
types, as well as unconventional property descriptions.

Our language therefore aims at reducing of syntactic overhead while still allowing
for detailed and flexible descriptions. It allows for the arbitrary omission of property
as well as network component specifications, and facilitates the fine granular vague-
ness in terms of black- or whitelists. Both shared media and shared resources can
be modeled, and mapping can be indicated on both network element and resource
granularity. Partial mappings on aggregated resources (e.g., cluster) or higher ab-
straction levels (e.g., providers or sites) can be formulated canonically by selection
of appropriate NE types. These multiple mapping steps can be cached by storing
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intermediate topology descriptions, and communicated by transmission of multiple
graphs identifiable by GraphLabels and related by mappings.

We design the description language to retain a graph like structure even in the pres-
ence of multi-homed links in order to facilitate the application of graph algorithmic
mapping approaches, such as discussed in Chapter 5. As descriptions tend to in-
crease rapidly in size with complex or large scenarios, we created an XML schema
to facilitate the use of consistency-checking XML editors. Moreover, at the time of
writing, we are working on tool support with a graphical user interface for VNet
specifications and the display of state and mappings. The language is implemented
and used in our prototype described in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 5

Virtual Network Mapping

VNets decouple networks from the physical constraints of the underlying infrastruc-
ture (substrate). They can offer opportunities for customized network environments
and can be flexibly embedded at optimal (e.g., economical) locations and even mi-
grated. One of the central challenges arising from VNets concerns the strategies to
leverage this resource allocation flexibility.

To this purpose, virtual resources need to be assigned (mapped) to infrastructure
resources, on which they are thus instantiated (embedded) and thus hosted. The
mapping problem has been considered in various contexts (e.g., [44, 70, 72, 140]).
Previous work focuses on specific subproblems, e.g., restricts the type of networks to
graphs (e.g., without shared resources or multi-homed links) or calculates approx-
imations. We devise a generic formalization applicable to real world networks and
explicitly take into consideration migration and migration costs.

As described in Chapter 4, we consider a scenario where participating entities focus
on abstractions relevant to them and optimize towards their own goals. A customer
requests a network with (possibly incomplete) requirement specifications. Every un-
derspecified parameter is a degree of freedom to the providers. Brokers and resellers
(e.g., VNPs) without holistic substrate topology knowledge split up the request and
negotiate for partial resources with VNet providers, optimizing to their own ben-
efits. VNet providers in turn optimize the embeddings inside their own substrate
segment along their specific substrate management policies. We further assume that
large VNet providers may substructure into sites, and introduce their own internal
reseller or broker instances.

Mapping approaches therefore need flexibility for multiple levels of abstractions and
a large number of potential optimization goals. Moreover, the type and arrival time
of VNet requests is hard to predict, making it impossible to ensure efficient resource
usage by static placements alone. Dynamic reconfigurations, such as resource real-
locations (migrations), on the other hand come at a cost. It is crucial to identify
these and to weight them against benefits of more efficient embeddings. While PIPs
(see Chapter 3) map VNets to a substrate topology, VNPs arguably perform a sim-
ilar task, mapping VNets onto a topology of interconnected PIPs. Our MIP is thus
applicable to multiple levels of our VNet architecture.
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This chapter addresses the question of how to calculate optimal embeddings while
taking into account the cost constraints of migration. We formalize the problem in
form of a mixed integer program (MIP) which can be applied on both in the context
of VNP and PIP roles.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows: We first analyze challenges,
requirements and migration cost factors. After introducing the key concepts, on
which our MIP is based, we continue with an in-depth description of our solution.
We follow with a discussion of possible extensions. We evaluate the performance of
our solution on a basis of three characteristic use cases we identify, and conclude in
a summary.

5.1 Challenges and Requirements

As mentioned above, we consider a scenario with multiple entites, in which providers
may exploit underspecified characteristics of requested VNets for embedding flexi-
bility. This scenario entails two important implications: First, the abstraction char-
acteristic of virtualization and the given requirement specification allow providers
on any level (VNet providers and resellers) to freely optimize embeddings for their
own purposes. We assume that requirements either consist of parameters measur-
able in the provider’s domain, or that the provider knows how to translate them1

into measurables of his domain2. As long as these requirements are met, he may
assume not to disrupt applications inside the VNet. Second, resource mapping—a
computationally hard problem—is likely to happen in multiple steps. Resellers and
brokers (i.e., VNP roles) may map resources to providers, which in turn may decide
to substructure into areas or sites (i.e., VNP and PIP roles). Mapping approaches
thus need to scale to the problem sizes of the respective role/player rather than
infinitely.

The embedding strategies and objectives are likely to vary along with size and het-
erogeneity of the available substrate and the time available to find a solution. It is
unlikely that one VNet embedding approach will fit all situations: Symmetries in
data centers may allow for reasonable approximations, e.g., by greedy virtual net-
work placements or aggregation of similar resources. A backbone router site may
be too diverse for such an approach, but allow for the computation of optimal so-
lutions due to its limited size. In scenarios with heavy-tailed VNet durations, short
term placements may not even warrant the effort of optimization, but it may be
beneficial for a provider to optimize long living VNets into an efficiently managed
segment of the network. A mapping approach should hence facilitate an exchange
of optimization goals and the application of approximations while allowing for the

1e.g., because he guaranteed abstract QoS rather than basic resources
2including the possibility of measurement delegation, if he he hired subcontractors
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calculation of optimal solutions. It should also allow for the formulation of mapping
preferences in the presence of embedding policies.

As pointed out in Chapter 4, shared media (i.e., multi-homed links) and shared
resources form integral part of reality on every layer of abstraction: They exist in
substrates as, e.g., wifi links and tunnels sharing bandwidth with the underlaying
physical links. They may be requested for virtual components, if, e.g., the customer
specifies a multi-homed virtual link that allows any two nodes to communicate with
a specific bandwidth, but not necessarily simultaneously so. An ignorance of the
shared resource character in such a situation is likely to overallocate resources in
the substrate’s backbone. Moreover, virtualization may allow for embedding of
resources across resource types: Non-persistent virtual hard disks may be embedded
in RAM to accelerate access speed, or vice-verca. In the case of full-duplex or even
asymmetric link resources, directions of allowable flows influence the mapping of
virtual resources onto substrate resources. Moreover, embedding of entire virtual
networks on a single host are not only feasible, but also common to find. The
mapping approach must hence allow for correct formulations of such problems.

VNet request arrive over time and an optimal placement at some time t0 may become
suboptimal at some time t > t0. An algorithm to compute mere static embeddings
of a given set of VNets is therefore not satisfactory in practice. For instance, if
another virtual network expires, resources are freed up and another VNet could
be migrated there. Re-embeddings may also make sense for network management
and maintenance, e.g., to move the traffic to different paths to upgrade the routers.
Moreover, the demand for a certain service can be dynamic, due to daytime reasons,
and also the origins of the request can change due to user mobility or time-zone
effects. In this case, VNets should be dynamically scaled up or down depending on
the demand, and moved with the users. The arrival of a new VNet should cause
minimal changes to the existing embedding of prior VNets. Since VNet migration
cost is non-zero, there is a trade-off between migration cost and a superior embed-
ding. An embedding algorithm must hence support cost-aware migrations in the
sense that it trades off migration cost with the potential benefits.

5.2 Migration Cost

While migrations may yield more efficient embeddings, their costs depend on many
factors. We group these costs according to three parts of the process: Resource
removal, resource transferral, and resource reinstantiation.

Resource removal: A migration infers a management overhead Cmgmt. If, e.g., a
VNP provider triggers a cross-provider migration, the termination of provision-
ing contracts may entail penalties Ccontract. Temporary redundant allocations
of resources and reconfiguration based service outages during migration entail
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opportunistic costs Creconfig. An example cause for the latter would be outages
triggered by switchovers to and from transitional provisioning solutions. These
may lead to reduced benefits via reduced payments from the customer whose
service level agreement has been violated. All of these costs are independent
of the destination of the migration. They either relate to the removal of old
allocations, or to the fact that a migration is happening per se.

Resource transferral: These costs may depend on the migration destination. They
relate to the actual transfer and possible property changes. Bulk data trans-
fers may entail both real and opportunistic transit costs Ctransit, e.g., trans-
fer of host state may require additional bandwidth to be leased from transit
providers. It may interfere with provisioning of other VNets, if routed via the
same substrate links. Furthermore, adaptation may impose overhead if cru-
cial properties change (e.g., migrating a virtual host from Xen to KVM). We
denote this cost factor by Cadaptation.

Resource reinstantiation: New provisioning contracts may be required to place the
resource at its new location. While this new placement is likely to entail
additional costs and benefit changes, these are semantically equivalent to those
considered upon initial placements. This becomes clear considering that some
resources (e.g., virtual links) may be migrated by reinstantiation rather than
actual transfer. We therefore do not model them separately from placement,
but rather cover these implicitly in the context of placement preferences.

The mentioned costs may be zero or approximated by a bound for practical rea-
sons. Consider the following two scenarios: The first comprises a live migration of a
host inside of a (fully switched, homogeneous) rack belonging to the same provider,
which provides separate links for the data plane and migrations. Evidently, contract
penalties do not apply, no adaptations are required, and transit costs can be consid-
ered as destination independent. In the second, a VNP live-migrates a host between
providers. All cost factors apply, but those of of resource transferral can be included
in Creconfig, if the migration is provided as a service on behalf of the PIPs.

5.3 Approach and Key Concepts

Among our basic assumptions is that the substrate is in itself consistent. We assume
that components connected to different technologies are either capable of functioning
as an converter, or are split into two separate entities that may share common
resources (see Chapter 4). Thus, no incompatible technologies are directly connected
in a way to create an invalid path in the substrates topology graph.

The problem can be considered a graph embedding problem constrained by basic
suitability of substrate components for virtual resources. We therefore decided to
formalize the problem as a Mixed Integer Program (MIP). A MIP consists of a
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Figure 5.1: Transform: network to graph representation.

(linear) objective function expressed with a set of variables, plus a set of (linear)
constraints on these variables that ensure “valid” solutions of guaranteed quality.
Such MIPs can be solved by standard and highly optimized tools such as CPLEX.
These usually provide a set of built-in approximations, some of which we consider
in Chapter 6. Based on the MIP’s output, a valid substrate configuration can be
found.

An advantage of the mathematical programming approach is that it enables us to
propose different objective functions which can be easily exchanged. For example,
at some point a provider may choose to place the virtual networks on the “edge”
of the physical network in order to avoid blocking bottleneck links and hence to
maximize the likelihood that future VNet requests can be accepted. At another
point the provider wants to spread the VNet embeddings as much as possible in
order to retain available node resources at all locations. The provider may want to
concentrate the VNets on as few resources as possible in order to be able to switch
off other parts of the network in order to safe energy or for maintenance work.

This section introduces the basic concepts and MIP elements displayed in Tables 5.1
(sets), 5.2 (constants) and 5.3 (variables) of our mapping problem formalization.

5.3.1 Graph representation

Shared communication channels, i.e., links with several end points (both in the
virtual and the substrate network) constitute a first challenge for a generic mapping
approach. To describe virtual and substrate networks as classic graphs G = (V,E)
consisting of vertices V that are connected pairwise by edges E, we use the concept
of network elements (NEs) introduced in Chapter 4: Network elements represent
both nodes (set NEN) and links (set NEL). Network elements are connected by
interfaces, which form the edges of the graph.

We distinguish between virtual network elements of the VNet (set NEV = NEVN ∪
NEVL of virtual nodes and virtual links) and substrate network elements of the
substrate network (set NES = NESN ∪ NESL). In principle, any virtual node can
or cannot be mapped onto specific substrate nodes, depending on the requirements.
A virtual link can be embedded onto a substrate node, a substrate link, or onto a
set of paths in the substrate network (resulting in a multi-flow embedding).
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An example is shown in Figure 5.1. Here, NESN = {N1, N2, N3, N4} and NESL =
{L1, L2, L3}. The purpose of the embedding algorithm is to find a mapping of the
virtual networks and their elements to the network elements of the substrate. To
handle links with several endpoints, we replace each link with a vertex and add
graph edges accordingly.

5.3.2 Placement Policies and Suitability

We use the binary matrix new(u, v) to denote whether a virtual network element
u ∈ NEV is mapped to a substrate network element v ∈ NES (new(u, v) = 1) or
not (new(u, v) = 0).

A substrate element allocates resources for all virtual elements it hosts. To describe
these allocations, we introduce the variables allocrV(u, v) which capture the amount
of virtual resource rV of u hosted on v and allocrS(u, v, rV) describing the substrate
resources rS used to allocate it. The resources rV requested for u are represented
by the constant matrix req(u, rV, s), where s ∈ V T refers to the value type of
request (e.g., minimum, maximum, ...). To ensure that the sum of the allocated
resources never exceeds the capacities of the substrate we use the constant capacity
matrices caprS(v), caprS(v,w), and cap(rS). The first two hold individual capacities
of substrate components v and substrate interfaces interconnecting v and w with
respect to rS. The last represents the capacity of the resource rS, itself. All three
are required to correctly model various possible shared resources assignments in the
substrate.

It is not always possible to map a virtual network element to some specific substrate
elements. For example, a virtual node may be restricted to be placed only within
the US. The constant binary matrix suit(u, v) specifies whether v is suitable to host
network element u (suit(u, v) = 1) or not.

Our mathematical program considers placement restrictions: A provider may want
to bias or fix a mapping for a specific VNet according to internal placement policies
or cost factors. We thus use a constant weight matrix weight(u, v) to introduce a
cost for each node placement. These weights can also be used as policies to prioritize
certain resource allocations over others via the objective function.

5.3.3 Link Types and Resources

Next, we discuss how we handle the different link types: If the bandwidth in both
directions is the same we call a link symmetric, otherwise it is called asymmetric.
A full-duplex link supports traffic in both directions independently. A full-duplex
link can be regarded as two independent unidirectional links. A shared (wireless, or
non-switched, hub-like) channel is referred as half-duplex link. Note that half-duplex
links are symmetric by nature.
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We explicitly distinguish between two classes of resources R = RV∪RS, namely vir-
tual resources rV ∈ RV and substrate resources rS ∈ RS. To handle the different link
types, virtual half-duplex links are (e.g.—see Chapter 4) associated to an rV of at-
tribute ’/link/symmetric/bandwidth’ whereas substrate full-duplex links receive
two rS with ’/link/upstream/bandwidth’ and ’/link/downstream/bandwidth’,
respectively. In our embedding program, we assume a proportional relationship
between rV and rS, that is, we consider a proportional factor prop(rV, rS). As dif-
ferent functions are possible (e.g., involving constant instantiation overhead), the
respective constraints of the MIP are examples.

Interestingly, differentiating between rV and rS in both VNet specification and MIP
is not only useful for handling different link types but also for mapping nodes: It
enables us to map and even split resources (see Chapter 4) of arbitrary resource
types onto arbitrary other resource types. In this way, one can, e.g., map RAM
requests to SWAP space or volatile low-latency HD resources to RAM.

To handle shared communication channels we decompose its multiple endpoints into
a set of flows. In particular, for each link u, we introduce a set Fl(u) that describes
the set of possible source-sink pairs for u.Each flow f ∈ Fl(u) inherits the require-
ments of u. Analogue to the alloc matrices, flowrV(f, v, w) and flowrS(f, v, w, rV)
reflect tentative resource allocations on substrate interfaces, and new(f, v) denotes
corresponding tentative flow mappings. Resources of these flows f ∈ Fl(u) form the
set Rf ⊂ RV.

In its current version, our MIP does not consider interface bottlenecks (as opposed
to link bottlenecks), and it assumes only one interface coupling between two given
network elements (no parallel edges). Possible extensions to this respect are outlined
in Subsection 5.5.2.

5.3.4 The Flow Problem

While we consider virtual nodes to be atomic in the context of our MIP, virtual
links can be realized either as single path or multiple paths within the substrate
network. The aggregated resources of the paths must satisfy the requirements of
the virtual link while not exceeding the capacity limits of the substrate elements.
For instance, the sum of the bandwidths of the different paths must equal or greater
than the link’s bandwidth demand. This constitutes a flow problem. However, since
we tackle placement and embedding at the same time this corresponds to a multi-
commodity flow problem with a twist: The endpoints are not fixed, and candidate
locations overlap.

Our mathematical program ensures that the allocated flows are connected and con-
sistent with the requirements and capacities. We enforce a flow preservation invari-
ant, that is, we guarantee that the amount of flow arriving at a node equals the
amount of flow leaving the node. However, we must exempt the source and the sink
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of the flow from this invariant: We ensure that the traffic leaving the source equals
the demand of the virtual link. The link’s sink simply consumes the incoming flows.
This is implemented via selector variables that render the constraint trivially true
for endpoints (a tautology).

Latencies are not considered in the current version of the MIP. Respective extensions
are outlined in Subsection 5.5.5.

5.3.5 Migration Support

As mentioned, VNet requests typically arrive over time and the provider faces the
problem of how to embed a new VNet given the existing allocations of other re-
quests. Clearly, a complete re-embedding of all requests is out-of-question, as this
potentially comes at a high cost and with long outage times. However, small local
reconfigurations may reduce the overall resource overhead and improve the overall
embedding substantially or even enable the embedding to begin with.

To this end, we introduce matrices and constraints that allow the specification of
reconfiguration costs and enable the solver to weight them against the respective
benefits. Analogue to new(u, v), we use the constant binary matrix old(u, v) to
describe existing mappings, and specify whether a virtual network element u is
currently mapped to a substrate element v (old(u, v) = 1) or not (old(u, v) = 0).

We account for cost of migration in two respects: Destination independent costs
are reflected in the constant penalty matrix penalty(u) = Ccontract(u) +Cmgmt(u) +
Creconfig(u). Destination dependent Ctransit and Cadaptation cost factors to migrate
virtual network element u from its current position to substrate element v are
summed up in the constant matrix transit(u, v).

Node migration is typically more expensive relative to link migration, as links do
not involve state or bulk data transfers but are rather re-instantiated. As long as at
least one end point of a modified link remains in place (i.e., the connected virtual
node did not migrate), connectivity can be guaranteed by temporary redundant
resource allocations. Costs can be reflected by the link’s transit(u, v) variables.
If, however, all endpoints are migrated simultaneously, at least one interconnecting
segment or tunnel is required to allow for live-migrations. As a first-step simplifica-
tion, we consider a scenario where every migrating host receives a temporary tunnel,
as proposed in VROOM [126], and where costs are added to the respective host’s
transit(u, v) values. Furthermore, we do not consider contract penalties for remov-
ing link segments or objective functions maximising migrations in this step. We thus
assume penalty(u) = ǫ for ∀u ∈ NEVL and an arbitrarily small ǫ > 0, unless stated
otherwise. Section 5.5 sketches extensions to remove these constraints.
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5.4 The Embedding Program

Based on the above ideas we now describe the MIP in details, see Tables 5.1(sets),
5.2(constants), 5.3(variables) for a summary. While we introduced most sets, vari-
ables, and constants above we now describe the remaining ones which support spe-
cific objective functions. We explain the constraints.

Sets
NEV Virtual Network Elements
NEVN Virtual Nodes
NEVL Virtual Links
NES Substrate Network Elements
NESN Substrate Nodes
NESL Substrate Links
RV Set of Virtual Resource
RS Set of Substrate Resource

Rf : Rf ⊂ RV Set of Virtual Flow Resources
V T Value Types
F l(u) Flows ((source,sink)-Tuples)

Table 5.1: Set definitions

Table 2: Constants Range
weight(u, v) Resource Weight ∀u ∈ NEV, v ∈ NES ∈ [0, 1]
penalty(u) Migration Cost ∀u ∈ NEV > 0
transit(u, v) Costs transferring u resources to v transit(u, v), ∀u ∈ NEV, v ∈ NES ≥ 0
old(u, v) Old Mapping ∀u ∈ NEV, v ∈ NES ∈ {0, 1}
suit(u, v) Suitable Mapping ∀u ∈ NEV, v ∈ NES ∈ {0, 1}
caprS(v) Capacity of v w.r.t. rS ∀v ∈ NES , rS ∈ RS ≥ 0

caprS(v, w) Connection Capacity ∀(v, w) ∈ NE2
S, rS ∈ RS ≥ 0

cap(rS) Resource rS Capacity ∀rS ∈ RS ≥ 0
req(u, rV, s) Resource Request ∀u ∈ NEV, rV ∈ RV, s ∈ V T ≥ 0
prop(rV, rS) Scaling Factor ∀rV ∈ RV, rS ∈ RS ≥ 0
weightrS Load Weight Factor ∀rS ∈ RS ∈ [0, 1]

c sum,max Load Priority Factor ≥
∑

rS∈RS
weightrS

min allocrV Min. rV allocation unit ∀rV ∈ RV ≥ 0

Table 5.2: Constant definitions

5.4.1 Objective Function

What is an optimal mapping for a VNet over a set of resources in a physical sub-
strate network? The answer depends on the goals of the mapping entity and also
relies crucially on the predictability of future resource requests. Even with good pre-
dictions, an optimal solution found at time t0 may be suboptimal upon the arrival
of the next request at some time t > t0.

The strict scenario dependency and the number of antagonistic goals make it im-
possible to cover all objective functions explicitely in the context of this work. We
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Table 3: Variables Range
allocrS(u, v, rV) Allocated Resources ∀u ∈ NEV, v ∈ NES,∀rV ∈ Rv, rS ∈ RS ≥ 0
allocrV (u, v) Hosted Resources ∀u ∈ NEV, v ∈ NES,∀rV ∈ RV ≥ 0
new(u, v) Mapping Matrix for Elements ∀u ∈ NEV, v ∈ NES ∈ {0, 1}
new(f, v) Mapping Matrix for Flows ∀f ∈ F l(u), v ∈ NES,∀u ∈ NEVL ∈ {0, 1}
mig(u) Migration Selector ∀u ∈ NEV ∈ {0, 1}

flowrS(f, v, w, rV) Allocated Resources for Flow ∀(v, w) ∈ NE2
S, ≥ 0

∀f ∈ F l(u), rV ∈ RV, rS ∈ RS, ∀u ∈ NEVL

flowrV (f, v, w) Hosted Resources for Flow ∀(v, w) ∈ NE2
S, ≥ 0

∀f ∈ F l(u), rV ∈ RV, u ∈ NEVL

load(rS) Load on Resource rS ∀rS ∈ RS ≥ 0
max load Max Load over All rS ≥ 0

Table 5.3: Variable definitions

therefore consider only two exemplary antagonistic objective functions: Minimizing
resource usage (localizing embeddings) and load balancing (spreading embeddings).
However, one advantage of our mathematical programming approach is the ease in
exchanging different objective functions with only limited implementation effort.

An example objective that may make sense for infrastructure providers is to min-
imize the amount of substrate resources used for allocations. Such an objective
function aims at compact VNet placements, as virtual link resource allocations can
be assumed to have the highest impact here (assuming virtual hosts to require the
same node resources at any location). Other motivations may be, e.g., to be able to
switch off alternative components to save energy. The objective function we use for
most of our experiments therefore balances resource usage against migration cost:

∑

u∈NEV

∑

v∈NES

∑

rS∈RS

weight(u, v) · allocrS(u, v, rV)

+
∑

u∈NEV



penalty(u) ·mig(u) +
∑

v∈NES

transit(u, v) · new(u, v)





In our prototype, we also use an objective function that seeks to distribute the load
equally among all network elements to minimize peak loads and congestion. Such
an objective function may make sense, if requests are likely to involve placement
constraints, or if resource guarantees allow for usage spikes:

c ·max load+
∑

rS∈RS

load(rS)

+
∑

u∈NEV



penalty(u) ·mig(u) +
∑

v∈NES

transit(u, v) · new(u, v)





To this end, we extend the program by the load(rS) matrix capturing the individual
substrate resource loads (needed in the objective function for efficient allocation).
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Nodes:
map node:

∑
v∈NES

new(u, v) = 1 ∀u ∈ NEVN

set new: allocrS(u, v, rV) ≤ caprS(v)new(u, v) ∀u ∈ NEVN, v ∈ NES, rV ∈ RV, rS ∈ RS

req min: allocrV (u, v) ≥ new(u, v)req(u, rV, s) ∀u ∈ NEVN, rV ∈ RV, rS ∈ RS, s = minimum

req max: allocrV (u, v) ≤ new(u, v)req(u, rV, s) ∀u ∈ NEVN, rV ∈ RV, rS ∈ RS, s = maximum

req con: allocrV (u, v) = new(u, v)req(u, rV, s) ∀u ∈ NEVN, rV ∈ RV, rS ∈ RS, s = constant

Mapping:
relate V: allocrV (u, v) ≥ min allocrV · new(u, v) ∀u ∈ NEV, v ∈ NES, rV ∈ RV

allowed: suit(u, v) ≥ new(u, v) ∀u ∈ NEV, v ∈ NES

ne capacity:
∑

u∈NEV

∑
rV∈RV

allocrS (u, v, rV) ≤ caprS(v) ∀v ∈ NES, rS ∈ RS

capacity:
∑

v∈NES

∑
u∈NEV

∑
rV∈RV

allocrS(u, v, rV) ≤ cap(rS) ∀rS ∈ RS

load: weightrS/cap(rS)· ∀rS ∈ RS∑
v∈NES

∑
u∈NEV

∑
rV∈RV

allocrS(u, v, rV) ≤ load(rS)

max load: load(rS) ≤ max load ∀rS ∈ RS

Resource-Variable Relation:
resource:

∑
rS∈RS

prop(rV, rS)allocrS (u, v, rV) = allocrV (u, v) ∀u ∈ NEV, v ∈ NES, rV ∈ RV

flow res:
∑

rS∈RS
prop(rV, rS)flowrS (f, v, w, rV) = flowrV (f, v, w) ∀f ∈ F l(u), (v, w) ∈ NE2

S, rV ∈ Rf ,

∀u ∈ NEVL

Links:
map link:

∑
v∈NES

new(u, v) ≥ 1 ∀u ∈ NEVL

map src: new(u, v) ≥ new(qf , v) ∀f ∈ F l(u), v ∈ NES, qf source of f ;∀u ∈ NEVL

map sink: new(u, v) ≥ new(df , v) ∀f ∈ F l(u), v ∈ NES, df sink of f ; ∀u ∈ NEVL

req fmin:
∑

w∈NES
(flowrV (f, v, w)− flowrV (f, w, v)) ≥ new(qf , v)req(u, rV, s)− new(df , v)∞

∀f ∈ F l(u), v ∈ NES, rV ∈ Rf ; ∀u ∈ NEVL, s = minimum

req fmax:
∑

w∈NES
(flowrV (f, v, w)− flowrV (f, w, v)) ≤ new(qf , v)req(u, rV, s) + new(df , v)∞

∀f ∈ F l(u), v ∈ NES, rV ∈ Rf ; ∀u ∈ NEVL, s = maximum

req fconst:
∑

w∈NES
(flowrV (f, v, w)− flowrV (f, w, v)) = new(qf , v)req(u, rV, s)− new(df , v)req(u, rV, s)

∀f ∈ F l(u), v ∈ NES, rV ∈ Rf ; ∀u ∈ NEVL, s = constant

Link Allocation:
exp out:

∑
w∈NES

flowrS(f, v, w, rV) ≤ allocrS(u, v, rV) ∀f ∈ F l(u), v ∈ NES, rV ∈ Rf ,

rS ∈ RS, ∀u ∈ NEVL

exp in:
∑

w∈NES
flowrS(f, w, v, rV) ≤ allocrS(u, v, rV) ∀f ∈ F l(u), v ∈ NES, rV ∈ Rf ,

rS ∈ RS, ∀u ∈ NEVL

direction: flowrS(f, v, w, rV) ≤ new(u, v)caprS (v, w) ∀f ∈ F l(u), (v, w) ∈ NE2
S,

rV ∈ Rf , rS ∈ RS, ∀u ∈ NEVL

relate f:
∑

w∈NES
flowrS(f, v, w, rV) + flowrS(f, w, v, rV) ≥ new(u, v) ∀f ∈ F l(u), ∀u ∈ NEVL,

v ∈ NES, rV ∈ Rf , rS ∈ RS

Migration:
new:

∑
v∈NES

old(u, v) ≥ mig(u) ∀u ∈ NEV

migrated: old(u, v) − new(u, v) ≤ mig(u) ∀u ∈ NEV, v ∈ NES

Figure 5.2: Embedding constraints for linear Mixed Integer Program. Ex-
planations are given in the text.

max load denotes the maximal load over all resources and is defined in the con-
straints of the MIP. This dual load approach is required to compensate for variation
in availability of different resources: Minimizing only max load would optimize only
the scarcest resource and hence leave overly high slack in other resource allocations.
Minimizing individual load(rS) avoids unnecesary resource allocations, but (again
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numerically) overrules max load as prime factor. Therefore, the constant factor c is
required to balance between overall and individual load.

5.4.2 Constraints

The embedding must fulfill various type, capacity, and other consistency constraints,
see Figure 5.2 for a complete constraint list.

Nodes: This constraint category is used to ensure that each VNet node is mapped
to an appropriate substrate node. In contrast to links, we do not map nodes
to multiple substrate elements, and hence Constraint map node is necessary
to guarantee a unique mapping location. At the location where the node is
mapped (and only there!), resource requirements must be fulfilled (Constraint
set new). Depending on the substrate resource type (minimum, maximum, or
constant), the resource constraints are imposed in a different manner (Con-
straints req min, req max, req con).

Mapping: The mapping constraints ensure that the substrate element has suf-
ficient capacity (Constraint ne capacity) allocated. If resources are shared
amongst substrate elements, we need to check against the capacity of the re-
source itself (Constraint capacity). In order to limit link split-ups, we set
a minimal resource allocation unit (Constraint relate V). Moreover, virtual
elements hosted must be of the correct type (Constraint allowed). Constraint
load and Constraint max load define the load of a resource (i.e. the frac-
tion of its capacity used) and the maximum of all individual resourc loads,
respectively.

Resource-Variable Relation: This set of constraints deals with the relation
between the resource types rS that host resources of type rV. In our mathe-
matical program, we assume a linear relation, which is given by the constant
factor prop(rV, rS) (Constraints resource and flow res).

Links: Mapping links is similar to mapping nodes, and hence, several constraints
apply also to links. However, in contrast to nodes, links may be mapped to
more than one substrate element (as one or several paths). Shared communi-
cation channels need to allocate resources to satisfy their requirements with
respect to every virtual node pair connected. In order to calculate alloca-
tions in this case, links are expanded into a set of flows, as described earlier.
Clearly, each virtual link must be mapped to at least one substrate element
(Constraint map link). Sources and sinks of the expanded flows definitely are
part of this mapping: (Constraints map src and map sink). Note that this
allows to find a valid mapping even for pure local links, i.e. if all VNodes are
mapped to a single SNode. As a first step simplification, we assume that pure
local links require only nominal resources, considering only resource allocation
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corresponding to min allocrV
3.

The multi-path propagation of each flow f must satisfy flow preservation, ex-
cept for the source and sink element. The constraint depends on the value
type (minimum, maximum, or constant): In case of a minimum type, the net
flow of a given resource type must be a least the requested resources at the
source and preserved otherwise. If the substrate element is the sink, the flow
preservation invariant is suspended and the constraint becomes fulfilled triv-
ially. To implement a corresponding selector, multiplication by a sufficiently
large number (e.g., slightly larger than the maximal amount of involved re-
sources, here simply represented by ∞) is used in the subtrahend. This yields
the desired tautology (see Constraint req fmin). The Constraints req fmax

and req fconst are defined analogously.
Note that it is not possible within the MIP to strictly ensure maximum or
constant bandwidth in combination with half-duplex links. This is due to
conceptual reasons discussed in Subsection 5.5.4.

Link Allocation: The substrate resource rS allocated for a virtual u on a sub-
strate element v is the maximum of the rS required for every single of u’s flows.
(Constraints exp out and exp in) ensure that these resources are allocated on
sources and destinations of the respective flows. Constraint direction en-
forces direction specific capacity constraints on full-suplex substrate resources.

Migration: Our program allows us to migrate already embedded VNet elements to
new locations, if the reconfiguration costs are amortized by the more efficient
embedding. The migration constraints set the migration flag mig(u) if4 the
mapped element is not new (Constraint new) and was previously embedded at
a different location, where it was removed (Constraint migrated).

5.5 Extensions

This sections discusses possible future extensions to the above MIP. More specifically,
in the following we sketch extensions to remedy our first-step simplifications with
respect to link migration. We then discuss the incorporation of interface bottlenecks
and the modeling of distributed virtual node embedding. We show why it is not
possible to guarantee maximum and constant bandwidth constraints for generic
half-duplex scenarios via the MIP. Finally, we sketch extensions allowing for latency
constraints as well as more granular control regarding placement constraints.

3This can be extended trivially by adding a variant of constraints req ∗ for links u, where new(u, v)
is replaced by new(u′, v) for all VNodes u′ connected to u

4and only if, whenever migration costs are relevant - i.e., > 0, and minimized in the objective
function
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5.5.1 Link migration costs

So far, we considered only simplified link migration costs. This subsection outlines
modifications to relax this restriction.

The modeling of contract penalties can be added by extending the mig(u) matrix to
a mig(u, v) matrix. This allows for a more granular formulation of modified virtual
link segments rather than entire links. If a new constraint enforcing new(u, v) >
mig(u, v) is added, migration-maximizing objective functions can be used. This
removes the remaining ambiguity of the migrated constraint where both old(u, v)
and new(u, v) are 1.

In a case, in which all endpoints happen to change location at the same time, we
assume a VROOM scenario in our MIP, in which temporary tunnels are spawned
between migration source and destination positions. The cost for these tunnels are
added to host migration costs. As an alternative, one may merely interconnect
old and new virtual link u segments. In this case, the interconnection is modeled
by an additional set of flows fx[up,down]

running between the old location of any
one connected node to the new location of any other connected node. Adding the
respective allocations temporarily ensures connectivity independent of actual mi-
gration switchovers of the endpoints. If a sum of new(fx[up,down]

, u)transit(u, v) is
added to the objective function, its path will be optimized by the solver. Moreover,
a constraint new(fx[up,down]

, u) ≥ 1 − old(u, v) − new(u, v) results in charges being

added only for the truly temporary allocations5.

5.5.2 Interface bottlenecks and parallel edges

If the topology turns out to be a graph with parallel edges, the MIP assumes mul-
tiple interface connections between two network elements to be abstracted by one
reflecting their effective combined bandwidth. Furthermore, the MIP considers link
resource bottlenecks reflected in network elements (e.g., links) rather than interface
connections.

If interfaces form bottlenecks of link resources (e.g., an interface allows for less
bandwidth than an attached link), we need to add interface capacities:

• Constraints ne capacity, capacity and load need to be replicated for each
edge, i.e., edge allocations allocrS(u, v, w, rV) need to be correlated with inter-
face capacities caprS(v,w).

• Objective function and max load need to consider the new allocrS(u, v, w, rV)
variable matrix.

5for cost minimizing objective functions
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If the interfaces are to be distinguished inside the MIP, parameters change to (v,w)i,
rather than v,w in the above modifications.

5.5.3 Distributed node embedding

Our MIP considers virtual nodes atomic entities. It thus does not explicitely sup-
port a distributed node embedding (node split-up) where e.g., processing or RAM
resources are spread across several substrate network elements. However, it does
support the colocation of partial or complete virtual topologies on one substrate
node. We therefore argue that the problem of distributed node embedding can be
reduced to the problem of placing atomic (partial) nodes and calculating paths for
interconnections. This may be done via one of two approaches, which relate to our
description language presented in Chapter 4:

1. The substrate may be expanded into a topology of logical components rep-
resenting possible placement solutions. Suppose for example that computing
and storage can be mapped on two networked substrate components. Then a
logical node can represent this specific combination and share corresponding
resources with other logical instances. This approach abstracts the split-up via
virtualization. As an example, consider an NFS server hosting virtual hard
disks in an UL0 graph (see Chapter 4) removed in the UL1 graph, where the
NFS share is modeled as resource shared between all substrate hosts that have
mounted it.

2. The compound node can be split up into a topology of atomic subcompo-
nent nodes and integrated into the network description. Since these can still
be placed together on a single substrate node, distributed embedding is not
enforced unless it is beneficial for the objective function.

The first version is only an option, if link resource overhead of distributed embedding
is not an issue (e.g., because it is not considered in the VNet data plane). This is
due to a complex overlap in shared substrate resources which is be reflected in the
MIP.

5.5.4 Half-duplex limitations

Our MIP always guarantees a minimum amount of resources over and for half-
duplex links. This is due to the construction of exp in and exp out. It supports
s = maximum and s = constant requirements for many scenarios, if the objective
function aims at a resource allocation minimization. But it cannot do so in generic
scenarios. Support for half duplex links is always connected to a embedding mecha-
nism that is supporting it. The design of such a mechanism is outside of the scope
of this thesis.
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(a) HD VLink to FD SLink (b) FD VLink to HD SLink

Figure 5.3: Mapping (a) a half-duplex VLink onto a full-duplex, and (b) a
full-duplex VLink to a half-duplex SLink.

This becomes apparent when considering the following two scenarios depicted in
Figure 5.3: In (a), provisioning of a minimum half-duplex bandwidth of X MBit/s on
a full-duplex substrate link is coupled to a reservation of resources in both directions.
Without aforementioned embedding support, the virtual half-duplex links can be
used into both directions simultaneously. In (b), the situation is reversed. To
provision X MBit/s per direction, 2X MBit/s have to be reserved in the substrate,
which can be used simultaneously for unidirectional traffic.

5.5.5 Latency support

Constraints in the Links and Link Allocation categories can serve to calculate re-
sources which are represented as commodity flows. However, the above MIP requires
a notion of a path to compute resources, such as latencies, which are distributed
along a path. There are two ways to introduce such a path notion:

1. On the description level: Every virtual link can be split up and mapped to a
set of links with partial resources of desired granularity in another OL type
VNet description. The MIP in turn needs to be modified to disallow flow
split-ups.

2. On the MIP flow level: Each flow f ∈ Fl(u) can be split up into a set of
atomic (unsplittable) subflows fi ∈ FParts(f). This approach allows for
better resource allocations at the cost of a more extensive set of modifications,
as partial flows may remain empty (i.e., to be not mapped).

After introducing such a path notion, computing flow latency corresponds to sum-
ming of all latencies of substrate elements the flow is mapped on. Every atomic flow
needs to satisfy the latency constraints.
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Modifications following the second approach are sketched in Figure 5.4: The first
part introduces the set of partial flows and correlates their substrate resource allo-
cations with the corresponding virtual resources. The second part adds requirement
verifications for virtual resource allocations of subflows to the regular checks on
the flow level. Subflows are allowed to remain empty. Directional constraints and
flow-link placement correlations are considered on the subflow level. Flows respect
directions by transitivity and virtual links are placed wherever subflows exist. The
fourth part renders subflows atomic by restricting the fanout on substrate vertices.
The fifth formulates the aggregation of partial flows to full flows, and the sixth
verifies latencies on the path (i.e., subflow) level. Capacity verification remains
unmodified on the link level.

1. Introduce partial flows :
Expand all f ∈ F l(u), u ∈ NEV to atomic partial flows fi ∈ FParts(f).
Create fpart res constraints on fi (subflow) level analogue to flow res constraints.

2. Formulate subflow problem rules, allowing for empty subflows :
Replicate all req fmax and req fmin constraints as req fpmax and req fpmin constraints on subflow
level.
Substitute ”new(qf , v)req(u, rV, s)” by ”0” in req fpmin constraints.
Create req fpmax constraints on subflow level for every req fconst constraint present on flow level.

3. Correlate link placement and directional capacities with subflows :
Substitute ”new(u, v)” by ”new(fi, v, w)”, ”f” by ”fi”, and ”f ∈ F l(u)” by ”fi ∈ FParts(f); ∀f ∈
F l(u)” in direction constraints.
Add map linkf constraints:
map linkf: new(fi, v, w) ≤ new(u, v) ∀fi ∈ FParts(f), f ∈ F l(u), u ∈ NEVL, (v, w) ∈ NE2

S
4. Render subflows atomic :

new fpart: flowrS(fi, v, w, rV) ≥ new(fi, v, w) ∀fi ∈ FParts(f), f ∈ F l(u),
(v, w) ∈ NE2

S, rV ∈ Rf , rS ∈ RS

no splitpart:
∑

w∈NES
new(fi, v, w) ≤ 1 ∀fi ∈ FParts(f), f ∈ F l(u),

(v, w) ∈ NE2
S

map fpart:
∑

w∈NES
new(fi, v, w) = new(fi, v) ∀fi ∈ FParts(f), f ∈ F l(u),

v ∈ NES

5. Sum up partial flows to full flows :
fpart sum:

∑
fi∈FParts(f) flowrS(fi, v, w, rV) = flowrS(f, v, w, rV) ∀f ∈ F l(u), (v, w) ∈ NE2

S,

rV ∈ Rf , ∀u ∈ NEVL

6. Check latencies :
lat fpart: latecy(fi) =

∑
v∈NES

new(fi, u)latency(v) ∀fi ∈ FParts(f), f ∈ F l(u), u ∈ NEVL

lat min: latency(fi) ≥ req(u, rlatency, s) ∀fi ∈ FParts(f), f ∈ F l(u), u ∈ NEVL

s = minimum

lat max: latency(fi) ≤ req(u, rlatency, s) ∀fi ∈ FParts(f), f ∈ F l(u), u ∈ NEVL

s = maximum

lat const: latency(fi) = req(u, rlatency, s) ∀fi ∈ FParts(f), f ∈ F l(u), u ∈ NEVL

s = constant

Figure 5.4: Additional constraints to model paths inside the MIP

5.5.6 Constraint group handling

In our prototype, we handled incomplete descriptions outside of the MIP. In partic-
ular, ConstraintGroups, introduced in Chapter 4, are resolved prior to MIP formu-
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lation6. ConstraintGroups allow for multiple Feature values, that enable or disable
placements of VNEs on groups of substrate elements sharing this property. This is
reflected in the MIP’s suit(u, v) matrix. Every Feature is assigned a tentative value.
Failure to find a solution on the MIP level is handled by backtracking. By adding
flexibility to the MIP for handling suitability issues, it may be possible to remove
backtracking steps.

A matrix configuration(u, c) can model configuration group memberships for vir-
tual components u and configuration c. A new constraint would need to compare a
variable matrix suit(u, v) to a sum of acceptable property group memberships. It
allows placement only if at least one compatible group c is selected for u. A new
constraint is needed to compare configuration(u, c) against compatible property p
memberships prop(u, p) and incompatible property memberships 1 − prop(u, p) for
each given group g.

5.6 Evaluation

This section reports on our experience with the prototype implementation described
in Chapter 8. We conducted experiments for three basic scenarios:

VPN: In the VPN scenario, the locations of the virtual nodes of a VNet are fully
specified. In contrast to typical VPN networks however, resources are reserved
along the paths connecting the VPN terminals (admission control and traffic
shaping to ensure QoS). It essentially boils down to a network flow problem.
Moreover, computational and storage resources can be specified at the termi-
nals.

DC: The data center scenario describes the other extreme where the virtual nodes
have full placement flexibility and can be mapped to arbitrary locations.

OC: The so-called out-sourcing/cloud scenario is situated between the two extremes
modelled by the static VPN and the fully flexible DC scenario. A VNet consists
of some virtual nodes with fixed locations (e.g., branches of the company and
access network) while other virtual nodes (providing, for example, storage or
computation) are “out-sourced”, e.g., to a cloud or a data center, and have a
flexible location.

In the following, we first state and motivate our evaluation goal. We then describe
the data basis along with the environment of our evaluations, and proceed by pre-
senting the results for each of the above scenarios.

6with the exception of co-location constraints, which are added as constraints to the MIP
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5.6.1 Evaluation goal

Mathematical Solvers, such as CPLEX, are designed to deliver the proven optimal
result to a problem with respect to the stated objective function. The consequence
of this insight is that usual qualitative evaluation goals are only of limited use in the
context of this chapter.

This becomes apparent when considering the fact that the possibility of migration
(i.e., reallocations) prevents the rejection of a VNet based on resource placement
inefficiency. Moreover, the output result is always - by design of the solver - optimal
with respect to stated intentions (that is: the objective function). Traditional evalu-
ations considering, e.g., ’cumulative cost over time’ or ’rejection rate’ thereby would
not measure the quality of the formalization, which we want to evaluate. Instead,
they come down to an evaluation of appropriateness of stated objective functions or
request rejection policies in the context of considered scenarios.

Both may be of interest in subsequent research efforts, but are considered out of
scope with respect to this thesis. We therefore turn to the most pressing topic of
runtime. Our experiments are designed to provide insight into two major questions:
To which extent can solving a NP-hard problem optimally be expected to scale in
real scenarios? And what is the influence of parameters such as the percentage of
freely placeable resources?

5.6.2 Data basis and environment

In order to model the physical substrate network, we extracted Rocketfuel topolo-
gies [117]. Connected subsets of these graphs are also used to describe the topology
of the VNet requests. For the OC use case, the virtual nodes of the VNets are par-
titioned into freely allocatable cloud resources (CR) and fixed access points (AP)
(e.g., connection points to corporate subnets of the requesting entity). In the DC
use case all virtual nodes exhibit full placement flexibility. The VPN use cases is
included implicitely in the OC evaluation.

Unless stated otherwise, the following configuration holds for the experiments: Sub-
strate network elements feature capacity for fifteen virtual network elements. No
placement preferences are given, i.e., migration penalties are destination independent
and weights are 1 for all virtual network elements The embeddings are optimized
with the maximal load minimization objective function. As a solver, IBM’s stan-
dard CPLEX software is used in deterministic mode with a limit of six concurrent
threads on a 8-core Xeon server running at 2.5GHz. MIP instances are created by
our prototype implementation. Obviously irrelevant variables or constraints (e.g.,
allocation variables for places where no suitability is given) are not formulated.
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(a) Mapping of nth VNet (b) Mapping of n-node VNet

Figure 5.5: Run time without migration for multiple VNet placement.

5.6.3 Out-sourcing Scenario

In the out-sourcing scenario, the virtual nodes fall into two categories: a set of
fixed APs and a set of freely placeable CRs. Concretely, for each VNet we chose
(uniformly at random) between one and three flexible VNet nodes and between
one and seven fixed access nodes. The percentage of flexible nodes in the VNet is
captured by the variable freedom ∈ [0, 1]. Note that freedom = 0 is our VPN
scenario. For our experiments, we use a substrate network of twenty-five nodes, and
we iteratively place incoming VNet requests. Evaluations are repeated ten times.
All VNet requests are accepted as long as resources are available. We study scenarios
with and without migration.

Figure 5.5(a) shows the runtime (real time, in seconds) required to map VNets of
different size iteratively (one after the other, sorted on the x-axis) in a scenario with-
out migrations. Figure 5.5(b) shows results of the same experiment as a function
of VNet size. There are several takeaways from these experiments: First, we ob-
serve that the embedding times are small (never exceeding 14 seconds). Moreover,
depending on the load on the substrate network (the number of already embedded
VNets and the VNet size), the runtime increases slightly. The data also exhibits a
relatively high variance, which can be explained by the randomized nature of the to
be embedded VNets (in terms of size and nature).

The run times generally increase if we enable the option to migrate, see the logscale
plot in Figure 5.6, although there are instances where it is roughly the same. This
is to be expected as migration increases flexibility and therefore the complexity of
the MIP. An interesting feature of integrating migration support is that we can at
any time check if a subset of the resources, e.g., half of the network is sufficient to
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Figure 5.6: Run time with and
without migration
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Figure 5.7: Run time for differ-
ent degrees of freedom
(sample runs).

fulfil the demand. In the above cases such a run takes on average 2.73 seconds with
a standard deviation of 0.42 seconds.

As the above experiment suggests, a major parameter that determines the time
complexity of the embeddings is the freedom of the node placement. We conducted
a series of experiments where the VNet size and the proportion of CRs, (i.e., the
variable freedom) varies. The findings are summarized in Figure 5.7. While the
results show a certain amount of jitter (consider Section 2.2.4), they still confirm
this dependency. Interestingly, despite the flexibility of the VNets and the existing
load on the substrate, the run times are still in the range of several minutes.

We can conclude that although the option to migrate and the placement flexibility
effect the execution times, optimal solutions for relatively large problems are feasible
and can be computed in reasonable time. Moreover, as the run times without
migration support are lower than their counterparts, hybrid designs, where incoming
VNets are first placed ad-hoc, and persisting ones are optimized regularly (by an
offline, background process) are attractive.

5.6.4 Data Centers

The data center use case exhibits the highest flexibility and hence constitutes, in
some sense, the “worst case” scenario (in terms of embedding complexity). In order
to quantify the impact of the substrate network size, we calculated mappings for
a single twenty-five CR VNet on substrates of different sizes. In one set of exper-
iments, we calculated the optimum, in another we emphasized feasibility. For the
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latter experiments, we turned off the multi-threading and parallelization features of
CPLEX.

Figure 5.8 studies the price of optimality: the comparison of the run times for
optimal and feasible (i.e., first possible) VNet embeddings shows that while the
performance of both depends on the substrate size, optimal solutions may result in
an order of magnitude higher run times. For a substrate network of around twenty
nodes, we can still expect an optimal solution within hours. Recall, this is a worst
case scenario with respect to (full) flexibility. Nonetheless, it shows the importance
of investigations into approximation approaches.

Finally, we examine feasibility in detail and report on an experiment studying the
run times as a function of the VNet size (cf Figure 5.9): the loglog plot indicates
that the runtime grows linearly for larger network sizes. Even VNets with thousands
of elements can be embedded within minutes in a substrate of almost one hundred
nodes.

As a final remark, note that although our run times for the data center embeddings
are higher than in the out-sourcing use case, the conclusion that VNet optimizations
are to time-consuming in data centers may be wrong in particular, as approximations
can help to reduce the runtime drastically. Our experiments are overly conservative
in the sense that in reality, we expect that VNet requests for real data centers to
be homogeneous, and are issued to, e.g., computing grid environments which are
typically likely to be homogeneous as well. This homogeneity facilitates a range of
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optimizations, e.g., by aggregating entities into larger meta-nodes; this reduces the
number of elements (i.e., variables) in the problem.

5.7 Related Work

There has been a significant interest in virtual networks over the last years. The
reader is referred to the recent surveys [46] and [71]. The work described here is
conducted in the context of our network virtualization project where we develop a
prototype implementation.

Network embedding problems have already been studied in various settings (e.g.,
in the context of circuit-design, which is however quite different and not discussed
further here). Note that the virtual network embedding problem is different from
classic VPN embedding or multi-flow problems in the sense that the node placement
is not given but subject to optimization as well. This additional degree of freedom
renders the problem more complex. Indeed, many variants already of much simpler
virtual network embedding problems are computationally hard: Even if all virtual
network requests are given in advance, the offline optimization problem with con-
straints on virtual nodes and virtual links can be reduced to the NP-hard multi-way
separator problem (e.g., see [20] for a survey). Thus, there is a large body of lit-
erature on heuristic solutions: For example, Fan and Ammar [62] study dynamic
re-configurable topologies to accommodate communication requirements that vary
over time, Zhu and Ammar [140] consider virtual network assignment problems with
and without reconfiguration but only for bandwidth constraints, Ricci et al. [104]
pursue a simulated annealing approach, and Lu and Turner [86] seek to find the best
topology in a family of backbone-star topologies. Many approaches in the literature
fail to exploit the flexibility to embed virtual nodes and links simultaneously and
solve the two mappings sequentially (e.g., RW-MaxMatch [85]), or in multiple steps
with backtracking (e.g., [85]), which entails a loss of efficiency [52]. To deal with
the computational hardness, Yu et al. [137] advocate to rethink the design of the
substrate network to simplify the embedding, e.g., by allowing to split a virtual link
over multiple paths and perform periodic path migrations. The focus of the work by
Butt et al. [42] is on re-optimization mechanisms that ameliorate the performance
of the previous virtual network embedding algorithms in terms of acceptance ratio
and load balancing; their algorithm is able to prioritize resources and is evaluated
by simulations. Finally, virtual network embeddings have also been studied from a
distributed computing point-of-view [76].

Our work seeks to combine virtual networks with storage and computation to enable
virtual networks. An emphasis is put on generality and quality of the embeddings.
We believe that the mathematical programming approach we pursued has many
advantages, as it allows for a simple replacement of the objective function, and
as state-of-the-art and optimized solvers can be used to find not only optimal but
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also approximate or heuristic solutions. (There is no need to reinvent, e.g., new
pruning heuristics for each embedding problem variant; often such heuristics are
also unlikely to be faster than the sophisticated algorithms incorporated into CPLEX

or lpsolve.) We are only aware of two embedding approaches related to virtual
networks for which a mathematical program solves both node and link placement:
Kumar et al. [83] describe an approach to solve a Virtual Private Network tree com-
putation problem for bandwidth provisioning; flexible virtual node placements are
not possible. Chowdhury et al. [44] present an linear embedding program and pur-
sue a relaxation strategy, applying randomized and deterministic rounding to find
approximate solutions. The presented graph extension approach supports exact so-
lutions for placements where interconnected virtual nodes do not share candidate
substrate nodes, as it would add bogus resources otherwise. Hajjat et al. [72] calcu-
late reconfigurations in the context of enterprise applications under the constraint
of communication costs after migration. Costs of the migration itself are not con-
sidered. Guo et al. [70] describe a clustering approximation placing nodes and
links successively in Data Center environments. While migrations are supported
and minimized, their costs per se are not formulated. For an online and competitive
algorithm see [59]. Houidi et al. [76] describe a distributed algorithm for mapping
VNets, which is based on a decomposition into hub-and-spoke clusters. Also, sev-
eral challenges of embeddings in wireless networks have been identified by Park and
Kim [95].

To the best of our knowledge, there is no algorithm to embed VNet like networks
in a manner whose generality and flexibility is close to ours. In particular, none of
the solutions above can handle all the heterogeneous links occurring in practice and
map, e.g., a broadcast link onto a set of asymmetric and full-duplex links. Also,
we are not aware of any algorithm which, e.g., allows to capture CPU load induced
due to packet rates of the flows in a VNet; finally, we believe that the support of
cost-aware migration is crucial, as the dynamical aspects lie at the heart of network
virtualization.

5.8 Summary

In this section, we formalized the virtual network mapping problem as a dynamic
multicommodity flow problem and designed a mixed integer program solving the
mapping. Our solution facilitates easy changes to the optimization criteria, and
thus can be easily adapted to the need of different entities with different goals. We
support handling of real-world network topologies, including shared communication
channels with multiple endpoints and shared resources. Our model of migration costs
allows us to weight embedding optimizations against costs implied by the respective
transitions.
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Furthermore, we sketched possible extensions and improvements of our MIP, allow-
ing for distributed node embedding or the incorporation of latencies. We evaluated
the solution’s runtime with respect to three characteristic use scenarios. We find
that while runtimes may be sufficient for optimization of long term VNets, investi-
gations into approximate solutions are sensible especially for scenarios with limited
allowable solving time or high degree of freedom with respect to placement. These
investigations are addressed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6

Approximation approaches

As shown in Chapter 5, the runtime of our MIP approach is acceptable for the out-
sourcing scenario, but does not scale that well for scenarios with high degrees of
placement freedom. To tackle the runtime problem, one can use solvers to approx-
imate on MIPs. This can be beneficial since the solvers deliver a solution which
is within a guaranteed bound of the optimal one.The question is to what extent
which approximation approach helps in improving the runtime and how it affects
the quality of found solutions1.

We start by defining a quality function we subsequently use for qualitative compar-
ison of solutions. We identify relevant parameters for the runtime. Next, we then
evaluate the effect of solver parameters. Subsequently, we examine the effect of prob-
lem formulation modifications and clustering. We conclude with a short discussion
of the results.

6.1 Quality and parameters

We first define a quality function that will subsequently be used to assess approxi-
mation costs. We then start our investigations by verifying to what extent problem
parameters (especially network topology) correlate with runtime changes.

6.1.1 Quality function

In this Chapter, we take the position of a provider trying to host the maximum
number of virtual resources on his substrate. We therefore run our experiments
with the resource minimization objective function (see Section 5.4).

As in Chapter 5, rejection policies and similar higher-level aspects are considered
out of scope. We therefore again do not directly consider aggregate quality metrics,
such as rejection rate. However, it is important to notice, that in the scope of our
fixed scenario, in which the goal is efficiency in resource usage, and in which every
embeddable request will be accepted, our basic quality metrics correlate directly

1Part of the work in this chapter was done in the context of [68]
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to the rejection rate. Overallocation of substrate resources reduces the number of
supported virtual elements, and thereby increases the rejection rate.

Consequently, we subsequently use one of two quality measures to capture the effect
of approximations in terms of runtime and embedding quality: Either (#VNodes) by
the number of accomodated VNodes in experiments where the substrate is filled with
subsequent requests, or (Qπ) by the amounts of resources required for VNet hosting
to compare individual mapping qualities. The latter (Qπ) is defined as follows:

Formally speaking, a network graph G = (VG, EG, r) consists of a set of |VG|
nodes VG = {vG1 , vG2 , . . . , vG|VG|

}, a set of |EG| links consisting of tuples eGh
=

(vi, vj) i, j ∈ [0, |VG|]; h ∈ [0, |EG|] and a function r : VG ∪ EG → R.

A substrate S is a network graph where the r function describes the total resources on
each node and link. A VNet V NR is also a network graph, but here the r function
represents the resource requirements for the virtual network nodes and links. A
placement πV NR

S = (LMπ, NMπ) consists of a node mapping NMπ : VV NR → 2VS×R

and a link mapping LMπ : EV NR → 2ES×R. For this functions there exist inverted
functions:

NM−1
π : VV NR × VS → R (6.1)

NM−1
π (vV NRn , vSm) =

{
0 ∀r ∈ R.(vSm , r) /∈ NMπ(vV NRn)

r ∃r ∈ R.(vSm , r) ∈ NMπ(vV NRn)
n ∈ [1, |Vvnr |], m ∈ [1, |VS |]

LM−1
π : EV NR × ES → R (6.2)

LM−1
π (eV NRn , eSm) =

{
0 ∀r ∈ R.(eSm , r) /∈ LMπ(eV NRn)

r ∃r ∈ R.(eSm , r) ∈ LMπ(eV NRn)
n ∈ [1, |Evnr |], m ∈ [1, |ES |]

The quality Q of a specific placement π for a given VNet is

Qπ =

∑
v∈VV NR

∑
v′∈VS

NM−1
π (v, v′)

∑
v∈VV NR

r(v)
+

∑
e∈eV NR

∑
e′∈ES

LM−1
π (e, e′)

∑
e∈EV NR

r(e)
(6.3)

As host resources are assumed to require the same number of resources in embedding
regardless of their placement, the quality function reduces to:

Qπ = 1 +

∑
e∈eV NR

∑
e′∈ES

LM−1
π (e, e′)

∑
e∈EVNR

r(e)
(6.4)
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Figure 6.1: Solving time for the same topologies on substrate and virtual
network

6.1.2 Parameters

We again investigate the impact of topologies on runtime. To this end, we map some
archetypical topologies (line, star, ring, full mesh) of 2 to 45 nodes onto substrate
topologies of the same type with a runtime limit of 10h. The substrate consists of 15
nodes. Each features capacity for 3 virtual nodes. The capacity of VLinks is 1/30
of the capacity of SLinks. In the following, we denote such a capacity configuration
as 3n 30l. We assume a position of a provider who wants to accomodate as many
VNets as possible and (unless stated otherwise) therefore perform experiments with
the resource minimizing objective function.

In the first experiment, we map VNetsof the same type on substrate topologies
(i.e., a star on a star, a line on a line, etc.). Figure 6.1 clearly shows an impact of
topology on runtime. While line, star, and ring topologies share a similiar ratio of
nodes and links, star topologies are the only ones to be easily solved. This can be
explained by the characteristics of the star experiment. Substrate nodes in the line
and ring experiments are mostly equivalent to each other, while the center node of
a star represents a bottleneck position. Moreover, placing a virtual star center on
an exterior substrate node will likely incur additional link costs. We reason that
the solver is able to detect these characteristics and use it to prove optimality of
solutions more quickly. We used a 10h time limit. The mesh experiment exceeded
the time limit at VNet size 6.

Next, we map different VNetsto different substrate topologies. Considering these
cross mappings, Figure 6.2 confirms our analysis, since experiments involving star
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Figure 6.2: Solving time for different topologies on substrate and virtual
network

topologies have runtime advantages. The only exception to some extent is the line-
to-line experiment. It runs quicker for some instances, but exceeds the time limit
at size 31. Line-to-star is solvable for larger instances. Since this is the only excep-
tion, we presume that symmetry between virtual and substrate topologies has an
effect. However, it is weak in comparison to other effects. Given the limited eval-
uation range for mesh topologies, we omitted this topology type from subsequent
experiments.

Figure 6.3 considers the presolving step. It shows that there is no significant reduc-
tion of variables for either problem instance which would explain the difference in
runtime. Therefore, the difference must lie in the solving path chosen by the solver.
Closer inspection of how the solver solves the problem instances (see Figures 6.4 and
6.5) yields three characteristic solving curves for boundary development.

In all inspected cases the solver finds an optimal integer solution within a short time
frame. However, proving that the solution is optimal can take a long time reflected
by the development of the lower bound in the relaxed problem instances. In the 24
VNode example (which finishes after mere 7s of solving time), the solver seems to
find a good cutting plane and thus excludes a major portion of expansible nodes.
It therefore is able to quickly show optimality w.r.t. the configured CPLEX default
GAP parameter value of 10−4. In the 23 VNode example, such a cutting plane is
not found, and a large amount of nodes needs to be expanded in order arrive at the
desired proof. In other examples like the 43 VNode diagram however, a good cut is
found which brings the lower bound close, but not close enough w.r.t. the defined
GAP parameter value to the optimal integer solution.

Unfortunately, as pointed out in [80], even minor details (such as the order in which
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Figure 6.4: CPLEX solving path for
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Figure 6.5: CPLEX solving pathes for 23 (left) and 24 (right) nodes (star
to line)
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constraints are formulated) impact on the solving path and generate major differ-
ences in runtime for specific problem instances. We therefore have to take this into
consideration when evaluating jitter artifacts. In our experience, we find that good
to optimal solutions seem often found at early stages and that proving optimality
is a major runtime factor. We therefore proceed in the next section with an in-
vestigation of the effect of solver parameter modification (e.g., the configured GAP
parameter value).

6.2 Solver related approximations

As solvers have a set of configurable parameters which can be used to generate
approximate solutions. We address the effect of the most promising parameters in
this section. More specifically, we consider solving limitations, such as the number
of solutions or solving time and we investigate the effects of allowing for quality slack
by GAP parameter modifications.

6.2.1 Limiting the number of solutions

While it may be considered a natural approximation to limit the number of solutions,
we see more promise in other parameters. The reason for this is that in general we
can neither predict how many solutions are generated within a time frame, nor how
many solutions are found in total even for large problem instances. Moreover, we
cannot predict in which way the parameter modification changes the solving path.
It is likely to depend also on a series of additional factors, such as the number of
parallel threads.

Limiting the number of solutions to a value > 1 therefore may not yield an effective
runtime limitation at all (e.g., if the total number of explored integer solutions stays
below the chosen value). In the previous initial experiments, we see a high number of
test runs with only a limited number of explored integer solutions per run, rendering
1 the most sensible value. This illustrates that the solver in most cases specifically
has to go out of its way to find an integer solution and implies two likely outcomes
to experiments: Either the solver uses a depth first search to find a quick solution
(yielding arbitrary quality solutions), or it uses a breadth first search to find the best
solution (eliminating the runtime gain). It can be expected to chose its approach in a
non-trivial fashion, preventing reliable predictions on the runtime. Given that we see
high potential of runtime savings in the approach of removing the objective function
(discussed in 6.3.1) without this uncertainty, we focus on the other approaches.
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Figure 6.6: Time limiting attempt for lines (left) and rings (right)

6.2.2 Limiting solving time

Estimating time required to generate a “good” (or any) solution is hard, given
that it is hard to predict the heuristic logic in chosing solving paths. Nonetheless,
limiting solving time appears to be a realistic approach, as it has a guaranteed effect
whenever runtime is an issue. Moreover, external factors like, e.g., embedding time
constraints, can be trivially translated into parameter values.

We therefore evaluate its effect on the two test sets which show both potential for
runtime improvements and previously yielded a sufficient number of results: “line on
line” and “ring on ring”. We did not modify any of other parameters. In addition,
due to the regular structure of the scenario, we are able to calculate the optimal
values for missing problem sizes. We chose a time limit which corresponds to the
problem size. More specifically, we chose a time limit of |Vs|+ |Vvnr|+ |Es|+ |Evnr|
seconds.

Both runtime and quality results are displayed in Figure 6.6. As expected, both
experiments yield unmodified results as long as runtimes are below the time limit,
and are bound by the timelimit thereafter. Although the differences in runtime
quickly become significant, found solutions are still of good quality. A quality of 2
corresponds to a solution where on average every virtual link is mapped across a
substrate link. The results are typically within a factor 2 of allocations necessary.
While line topologies can be mapped for all sizes, the solver fails to solve some ring
problems of size 36 and larger. This can be prevented by a better choice of time
limits. Overall however, runtime improvements of a factor > 100 at limited quality
degradation seem to make this approach an attractive choice.
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Figure 6.7: Solving times for the mapping of a line to a line (left) and ring
to ring (right) with gap = 0.1

6.2.3 Increasing GAP parameter

An alternative approach also motivated by results shown in Figure 6.4 is to increase
the GAP parameter value. This value configures the slack the solver is allowed with
respect to optimality (i.e., the tolerance on what is considered optimal - at a value
of 1, every solution is considered optimal). Increasing the tolerance can spare the
solver a possibly long analysis of optimality when a solution of tolerable quality is
found.

Figure 6.7 compares the runtimes and solution qualities of test runs with a GAP
parameter value of 0.1 to these with an unmodified GAP parameter. Although the
solver is allowed 10% slack in optimality, solutions are almost always optimal. While
the effect is not consistent over all problem instances, runtime drops on average and
previously not solvable instances become solvable. This confirms that the solver
spends a considerable fraction of its runtime on proving optimality. Therefore,
relaxing the GAP parameter is a viable element for reducing runtime.

6.2.4 Monitoring GAP development

Only in runs where the solver follows the patterns in Figure 6.4 or Figure 6.5 (left)
will the GAP parameter setting have a considerable effect. In other cases, monitoring
how the GAP develops will be beneficial. CPLEX reports on its current state in
terms of best integer (BI) solutions, lower bounds (LB) found, as well as the resulting
current GAP. Building a wrapper around CPLEX calls, we can thus observe how
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Figure 6.8: Solving times for the mapping of a line to a line (left) and ring
to ring (right)

the GAP develops over time and stop the solver if either a timeout is reached or
progress is too slow.

The wrapper allows the solver a certain amount of time ∆t to improve the GAP
by at least 5% after a integer solution has been found. If the improvement limit is
reached, the timer is reset. We ran two experiments: one with a fixed time frame
of 5 minutes and the other with 10 times the time required to find the first integer
solution.

Figure 6.8 shows the results. The first observation is that the solver finds a solution
to every problem instance at significantly reduced runtimes. Moreover, the instances
that were previously solvable do not suffer from major quality loss. Most of the
results are within a factor of 2 with respect to overallocated link resources. When
the factor increases to approx. 3, the substrate is nearly fully utilised. This reduces
when ∆t was relating to solution finding time.

In summary, we see a slightly higher tendency towards overallocation when we mon-
itor GAP, rather than setting the GAP parameter, but see a much more significant
runtime advantage. Both approaches are promising options.

6.3 Problem formulation approximations

Aside from solver parameters, the problem formulation itself can be modified to find
approximate solutions. More specifically, only a subset of the mapping aspects may
be optimized and weights can be used to reduce the problem space symmetry.
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Figure 6.9: Solving times for 2-step mapping (timeout: 24h)

6.3.1 Feasible solutions with optimized link placements

Following the idea of generating feasible placements rather than optimal place-
ments one can split the process in two steps. The first step calculates node place-
ments under given link constraints. The second step considers the nodes as fixed
(freedom = 0), and merely solves the multicommodity flow problem to optimize
resource allocation.

The goal of the first step is to find a feasible solution. Unfortunately, most solvers
don’t try to find any feasible solution quickly, but rather use a complex approach to
find a “good” first solution. More specifically, open solvers, such as SCIP, as well as
most probably closed solvers, such as CPLEX, follow roughly the following schema:
Based on presolving logic, the solver first starts with a breadth-first search for a
good solution. It avoids placing all elements as long as possible, gaining insight by
exploring nodes with partial placements and cutting inefficient subtrees. This is the
reason why the first found integer solution usually is already ’good’, but it takes
time to find it. By removing the objective function in the first step, we incite the
solver to skip this phase and proceed with a depth-first search to find a solution
quickly.

The second step can then be solved using a pure linear program (depending on
allocation variable and specification requirements). In our experience even integer
constrained problems with a freedom degree of 0 (by introducing constraints fixing
the boolean variables) can be solved in a matter of seconds. Figure 6.9 shows the
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runtimes of the first step for two placement experiments. The left side compares
runtimes with those of previous runs.

Motivated by the results, we attempted a placement of rings onto a ring substrate
consisting of 50 SNodes (see Figure 6.9(b)). On the positive side, substantial runtime
improvements are visible in both plots. Nonetheless, the ring experiments exceeded
the time limit (24h in this specific case) before reaching placement of 100SNode
rings, showing clear limits this approach. On the negative side, we need to face an
arbitrary quality loss with respect to the solutions. The solver has a tendency to
fill up SNodes before proceeding to the next (random) one, limiting the quality loss
to a certain extent. This however cannot be generalized to arbitrary problems and
objective functions. We therefore decided not to use this approach any further, as
it clearly is of limited applicability.

6.3.2 Symmetry breaking

The next approach was motivated by the intuition that proving optimality in the
presence of many solutions of equal costs can involve exploring an unnecessary high
number of solutions. By adding a uniform random ǫ(u, v) matrix to the weight(u, v)
constant matrix, one can break symmetries and reduce the number of optimal solu-
tions.

We ran a series of experiments mapping rings on rings. We thereby choose an ǫ(u, v)
matrix not changing the set of optimal results (i.e., where the sum of weighted al-
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locations for a resource does not warrant a suboptimal allocation). The results are
represented by the ”0.00001 epsilon” graph in Figure 6.10, where ǫ ∈ [0, 0.00001].
The effect is very limited, and some instances were even slower than the respective
unmodified ”ring to ring” problem instances. This can be explained by the circum-
stance that the symmetry is broken, and that the solver thus needs more time in
instances where it previously detected symmetry and took advantage of it.

We also observe this in an experiment where node placement preferences are modified
by adding an additional uniform random number k ∈ [0, 9] to node resource weights.
The results are shown as ”9 nodes 0.0001” graph in Figure 6.10. While showing a
speedup in many cases, this experiment crosses the 12h threshold already at 24
VNodes. We therefore conclude that adding uniform random values to weights is
not a effective approach to reduce runtime.

6.4 Clustering approximations

In Chapter 5, we confirmed the intuition that the substrate size impacts on runtimes,
even though almost all runtime experiments have some jitter. This nonetheless
motivates another approximation approach: clustering. In the following, we do not
attempt to find a perfect clustering function, but rather use one as an exemple.
The rationale for this is that there are no universal optimization criteria [79] for
clustering. Moreover, its effect is likely to correlate with the substrate topology and
chosen objective function.

6.4.1 Clustering algorithm

Our clustering algorithm is based on k-clustering and works as follows: We pre-
compute all pairwise SNode distances using the Floyd-Warshall algorithm. We then
successively select x representants for x clusters. We first select the two SNodes
with the highest mutual distance, and then iteratively select the SNode based on
its sum of distances to already selected ones. Remaining SNodes are attributed to
the closest representant. Ties are broken towards the representant with the lowest
database id (see Chapter 8).

This clustering procedure is repeated recursively until the resulting clusters contain
at most y SNodes. In our experiments, we selected x = 2 and y = 10.

Clusters are realized by using feature type (compare Chapter 4) cluster ids to the
substrate. VNet components receive one cluster ID which needs to be satisfied.
Some variables are only expressed for substrate elements of the respective cluster.
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6.4.2 Cluster selection

A good choice of clusters for mapping attempts can yield runtime advantages, while
a bad choice likely produces overhead. Cluster selection therefore is of relevance. We
select clusters based on an approximation verifying whether node resources would
suffice for each cluster. A cluster is only selected if it can support all requested
VNode resources. Given that our main objective function produces compact place-
ments, we hence prioritize clusters according the following order:

1. If a cluster features the exact amount of required node resources, select it.

2. Choose the smallest cluster with respect to the number of SNodes.

3. Choose the cluster with the lowest amount of residual node resources.

6.4.3 Iterative placement

Using the clustering approximation, we now consider a series of experiments, where
we fill a substrate (with respect to VNodes) by successively adding VNets of dif-
ferent size and topologies. We compare the clustering approach to three other ap-
proaches:

Unmodified: The unmodified problem serves as reference point.

No migration: Migrations are disabled by adding placement fixing constraints to the
MIP. Our current clustering implementation disables migration. We therefore
use the ’No migration’ variant to estimate the effect of disallowing reallocation
of resources.

DeltaGAP: DeltaGAP is the approach described in Subsection 6.2.4, which does
support migration and did not show bogus infeasibility results. ∆t was chosen
as 5 times the time required to find the first solution.

The substrate used is extracted from rocketfuel topology files [117] and is shown in
Figure 6.11. As the randomized nature of our experiments requires repetitive runs,
we simulated at least 90 times. We therefore chose a relatively small substrate in
order to run the unmodified reference experiment without runtime issues. Moreover,
we chose limited link resources to increase the relevance of VNode placement2. We
iteratively request mapping of VNets of 3− 15 VNodes (uniform at random, except
last VNet). The VNet’s (uniform random selection) topology are either a line, a
star, a ring, a binary tree, or a ring with additional links (uniform at random, 10%
propability per link). Binary trees were build by traversing the partially created
tree, choosing edges at random and adding new VNode when attempting to traverse
a non-existing edge. VNets are accepted greedily whenever they can be supported.

2Mind that VNodes use the same amount of resources independent of their location, whereas
VLinks are making a difference.
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Consider a scenario in which the provider aims to host as many VNodes as possible
(and where migration is sufficiently inexpensive). We thus measure quality by the
number of hosted VNodes. In order to parallelize we ran experiments with only 1
thread and 900MB RAM per CPLEX instance.

Figure 6.12 shows the results of our testruns. Mind that the 3n 1l scenario does not
support rings and supports only limited sizes of other topologies due to its resource
constraints. This is why even Unmodified was unable to accomodate all VNets, but
holds a significant advantage over approaches not supporting migration. The same
holds to a lesser extent for 3n 2l. In experiments with 3n 5l, all approaches are able
to embed almost all VNet requests, and the migration advantage was almost gone
(with respect to the chosen metric). The individual testruns are aborted after a
runtime of 30 minutes. The aborted instances are counted as mapping failure and
only sucessful mappings are considered in the statistics. This constitutes a runtime
bias in favour of the unmodified version.

Nonetheless, all approximations show runtime advantages. DeltaGAP is effectively
capable of capping the runtime without apparent adverse effect on the number of
hosted VNodes. This runtime reduction increases with the number of viable map-
ping solutions (3n 5l). The non-migrating approaches yield results of comparable
quality. A slight improvement can be observed with custering. This likely relates
to the circumstance that our objective function creates compact VNet embeddings.
Our clustering approach groups them together, thus reducing the likelyhood of early
placements on bottlenecks. The gap in runtime increases for the NoMigration (com-
pared to the clustering) variant as substrate link resource are increased.

While there are a large number of influence factors (objective functions, topolo-
gies, capacities, requested resources, ...), our initial results identify certain trends.
DeltaGAP is a useful approach to cap the most excessive runtimes at affordable
to no costs. Disabling migration is an option when links are not bottlenecks, and
clustering is another viable approach for this scenario.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter, we examine and evaluate different approaches to approximate VNet
embeddings. Assessing the situation, we find that not only network sizes but also
topology matters. While lines and rings with the same number of network elements
yield different runtimes, star topologies are simple to handle.

Upon closer inspection of solver behavior, we find that solvers spend significant time
on proving optimality while often finding good to optimal solutions at early stages.
Both setting a time limit and allowing for slack in optimality reduces runtime, but
fails to yield solutions for all instances. Monitoring how the GAP develops over time
yields visible runtime advantages and finds solutions in all experiment instances at
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Figure 6.12: Results for different parameter sets
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reasonable costs, making it an attractive approach. Interestingly, we find that while
the solver is taking different solving paths when informed about a time limit, it is
not always quicker (or quick enough) in finding the initial solution.

Formulation changes can in general have (non-obvious) effects on solving time [80].
However, our approaches to change the problem formulation had limited success.
While the removal of objective functions does have a positive runtime effect, it does
so at the expense of an arbitrary quality loss. The attempt to break symmetry
by adding uniform random weigths did not succeed. Indeed, it can cause adverse
effects.

The benefit of migration is highest when links are bottlenecks. If this is not the case,
using iterative placements and heuristics is attractive. In scenarios with severe link
resource bottlenecks or when overallocation is to be avoided, the DeltaGAP approach
proves useful. But it is otherwise outperformed by clustering in our scenario. Note
that the removal of migration in clustering does not need to be absolute. It may be
facilitated within the scope of the cluster.

In summary, we recommend clustering approaches harmonizing with chosen scenar-
ios when (global) migration is not crucial. Otherwise, the GAP parameter relaxation
and DeltaGAP are powerful mechanisms.
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Chapter 7

Migration

One question is how to use the potential advantage of migrations. Clearly, one use
lies in the possibility to host additional VNets whose placement would otherwise
fail due to misallocations on a substrate bottleneck. In previous chapters, we’ve
assumed a scenario in which a customer - by default - is able to formulate the
requirements for his virtual infrastructure based on insight into its expected use.
Likewise, we’ve assumed providers to be capable of estimating load inferred on their
substrate. In their own optimization efforts, this allowed them to derive and express
their priorities, e.g., in terms of placement weights.

Another use lies in the dynamization of embeddings. Migrations may allow for
adaptive embeddings as a function of load fluctuations in the VNet or the substrate.
In this Chapter, we now shift the focus to a scenario, in which (e.g., by introduction of
a truly novel service) this load is no longer forseeable. As a consequence, the parties
are confronted with the question of which requirement formulations (on behalf of the
customer), or which placement preferences (on behalf of the provider) would indeed
serve their mid- or long-term efficiency goals. At this point, the solving of immediate
problems, optimizing only for a single point in time is no longer satisfactory. Instead,
qualitative guarantees over a longer period in time become attractive.

In this context, consider a client-server scenario, in which client terminals access a
server and thereby produce access costs. As a first step, to provide initial insight
into the topic, we consider a simplified scenario where these access costs correlate
with latency between server and terminal. In effect, we focus on one single VNet
and how it may change over time. The server may migrate ’closer’ to specific access
points via which the terminals connect to the VNet, producing migration cost. The
obvious goal now is to minimize both access and migration costs. Still, the question
is: When should a resource be migrated and when not?

Known regular access patterns, e.g, derived out of logs, may allow to use offline
algorithms to a certain extent. As an example, MIPs, such as the one presented in
Chapter 5 could serve to pre-calculate a number of embeddings for characteristic
load constellations in a VNet or substrate. Access patterns, however may not be
available at the deployment of a new service, and unforseen events may always create
exceptions. Consequently, the dynamics of the scenario and the lack of knowledge
about future events eliminate the basis for rational selection of even pre-calculated
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embeddings. These situations require so-called competitive online algorithms, i.e.,
algorithms which do not rely on any knowledge about the future but are able to
guarantee performance boundaries with respect to optimal offline algorithms. Such
performance guarantees are then commonly given in form of a so-called competitive
ratio, and form the focus of our evaluation interest in this part of the thesis.

This chapter first explains the specific scenario we adress, puts it into context with
respect to our architecture, and clarifies the cost factors assumed. It then presents
two online single-server algorithm variants Mix and Cen, and derives their compet-
itiveness by worst case analysis. It follows up with an optimal offline algorithm and
sketches an extension to a multi-server algorithm. Additionaly, it evaluates Mix and
Cen empirically in simulations. It concludes with a short discussion of the results.

7.1 Scenario

As pointed out in previous chapters, one of the possible advantages of virtualization
lies in its ease of dynamic resource management. Embeddings may be optimized by
reallocation (migration) of resources on any level of abstraction by any role in our
role model.

Naturally, providers are limited in the set of possible reoptimizations by the re-
quirements of their customers both in terms of resource properties and requested
topologies. Changing, e.g., the topology of a VNet as a provider is likely to require
the customer’s permission and additional interfaces for coordination. In other cases,
the provider may have near full freedom to apply our algorithms. As an example,
consider a VNet where an ’access’ segment requested as one single link to which
all access points and (front end) servers interconnect. In this case, the provider
may apply the algorithms to this segment and re-embed servers on a large scale
without noticeable topological effect on behalf of his customer. On the VNO side
however, even topology changes create no conceptual problem, as long as he receives
notification of when his requested changes are effectuated.

Note that in this chapter, we relax the embedding transparency we otherwise assume
by default in the previous parts of this thesis. We take this measure of simplification
in order to focus on the principal question addressed, and in order to render the
algorithm’s operations more intuitive to grasp. We however describe in the following
what parameters would be based on in the context of our different roles, if embedding
transparency were in place.

The core elements in our scenario consist of a set of migratable virtual servers hosting
services accessed by terminals via access points of fixed locations they are connected
to. The cost metrics and scopes depend on the respective scenarios. Consider the
following examples:
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PIP environment: Communication between access points (or terminals for that
matter) and the server creates traffic load on substrate links. Although service
level cost factors remain abstracted as opportunistic costs w.r.t. his customer,
the topological distance creates access costs in terms of link usage. Referring to
Section 5.2, migration costs consist of Cmgmt, Creconfig, Ctransit, and Cadaptation.
Migration destinations are the PIP’s substrate hosts.

VNP environment: If hosting tariffs are dynamic with respect to actual resource
usage, or if the VNP role is taken in the context of a substructured provider,
the PIP’s access costs may translate into monetary costs on the VNP’s side.
For VNPs, both service level and resource usage costs can be abstracted by
contractual relationships. We deem it not unrealistic that a PIP will simplify
tariffs for migration request by a package price derived from his own (e.g.,
worst case) cost, but the VNP may additionally incur migration costs if he
migrates across providers. Ccontract can be imposed by the origin, or Ctransit

be factured (directly, or via the original PIP) by transit PIPs. Migration
destinations may be either named in terms of PIPs, new latency requirements,
or by referencing to positioned access points.

VNO/SP environment: Aside from the possibility of usage-based hosting tariffs,
the (SP domain) service may, e.g., incur access costs in terms of latency the
VNO has to account for (which may also loosely relate to hosting costs on the
provider side). In the following, we adopt this as prime motivator for migra-
tions. Assuming that actual PIP or substrate placements are abstracted from
this role, migration costs present themselves as configuration transition costs,
which may be weighted against the access costs. Migration destinations may
be access points (position requirements), or chosen transparently by providers
as a function of link requirements (e.g., latency constraints).

While especially PIP level cost factors can vary, the knowledge and capability to
find good approximations for projected costs are fundamental to every business. We
therefore assume that the entity applying our online algorithms is capable of finding
reasonable generic approximations of migration costs and, as a first step, simplify
to the following cost and request model.

7.1.1 Model

In the following we consider a VNO scenario, in which hosting and migration costs
are prenegotiated. Migration costs are assumed to relate to bulk data transfer over
bandwidth reserved for this purpose. While bandwidth capacities and substrate
links themselves are not known to the VNO, we relax embedding transparency in
this chapter and consider a substrate topology to clarify cost relations. Since our
approach does not rely on specific cost factors, this happens at no loss of generality.
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Formally, we consider a substrate network G = (V,E) managed by one or mul-
tiple substrate providers (PIP). Each of n substrate nodes vi ∈ V has a certain
strength ω(v) associated with it (number of CPU cores, memory size, bus speed,
etc.). Similarly, each link e = (u, v) ∈ E, with u, v ∈ V , has certain properties, e.g.,
it is characterized by a latency λ(e), and it offers the migration bandwidth capacity
ω(e)1.

In addition to the substrate network, there is a set T of external machines (the mobile
thin clients or simply terminals) that access G by issuing requests to a virtualized
service hosted on a set of up to k virtual servers by G. We assume that there is at
most one server per substrate node for a given service. Except for Section 7.4, we
focus on a single-service, single-server scenario only.

In order for the machines in T to access the services S, a fixed subset of nodes A ⊆ V
serve as Access Points where machines in T can connect to G. Due to the movement
of machines in T , the access points can change frequently, which may trigger the
migration algorithm. We define σt to be the multi-set of requests at time t where
each element is a tuple (a ∈ A, s ∈ S) specifying the access point and the requested
service s. (For ease of notation, when clear from the context, we sometimes simply
write v ∈ σt to denote the multi-set of access points used by the different requests,
and use the terms service and server as synonymes). We assume that requests are
routed to the closest server.

Service access cost Costacc at time t are given by the sum of all request path pr : a 
s latencies delay(rt) =

∑
e∈pr

λ(e), server load induced by η(v, t) answered requests
load(rt) = h(ω(v), η(v, t)) over all requests rt:

Costacc =
∑

rt∈σt

f (delay(rt), load(rt))

Migration costs Costmig in terms of opportunistic outage and bulk data transfer
depend on the available bandwidth ω(pm) on the migration path pm : src  dst,
the size size(s) of server s, and transit costs correlating with the number m of
transit PIPs on the path. For some function g, where the migration cost is zero if
src = dst:

Costmig(t) =
∑

s∈S

g(ω(pm), k, size(s))

If up to k redundant servers are hosted, Costrun may be considered. Each server
can assume three different states: not in use, inactive, and active. If a server is
not in use, there are no costs. An inactive server comes at a certain cost Ci per
time: this cost includes storing the application software (e.g., a game) plus certain
maintenance costs. The running cost of an active server Ca is larger, as it also
includes CPU costs, maintaining state in the RAM, or bandwidth costs. In order to

1As a simplification, we consider only the dedicated migration bandwidth, and consider VLink
bandwidth included in hosting costs
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startup a server which is not in use, a fixed creation cost c is assumed. For instance,
this cost captures the installation of the Linux box and the template (copy if already
on disk or download from an NFS share), configuration of the template (e.g., setting
up IP addresses manually or via DHCP), starting the server etc. Finally, we assume
that the cost of changing from inactive to active state is negligible.

Our model so far lacks one additional ingredient: request dynamics (e.g., due to time-
zone effects or due to user mobility). One approach is to assume arbitrary request
sets σt, where σt is completely independent of σt−1. However, for certain applications
it may be more realistic to assume that the mobile nodes move “slowly” between
the access points. Note that while users typically travel between different cities or
countries at a limited speed, these geographical movements may not translate to the
topology of the substrate network. Thus, rather than modeling the users to travel
along the links of G, we consider on/off models where a user appears at some access
point a1 ∈ A at time t, remains there for a certain period ∆t, before moving to
another arbitrary node a2 ∈ A at time t+∆t.

One may assume that ∆t is exponentially distributed. However, in our formal
analysis we assume a worst-case perspective and consider arbitrary distributions for
∆t. Often, it is reasonable to assume some form of correlation between the individual
terminal movements. For example, in an urban area, workers commute downtown in
the morning and return to suburbs in the evening. Or in a planetary-scale substrate
network, time zone aspects have to be taken into account in the sense that during
a day, first many requests will originate from Asian countries, followed by an active
period in Europe and finally America. However, as it is rather hard to describe and
characterize such movement accurately we, in the formal part, perform a worst case
analysis (w.r.t. latency) that does not use any statistical assumptions.

To what extent the system can benefit from virtual network support and migration
depends on several factors, e.g., how frequently the thin clients change the access
points. Given rapid changes it may be best to place the server in the middle of the
network and leave it there. On the other hand, if the changes are slower or can be
predicted, it can be worthwhile to migrate the server to follow the mobility pattern.
This constitutes the trade-off motivating this chapter.

7.2 Competitive Online Algorithms

In this section, we present two variants of our online algorithm for single server
scenarios: Mix chooses randomized migration destinations, whereas Cen chooses a
gravity center as destination. Note that due to its deterministic nature, Cen faces a
stronger adversary than Mix. While this yields weaker bounds for competitiveness,
we expect it to outperform Mix in real scenarios.
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7.2.1 Randomized Online Algorithm

The basic idea of Mix is to strike a balance between the request latency cost CostMix
acc

and the migration cost CostMix
mig it incurs, and to continuously move closer to a

possible optimal position. The intuition is that after a small number of migrations
only, either Mix is at the optimal position, or an optimal offline algorithm Opt
must have migrated as well during this time period. Either way, Opt cannot incur
much smaller costs than Mix. In other words, by using Mix for moving to good
locations in the network, a possible offline algorithm that migrates less frequently
cannot have much lower access costs than Mix; on the other hand, an offline strategy
with frequent migrations will have similar costs to Costmig. In the following, we start
with Mix for a basic single PIP scenario, and then extend it to Mixk for multiple
PIPs.

7.2.1.1 Single Provider ’Mix’

Let us first consider a scenario with constant bandwidth capacities, i.e., ω(e) =
ω ∀e ∈ E and let β = size(s)/ω be the corresponding migration cost, 1 > φ > 0 a
threshold and c a weighting factor.

The algorithm Mix divides time into epochs. In each epoch Mix monitors, for each
node v, the cost of serving all requests from this epoch by a server kept at v. We
denote this counter by C(v). Mix keeps the server at a single node w till C(w)
reaches c · β. In this case, Mix migrates the server to a node u chosen uniformly at
random among nodes with the property C(u) < φ · c · β. If there is no such node,
Mix does not migrate the server, and the epoch ends in that round; the next epoch
starts in the next round and the counters C(v) are reset to zero.

Lemma 7.2.1. Mix is O(log n)-competitive in networks with constant bandwidth.

Proof. Fix any epoch E and let β denote the migration cost. If Opt migrates the
server within E , it pays β. Otherwise it keeps it at a single node paying the value of
the corresponding counter at the end of E . By the construction of Mix, this value
is at least φ · c · β, and thus in either case Opt(E) ≥ β.

The migrations performed by Mix partition E into several phases. According to our
migration strategy, the access cost of Mix in each phase is at most 2c · β. Below,
we show that the expected number of migrations within one epoch is at most Hn,
where Hn is the n-th harmonic number. The number of phases is then Hn + 1, and
hence Mix(E) ≤ β ·Hn+β · (Hn+1) = β ·O(log n). This yields the competitiveness
of Mix.
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Let {vi}
n
i=1 be the sequence of nodes in order their counters reach the value β (with

ties broken arbitrarily). Assume that in a phase Mix keeps the server at node vi
and let Ti be the expected number of server migrations until the end of E . If i = n,
then the current phase is the last one in E , and thus Tn = 0. Otherwise i < n,
and at the end of this phase Mix chooses a next place for the server uniformly
at random from the set vj : i < j ≤ n. Hence, we obtain the recursive formula:
Ti = 1 +

∑n
j=i+1(

1
n−iTj)

By a straightforward induction, one may show that Ti = Hn−i . Thus, if Mix starts
E with server at node vk, the expected number of migrations in E is Hn−k ≤ Hn.

Note that the analysis does not rely on access costs being measured as the number
of hops. Rather, the analysis (and hence also the result) is applicable to any metric
which ensures that counters increase monotonically over time, i.e., with additional
requests.

Theorem 7.2.2. Mix is O(µ · log n)-competitive in general networks, where µ =
maxe,e′∈E ω(e)/ω(e′).

Proof. In networks with general bandwidths, β is an approximation of migration
costs. For instance, Mix can be adopted in such a way that it migrates when the
counter of the current location v reaches size(s)/mine ω(e), that is, when C(v) ≥
size(s)/mine ω(e). Thus, the cost of the optimal algorithm in each epoch is at least
size(s)/maxe ω(e), while the cost of Mix is at most 2 · size(s)/mine ω(e). Therefore,
by the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 7.2.1, we immediately obtain the
above Theorem.

7.2.1.2 Multiple Providers ’Mixk’

The flexibility offered by network virtualization is not limited to a single PIP. In
the following, we extend our model to multiple provider scenarios. In particular,
we assume that migrating a server across a PIP boundary entails a fixed “roaming”
cost π for each transit.

In the following, we present how the randomized algorithm Mix can be extended
to multi-PIP scenarios. We consider k PIPs, migration inside a PIP costs β, access
costs are the number of hops, and migrating across providers costs π per crossed
PIP boundary. We concentrate on the more realistic case where π ≥ β.2

It is sometimes useful to think of the PIP graph, the graph where all the nodes of one
PIP form one vertex and two PIPs are connected if there is a connection between
nodes of the respective PIPs. In particular, we will refer to the diameter of the PIP

2If the total migration cost (over multiple providers) is in the order of β, our single PIP algorithms
could be applied without taking into account transit costs.
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graph, the largest number of PIPs to be traversed on a shortest migration path, by
∆.

Algorithm Mixk generalizes Mix by moving the server to one of the PIPs having
lower costs.

The algorithm Mixk divides time into three types of epochs: huge epochs which
consist of one or several large epochs which in turn consist of ⌈π/β⌉ small epochs.
For each node u, we use two counters C(u) and CL(u) to count the access cost
during a small and a large epoch, respectively. At the beginning of a small epoch,
all nodes u are active (i.e., C(u) < φ · c · β) ; similarly, at the beginning of a huge
epoch, we say that all PIPs are active (i.e., they own active nodes). During a small
epoch, the server is migrated within a single PIP only, until there is no node u left
with access costs smaller than φ · c · β: Mixk monitors, for each node u, the cost
of serving all requests from this small epoch by a server kept at u; Mixk keeps the
server at a single node u till C(u) reaches φ·c·β. When this happens, Mixk migrates
the server to a node v chosen uniformly at random among nodes of the current PIP
with the property C(v) < φ · c · β. If there is no such node, Mixk does not migrate
the server, and the small epoch ends in that round; the next epoch starts in the next
round and the counters C(u) are reset to zero.

After ⌈π/β⌉ small epochs a large epoch ends. Then Mixk determines the set of PIPs
that contain at least one node v for which CL(v)< φ′ · π; all other PIPs become
inactive for the remainder of the current huge epoch. If there are active PIPs left,
Mixk chooses an active PIP uniformly at random and migrates to an arbitrary node
of that PIP; otherwise the server stays where it is, all counters are reset, and a new
huge epoch begins.

We can derive the following competitive ratio on Mixk’s performance.

Theorem 7.2.3. Mixk is O(log k · (log n1 +∆))-competitive in networks with con-
stant bandwidth and k PIPs, where n1 is the size of the largest PIP, and ∆ is the
“diameter of the PIP graph”.

Proof. From Lemma 7.2.1, we know that during a small epoch, Mixk accumulates
a cost of at most O(β log n1): There is at most a logarithmic number of migrations
and the access costs per phase is at most β. Recall, that a large epoch consists of at
most ⌈π/β⌉ many small epochs, and subsequently, a remaining active PIP is chosen
uniformly at random. Thus, similarly to Lemma 7.2.1, it holds that there are at most
O(log k) many large epochs, yielding a total access cost of O(log k · log n1 ·π/β ·β) =
O(π log k·log n1). The migration costs within PIPs are of the same order. The transit
costs to move the server between PIPs amounts to at most O(∆π log k). Thus, the
overall cost of Mixk per huge epoch is in the order of O(π log k · (log n1 +∆)). On
the other hand, an optimal offline algorithm must have had costs of at least φ′ ·π as
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well during this huge epoch: if the optimal algorithm migrates between PIPs, the
claim follows trivially. Otherwise, the optimal offline algorithm is located at a single
PIP during the entire huge epoch; by the construction of Mixk, there must exist a
large epoch in which the optimal offline algorithm incurred a cost of at least Ω(π):
per small epoch the (access or migration) costs are at least β, and there are ⌈π/β⌉
many small epochs in a large epoch. The claim follows.

Note that the proof of Theorem 7.2.3 is overly pessimistic, as it assumes several large
migration distances that the optimal offline algorithm can avoid. We believe that
Mixk performs better, also in the worst-case, a conjecture that is also manifested
by our experiments.

7.2.2 Deterministic Online Algorithm ’Cen’

While for the analysis of Mix, we assume an oblivious adversary which cannot be
adaptive with respect to the random choices made by the online algorithm, we now
focus on deterministic algorithms Cen. As we will see, a logarithmic competitive
ratio can also be achieved. We will first assume a weighting factor c, ω(e) = ω ∀e ∈
E and β = size(s)/ω. Again, we start with Cen for a single PIP scenario, and then
extend it to a multi-PIP Cenk.

7.2.2.1 Single Provider ’Cen’

Cen divides time into epochs consisting of one or multiple phases between which
Cen migrates. Again, we have counters C(v) for each node v that are set to zero at
the beginning of an epoch. These counters accumulate the access costs of an epoch
if the server was permanently located at v. Assume a factor 1/2 > φ > 0 and a
threshold τ = φ · c ·β. In the context of Cen, we call all nodes v for which at time t,
C(v) < τ , active nodes at time t. Assume that algorithm Cen is currently at some
node v. Cen remains at this node until it accumulated there access costs of c · β.
Then, a new phase starts, and Cen computes the gravity center w, i.e., the “center”
of the currently active nodes. Formally, let d() denote the shortest path metric
on the weighted network graph G, and a cost function f : f(a) ≥ f(b) ⇔ a ≥ b.
The gravity center of a subset V ′ ⊆ V of nodes is defined as the (not necessarily
unique) node G(V ′) = argminv∈V ′

∑
u∈V ′ f(d(u, v)). (Ties are broken arbitrarily.)

Cen migrates to w and a new phase starts. If there is no active node left, the epoch
ends.

In order to study the competitive ratio of Cen, we exploit the fact that a request
always increases the counter of several nodes besides the gravity center (namely: a
constant fraction) by at least a certain value (again, a constant fraction) as well.
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Lemma 7.2.4. Let 1 > λ1, λ2 > 0, c = λ2
1−λ2

, and λ1 ≥ 1−c
3+c . Fix any active set

V ′. Let r be an arbitrary requesting node (at some step). Assume the counter at
the gravity center G(V ′) increased by f(F ) because of this request. Then there are
at least λ2 · |V

′| nodes from V ′ whose counters increased at least by f(λ1 · F ).

Proof. Assume the contrary. It means that there are at least (1 − λ2) · |V
′| nodes

from V ′ whose counter increase is smaller than f(λ1 ·F ). Denote this set by V ′′. By
construction of f()), nodes in V ′′ have a distance to the request smaller than λ1 ·F .
We know that the distance between the request and the center is d(G(V ′), r) = F ,
and ∀u ∈ V ′′, d(u, r) < λ1 ·F . Therefore, ∀u, v ∈ V ′′, d(u, v) < 2λ1 ·F : the diameter
of the set V ′′ is relatively small.

Now let ξ be any node of V ′′. We show that ξ would be a better candidate for the
gravity center than G(V ′) is. Given that d(G(V ′), r) = F , that d(u, r) ≤ λ1 · F , and
that d(ξ, r) < λ1 · F , d(r,G(V ′)) = F , by using triangle inequalities, we obtain

∑

u∈V ′

d(G(V ′), u) =

∑

u∈V ′′

d(G(V ′), u) +
∑

u∈V ′\V ′′

d(G(V ′), u)

≥
∑

u∈V ′′

[

d(G(V ′), r)− d(u, r)
]

+
∑

u∈V ′\V ′′

d(G(V ′), u)

> (1− λ1) · |V
′′| · F +

∑

u∈V ′\V ′′

d(G(V ′), u) (1)

∑

u∈V ′

d(ξ, u) =

∑

u∈V ′′

d(ξ, u) +
∑

u∈V ′\V ′′

d(ξ, u)

< 2λ1 · |V
′′| · F +

∑

u∈V ′\V ′′

[

d(ξ, r) + d(r,G(V ′)) + d(G(V ′), u)
]

< 2λ1 · |V
′′| · F + |V ′ \ V ′′| · (1 + λ1) · F +

∑

u∈V ′\V ′′

d(G(V ′), u) (2)

On the other hand, note that by definition of V ′′, |V ′ \ V ′′| ≤ λ2 · |V
′| ≤ c · |V ′′|.

The above therefore contradicts that G(V ′) is the gravity center of V ′. Consider
(1) > (2):

(1− λ1) · |V
′′| ≥ 2λ1 · |V

′′|+ |V ′ \ V ′′| · (1 + λ1)

≥ 2λ1 · |V
′′|+ c · |V ′′| · (1 + λ1)

1 ≥ 3λ1 + c · (1 + λ1) ≥
3− 3c+ 3c+ c2 + c− c2

3 + c
= 1

From Lemma 7.2.4 it follows that when the counter at the gravity center exceeds
a given threshold, the counter of many nodes besides the center must be high as
well.
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Lemma 7.2.5. Fix any threshold θ and let φ = λ1·λ2
2 for 1 > λ1, λ2 > 0, c = λ2

1−λ2

and λ1 ≥ 1−c
3+c . When the counter at the gravity center G(V ′) exceeds θ, then there

exists V ′′ ⊆ V ′, |V ′′| ≥ λ2
2 · |V ′|, such that for all v ∈ V ′′, the counter at v is at least

φ · θ.

Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e., there exists V ′′ ⊆ V ′, |V ′′| > (1 − λ2
2 ) · |V ′|,

such that for all v ∈ V ′′, the counter at v is smaller than φ · θ. In consequence∑
v∈V ′′ C(v) < |V ′′| · φ · θ ≤ |V ′| · φ · θ. On the other hand, by Lemma 7.2.4, each

time the counter C(G(V ′)) increases by F , at least λ2 · |V
′| counters from set V ′

(and hence at least λ2
2 · |V ′| counters from set V ′′, since |V ′ \V ′′| ≤ λ2

2 · |V ′|) increase
by λ1 · F . Hence, in this case, the sum of counters from V ′′ increases at least by
φ · |V ′| · F . Therefore, when C(G(V ′)) ≥ θ, then

∑
v∈V ′′ C(v) ≥ |V ′| · φ · θ, which is

a contradiction.

For the competitive ratio, we therefore have the following result.

Theorem 7.2.6. Cen is O(log n)-competitive in constant bandwidth scenarios.

Proof. First, we consider the cost of the optimal offline algorithm. If Opt migrates
in an epoch, it has costs β. Otherwise, due to the definition of Cen, as there are no
active nodes left at the end of an epoch, the access costs of any node is also in the
order of Ω(β). Regarding Cen, we know that in each phase, access costs are at most
c · β, and it remains to study the number of phases per epoch. By Lemma 7.2.5,
we know that in each phase, the number of active nodes is reduced by a factor at
least 2/λ2 for a constant 1 > λ2 > 0. Therefore, there are at most O(log 2

λ2

n) many

phases per epoch, and the claim follows.

Theorem 7.2.7. Cen is O(µ · log n)-competitive in general networks, where µ =
maxe,e′∈E ω(e)/ω(e′).

Proof. Again, for networks with general bandwidths, Cen can be adopted in such a
way that it migrates when the counter of the current location v reaches size(s)/mine ω(e),
that is, when C(v) ≥ size(s)/mine ω(e). By the same arguments as above, this adds
a factor maxe,e′∈E ω(e)/ω(e′) to the competitive ratio.

7.2.2.2 Multiple Providers ’Cenk’

Like Mix, it is possible to extend Cen with inter-provider migrations. Again, we
consider k PIPs, intra-PIP migration cost β, a weight factor c, and inter-PIP mi-
gration costs of π per crossed PIP.
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The algorithm Cenk divides time into three types of epochs: a huge epoch consists
of multiple large epochs, and a large epoch consists of ⌈π/β⌉ small epochs. Again, we
use counters C(u) to accumulate the access costs of a node u during a small epoch;
in addition, a counter CL(u) is used to accumulate access costs during a large epoch.
In the beginning, all PIPs are set to active. At the beginning of a small epoch, the
C(u) values are set to zero for all nodes within the current PIP. Cenk then monitors,
for each node u, the cost of serving all requests from this small epoch by a server
kept at u. Cenk leaves the server at a single node u till C(u) reaches c · β. In this
case, Cenk migrates the server to a node v which constitutes the center of gravity
among the active nodes of the current PIP, i.e., the nodes w of the current PIP for
which it still holds that C(w) < τ for some threshold τ = φ · c · β and some factor
φ ≤ 1/2. If there is no active node left within the current PIP, a small epoch ends in
that round; the next small epoch starts in the next round. After ⌈π/β⌉ small epochs,
a new large epoch starts, and all nodes u with CL(u) ≥ φ′ · π become inactive with
respect to the large epoch. Among all remaining active nodes of the large epoch,
Cenk determines their center of gravity and moves the server to the corresponding
PIP, and a new large epoch begins. Otherwise, if there is no PIP left that contains
active nodes, the server stays where it is, and a new huge epoch starts.

Theorem 7.2.8. Cenk is O(log n · (log n1 +∆))-competitive in networks with con-
stant bandwidth and k PIPs, where n1 is the size of the largest PIP, and ∆ is the
diameter of the PIP graph.

Proof. First we compute the total cost of Cenk in a huge epoch. It follows from
Theorem 7.2.6 that a large epoch consists of ⌈π/β⌉ small epochs of O(β log n1) access
costs and at a logarithmic number of migrations amounting to cost O(β log n1) as
well, yielding a total cost per large epoch of O(π log n1). Now observe that there
is at most a logarithmic number of large epochs per huge epoch: Cenk guarantees
that the server is not migrated to another PIP as long as there is a node left in the
current PIP with access costs smaller than π; in particular, for the center of gravity
u of the current large epoch PIP, CL(u) ≥ π, and hence, again by Theorem 7.2.6,
a constant fraction of nodes in the entire network must become inactive per large
epoch. Summing up over the large epochs and adding the transit cost of at most
O(∆π log n), the total cost is at most O(log n · π(log n1 + ∆)). The cost of the
optimal offline algorithm can be analyzed similarly to the proof of Theorem 7.2.3:
If the offline algorithm migrates between PIPs during a huge epoch, it has a cost of
at least π; otherwise, it has either access or migration costs of at least φ · c · β per
small epoch and hence Ω(π) per large epoch, and the claim follows.

Again, we believe that the actual ratio is better, even in the worst-case, as our
analysis is pessimistic.
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7.3 Optimal Offline Algorithm ’Opt’

In the competitive analysis of our online algorithms we often argued about a hypo-
thetical optimal offline algorithm to which we compare our costs. However, there was
no need to find or describe the offline algorithm explicitly. Still, while the decisions
when and where to migrate servers typically needs to be done online, i.e., without
the knowledge of future requests, there can be situations where it is interesting to
study which migration pattern would have been optimal at hindsight. For example,
if it is known that the requests follow a regular pattern (e.g., a periodic pattern per
day or week), it can make sense to compute an optimal migration strategy offline
and apply it in the future. Another reason for designing optimal offline algorithms
explicitly is that an optimal solution is required to compute the competitive ratio
in our simulations.

We therefore present an optimal offline algorithm for our server migration problems.
It turns out that offline strategies can be computed for many different scenarios, and
we describe a very general algorithm here. Similarly to the online algorithms, offline
strategies can be computed efficiently both for intra and inter provider migration.

It exploits the fact that migration exhibits an optimal substructure property: Given
that at time t, the server is located at a given node u, then the most cost-efficient
migration path that leads to this configuration consists solely of optimal sub-paths.
That is, if a cost minimizing path to node u at time t leads over a node v at time
t′ < t, then there cannot be a cheaper migration sub-path that leads to v at time t′

than the corresponding sub-path.

Opt essentially fills out a matrix opt[time][node] where opt[t][v] contains the cost of
the minimal migration path that leads to a configuration where the server satisfies
the requests of time t from node v. Assume that initially, the service is located at
node v0. Thus, initially, opt[0][u] = Costmig(v0, u) +

[∑
v∈σ0

Costacc(v, u)
]
as the

migration origin is v0, and as a request needs to travel on the access link from the
terminal to v and from there to u (w.l.o.g., we assume that the cost Costacc contains
the first wireless hop from terminal to substrate network).

For t > 0, we find the optimal values opt[t][u] by considering the optimal migration
paths to any node v at time t− 1, and adding the migration cost from v to u. That
is, in order to find the optimal cost to arrive at a configuration with server at node
u at time t:

min
v∈V

[
opt[t− 1][v] + Costmig(v, u) +

∑

w∈σt

Costacc(w, u)

]
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where we assume that Costacc includes the first (wireless) hop of the request from
the terminal to the substrate network, and where Costmig(v, v) = 0 ∀v.

We have the following runtime result.

Theorem 7.3.1. The optimal offline migration policy Opt can be computed in
O(n3 + n2

∑
t∈Γ |σt|) time, where Γ is the set of rounds in which events occur.

Proof. Note that we can constrain ourselves to optimal offline algorithms where
migration will only take place in “active” rounds Γ with at least one request. This
is useful in case of sparse sequences with few requests. The opt[·][·]-matrix contains
|Γ| · n entries. In order to compute a matrix entry, we need to consider each node
v ∈ A from which a migration can originate; for each such node, the access cost from
all the requests in σt need to be computed. Both the shortest access paths and the
migration costs can be looked up in a pre-computed table (pre-computation in time
at most O(n3), e.g., by Floyd-Warshall’s algorithm) and require a constant number
of operations only, which implies the claim.

Note that Opt is not an online algorithm, although opt[t] does not depend on future
requests. In order to reconstruct the optimal migration strategy at hindsight, the
configuration of minimal cost after the last request is determined, and from there,
the optimal path is given by recursively finding the optimal configuration at time
t− 1 which led to the optimal configuration at time t.

7.4 Multi-Server Extension

As a natural extension, Mix may be extended to a multi-server version OnConf
by introduction of a configuration notion. In this section, we consider the interest-
ing case where OnConf is considering configuration transitions rather than migra-
tions.

Definition 7.4.1 (Configuration). A configuration γ describes, for each server,
whether it is not in use, inactive, or active. In case of inactive and active servers,
γ specifies where—i.e., on which node—the server is located.

Online Algorithm OnConf: OnConf uses a counter C(γ) for each configura-
tion γ. Time is divided into epochs. In each epoch OnConf monitors, for each
configuration γ, the cost of serving all requests from this epoch by servers kept in
configuration γ, including the access costs (latency plus induced load) of the re-
quests, and the server running costs OnConf stores this cost in C(γ). The servers
are kept in a given configuration γ̂ until C(γ̂) reaches τ = max{β · k/2, (k − 1) · c},
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where k is the maximal number of servers. In this case, OnConf changes to a con-
figuration γ̂′ chosen uniformly at random among configurations with the property
C(γ) < τ . If there is no such configuration left, the epoch ends in that round; the
next epoch starts in the next round and the counters C(γ) are reset to zero.

During an epoch, there are n possible locations for up to k instantiated servers,
k − 1 of which may be in one of two states (running, inactive). Therefore, there
exist |C| =

∑k
i=1

(2n
i

)
− n =

∑k
i=1

∏i−1
j=0

2n−j
i−j − n ≤ k(2n)k many configurations

in total. By argumentation analogue to Lemma 7.2.1, OnConf visits at most
H|C| (i.e. O(k log(kn) ⊆ O(k log n)) many configurations. Assuming at least one
request and one active server per round, the cost per epoch is at most 2τ ≤
2kmax{β, c} (this is overly pessimistic). An optimal offline algorithm run at least
one server and served at least one (best case) local request per round to sum up
∆t · (f (lasthop delay, load(rt)) + Ca) ≥ f (lasthop delay, load(rt)) + Ca =: Ct cost.
Thus, we have a worst-case performance guarantee: the competitive ratio is at most
O(max{β, c}/Ct · k

2 log n) = O(k2 log n).

Clearly, OnConf needs to be optimized in many respects. For instance, it can
make sense to switch between “close” (with respect to costs) configurations only, or
to deterministically switch to the configuration with the lowest counter. However,
the main problem of OnConf is different: due to the configuration complexity, the
runtime is only acceptable for a small number of servers k.

7.5 Evaluation

In order to complement our formal insights and in order to study the behavior of
our algorithms in different environments, we implemented a simulation framework.
In the following, we report on some of our results in more detail.

In the following, we first introduce the chosen evaluation scenario and its set-up. We
then describe two additional approaches STAT and TIMM we use for comparison
and proceed with a single-provider and a multi-provider evaluation.

7.5.1 Scenario

We chose a time zone scenario to evaluate our algorithms and to compare them to the
two subsequently described other approaches. Note that geographic and topological
distance correlates only to a certain extent in the real world. We therefore chose
to follow an on-off model to model terminal mobility rather than moving terminals
along the topology.
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Time Zones Scenario: This scenario models an access pattern that can result ,
e.g., from global daytime effects. A current zone is chosen round-robin from the
set of available zones every k turns (k = 16 in our experiments). At each time t,
new requests originate from nodes chosen uniformly at random from the respective
current zone, until they represent a fraction p of all requests. The remaining request
locations are chosen uniformly at random from all nodes. Request durations follow
an exponentially distributed sojourn time with parameter λ.

7.5.2 Set-Up

We conducted experiments on connected Erdös-Rényi random graphs3 with 30-130
nodes and an average 1.4 links per node4. The graphs were partitioned in 8 zones.
Single provider scenarios comprised 8 zones of equal size. Each provider in multi-
provider scenario is associated to one of the 8 zones respectively and interconnected
to a ring (choosing one random pair of border gateways per connection).

Link bandwidths are chosen at random (either T1 (1.544 Mbit/s) or T2 (6.312
Mbit/s)), and the server size is 2048MB. If not stated otherwise, we assume that
c = 1, that β equals the server size divided by the average bandwidth, that τ = 11/2,
that x = π/β = 3. To provide an incentive for migration, inter-zone links are
weighted with a latency of 100 whereas other links bear a unit weight. Experiments
were run for 400 turns, and results were averaged over 5 repetitions. All compared
algorithms start at the center of the (weighted) graph.

To take into account that larger networks typically come with a larger requests set,
we assume that the number of requests per round is one fifth of the network size.
Note that the runtime of the optimal offline algorithm and hence the computation
of the competitive ratio is expensive in large networks; therefore, the scale of our
experiments is typically limited.

7.5.3 Additional algorithms

Additionally, we evaluateMix andCen performance in comparison with two canonic
approaches to handle uncertainty in deployment of new services. It is possible on
one hand to place the server at a presumed optimal position, and to leave it there
while gathering initial data on usage patterns. On the other hand, it may be an
option to assume usage patterns on a coarse granularity (e.g., assuming patterns to
follow a regular time-of-day routine), and to start off, by scheduling migrations based

3first creating an E.-R. graph, then repeatedly select two disconnected segments uniform at random
to create one uniform random connection between them

4by choosing the link probability in relation to the number of nodes n
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Figure 7.1: Competitive ratio as a function of network size, averaged over
all p ∈ {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1}

on these assumptions. These two approaches are reflected in the below algorithms
STAT and TIMM.

STAT is a STATic placement of the server at the center of the (weighted) topology,
which also serves as starting point for all algorithms. STAT does not migrate.

TIMM performs a TIMed Migration every k rounds. It follows the official cycle of
changing zones by chosing a destination uniformly at random amongst all nodes of
the new zone.

7.5.4 Intra Provider Migration

We begin with an inspection of the competitive ratio as a function of the number
of nodes for a very short λ = 1 (Figure 7.1(a)) and a longer λ = 10 (Figure 7.1(b)).
Note that a low value of λ = 1 benefits TIMM by introducing only a minimal delay
between the switch of the ’current’ zone and the real shift in request weight. TIMM
therefore performs formidably in such experiments, while Cen and Mix exhibit a
moderate drop in competitiveness. This benefit is shifted towards Cen and Mix
with λ = 10 by allowing them better migration amortization after translocation.
TIMM on the other hand suffers from the reduced predictability, migrating ahead of
the shift in request weight. Moreover, high values of λ and large networks allow OPT
to find more economic migration opportunities, resulting in an increased migration
cost. This in turn reduces the ratio values for all algorithms considerably.
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Figure 7.2: Competitive ratio as a function of λ and network size for p = 0.6

Finally, the difference between Cen and Mix proved to be nominal in almost all
cases. We therefore omit Mix plots for most of the following experiments. As to λ,
we will focus on the challenging value of 1, and introduce plots of other experiments
only to highlight specific properties. This not only gives TIMM a better chance for
competition, but also yields clearer results due to the reduced ratio range for λ = 10
in most cases.

The abovementioned features are also visible in Figure 7.3, which shows the results
as a function of request correlation p. All algorithms suffer from a full correlation
of p = 1, though due to different respects. At low p values, economic migration
destinations are scarce and not obvious. Cen and Mix therefore imitate STAT and
do not migrate below p = 0.4. TIMM migrates nonetheless, incurring high costs. At
p ∈ {0.4, 0.6}, migration destinations are available, and choosing the ’wrong’ zone is
not yet dire. This yields good ratios for TIMM and Cen/Mix. At p = 1 however,
TIMM, Cen and Mix suffer from a bad choice (the prior running ahead, the latter
delayed by slowly filling counters). As in the previous plots, λ = 10 allows Cen/Mix
to amortize the late migration, while the minimum of TIMM’s ratio curve shifts to
the left. As to be expected, STAT yields best results with low correlation and small
network sizes.

Focusing on λ, Figures 7.2(a) and 7.2(b) highlight the inverse effect on Cen and
TIMM. As effect of the limited amount of requests and our method of choosing
request origins, TIMM’s ratio increase however remains limited. Very high λ values
have the effect of ’jumped’ zones. If requests of a zone remain active over the whole
period of its successor, requests will jump this zone and thereby ’catch up’ with
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Figure 7.3: Single provider results for different parameter sets
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TIMM.

Overall, TIMM performs very well for moderate p and even on average over all p
for low λ. However, Cen/Mix improve for higher λ and adapt very well to different
correlation values p. More specifically, they do not migrate in situations where a
STAT shows good performance. They may therefore be preferable in scenarios with
moderate to high λ and low to moderate request correlation, adapting to occasional
spikes in p. Effectively, being adaptive they may be considered a suitable initial
choice for new services with yet insufficiently known usage patterns.

Finally, a note regarding experiments on Rocketfuel topologies. Also there, the
competitive ratios were low. For instance, on the autonomous system AS-7018 of
ATT which consists of 115 nodes, and averaging over 50 runs at a runtime of 100,
the optimal offline cost is 477.905648298, Mix has cost of 1179.85 and Cen has cost
825.81, which implies a competitive ratio is around 2.4 and 1.7, respectively.

7.5.5 Inter Provider Migration

As in the single provider case, Figure 7.4 shows the competitive ratio as a function of
PIPSize averaged over all values of p. The first interesting observation is a counter
intuitive improvement of the ratio for STAT. Figure 7.5 shows a comparison of
cost developments for single PIP and multi-PIP experiments. It shows a drastic
increase in costs for OPT explaining this phenomenon. The cost increase relates to
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the different scenario setup. While zones were previously interconnected by a mesh
structure, they are now interconnected as a ring. It turns out that while migration
is more expensive in the multi-provider scenario, the increase in access cost is even
more important to the extent that it often seems to be the dominating cost. Opt
is still able to compensate by migration to a certain extent. But the average access
cost from other zones and providers remain considerably increased for lower p. The
same effect is visible for TIMM in both figures. Contrary to TIMM, Cen, Mix
and Opt are more flexible in compensating by migration, and therefore appear to
scale better with large PIPSizes. However, as Opt is able to identify more sensible
migration goals, the increased migration costs can be assumed to affect its cost more
than Cen/Mix.

These effects can also be seen in the detailed results shown in Figure 7.6. The upper
pair of plots show the competitive ratio of Cen and TIMM as a function of p and
PIPSize. It shows a behaviour similiar to the single provider experiments, though
reduced in extent for lower p. Again, Cen emulates STAT when beneficial. With
low p, remote requesters (often costing several 100 units due to the ring structure)
are hardly avoidable. This drastic increase in access cost dominates the cost increase
in inter-zone migrations. As an artifact of the round-robin attribution of zones to
PIPs, migration only sometimes crosses more than one PIP border. This becomes
clearly visible in the middle figures, where results are plotted in function of λ for
a moderate p = 0.6. In a scenario where migration costs have only a limited effect
on incurred access cost, the λ effect on TIMM is reduced, and λ loses its effect on
migration amortization for Cen/Mix.

The lower plots of Figure 7.3 show the effect of inter-PIP migration cost factor x
and the number of PIPs. As overall cost increases with x as expected, access costs
seem slowly balanced and PIPSize (or migration goals) seem to matter again even
at p = 0.6. Moreover, Cen seems to scale better with the number of PIPs. As
every PIP is associated to one zone, and as TIMM chooses migration goals based
on zones (not PIPs) only, its chances to choose the ’wrong’ PIP increase. Also,
TIMM will never migrate to a non-current zone to place itself between heavy hitting
non-active zones. To these respects, the increased amount of PIPs corresponds to a
reduced predictability of ’hot’ subnets. It therefore can be considered to yield a basic
intuition on TIMM’s performance, if the order of current zones is less predictable.

Again, TIMM performs particularly well in low λ and moderate p cases. While
Cen/Mix deliver stable results for a moderate p = 0.6 and low x, it is outperformed
by TIMM in scenarios where migrations are of limited effect on access costs. This
however changes with increasing inter-PIP migration costs, where it appears to scale
better than TIMM.
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Figure 7.6: Multi-provider results for different parameter sets
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7.5.6 Related Work

In this chapter, we tackle the question of how to dynamically embed or migrate
virtual servers [99] in order to efficiently satisfy connection requests arriving online
at any of the network entry points, and thus use virtualization technology to improve
the quality of service for mobile nodes. The relevance of this subproblem of the
general embedding problem is underlined by Hao et al. [73] who show that under
certain circumstances, migration of a Samba front-end server closer to the clients
can be beneficial even for bulk-data applications.

Migration and Online Algorithms. The possibility to migrate services without
service interruption and even live has interesting implications and poses new chal-
lenges. For instance, see [41] for a recent attempt to model tradeoffs (in the cloud).
To the best of our knowledge, [35] and [28] (for online server migration), and [57]
(for online virtual network embeddings) are the only works to study network virtu-
alization from an online algorithm perspective. The formal competitive migration
problem is related to several classic optimization problems such as facility location,
k-server problems, or online page migration. All these problems are a special case
of the general metrical task system (e.g., [38, 39]) for which there is, e.g., an asymp-
totically optimal deterministic Θ(n)-competitive algorithm, where n is the state (or
“configuration”) space; or a randomized O(log2 n · log log n)-competitive algorithm
given that the state space fulfills the triangle inequality: this algorithm uses a (well
separated) tree approximation for the general metric space (in a preprocessing step)
and subsequently solves the problem on this distorted space; unfortunately, both
algorithmic parts are rather complex.

In the field of facility location, researchers aim at computing optimal facility lo-
cations that minimize building costs and access costs (see, e.g., [67] for an online
algorithm). In [84], Laoutaris et al. propose a heuristic algorithm for a variant of
a facility location problem which allows for facility migration; this algorithm uses
neighborhood-limited topology and demand information to compute optimal facility
locations in a distributed manner. In contrast to our work, the setting is different
and migration cost is measured in terms of hop count. There is no performance
guarantee. Zhang et al. [139] extend the problem formulation of [84] to server loads
and prove a constant (static) approximation guarantee. However, the performance
over time in a dynamic setting is unclear, and the benefits of dynamic resource allo-
cation cannot be assessed. Moreover, in our more granular model, there are not only
facility creation but also running costs and the notion of mobility of requests (i.e.,
a dynamic demand over time) is made explicit. In the field of k-server problems
(e.g., [38]), an online algorithm must control the movement of a set of k servers,
represented as points in a metric space, and handle requests that are also in the
form of points in the space. As each request arrives, the algorithm must determine
which server to move to the requested point. The goal of the algorithm is to reduce
the total distance that all servers traverse. In contrast, in our model it is possible
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to access the server remotely, that is, there is no need for the server to move to the
request’s position. The page migration problem (e.g., [34]) occurs in managing a
globally addressed shared memory in a multiprocessor system. Each physical page
of memory is located at a given processor, and memory references to that page by
other processors are charged a cost equal to the network distance. At times, the
page may migrate between processors, at a cost equal to the distance times a page
size factor. The problem is to schedule movements on-line so as to minimize the
total cost of memory references. In contrast to these page migration models, we dif-
ferentiate between access costs that are determined by latency and migration costs
that are determined by network bandwidth.

There is an intriguing relationship between server migration and online function
tracking [36, 136]. In online function tracking, an entity Alice needs to keep an en-
tity Bob (approximately) informed about a dynamically changing function, without
sending too many updates. The online function tracking problem can be trans-
formed into a chain network where the function values are represented by the nodes
on the chain, and a sequence of value changes corresponds to a request pattern on
the chain. In particular, it follows from [36] that already for some very simple linear
substrate networks of size n = Θ(β), where β is the migration cost, no determin-
istic or randomized online algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio smaller than
Ω(log n/ log log n).

Multi-Provider Aspects. Provisioning virtual network services across multiple
providers is an interesting topic which is hardly explored in literature so far; notable
exceptions are PolyVINE [45], a distributed coordination protocol to perform cross-
provider embeddings, or V-Mart [138] that describes an auction framework for task
partitioning. In the context of clouds, there exists interesting literature as well, e.g.,
Reservoir [105] explores the notion of a federated cloud in which providers lease
excess capacity to others in need of temporary additional resources, similarly to
electrical power grids.

7.6 Summary

In this chapter, we presented two online algorithms Cen and Mix for migration
decisions of a single server, and sketched an extension to a multi-server variant. The
algorithms aim to strike a balance between access and migration costs to achieve a
provable logarithmic competitiveness.

We evaluated the algorithms empirically using artificial Erdös-Rényi graphs in a
time zone scenario with a single and multiple providers. To this end, we formulated
and implemented an optimal offline algorithm Opt. We compared their performance
with a static placement STAT at the weighted center of the substrate network and
a timed migration algorithm TIMM.
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TIMM achieves formidable results in scenarios in which the request gravity center
follows the expected pattern and the correlation of requests is sufficiently large.
STAT on the other hand performs well for low correlation values, but shows very
bad results with moderate and high correlation. We find that Cen and Mix however
behave like STAT whenever it is beneficial, and show only a moderate increase in
their ratio over the different parameter ranges. This stability in cost effectiveness
may make them useful approaches in scenarios with unknown request patterns.

Additional experiments need to be done to verify Cen/Mix’s adaptability benefit in
other scenarios. But they seem competitive at low ratios and to provide a solution
with limited volatility in results when faced with the choice between static migration
patterns and static placements.

One possible extension we see for Cen and Mix is to make them aware of expected
request patterns. This awareness can be used to weight registered access costs and
thresholds to avoid longer delays in their following the time zone switch. While
this reduces the provable competitiveness, it is likely to improve efficiency in many
real-world scenarios.
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Chapter 8

Prototype

In the context of this thesis, we implemented both a VNet prototype and modeled
several scenarios with it. They serve two purposes: a feasibility study to identify
real world issues, as well as a proof-of-concept implementation.

In the following, we first outline the scenarios we model with our prototype. Next, we
describe its design with respect to components, interfaces, and database structure.
After introducing the testbed environment the prototype is running in, we describe
the realization of the scenarios we address and conclude with a short discussion of
problems we encountered and possible prototype extensions.1

In the following, we first introduce the testbed environment. We then elaborate on
the prototype’s implementation and setup details. After describing the demonstra-
tor, we provide insight into the lessons learned during the implementation process.
We then conclude with a summary, containing a short discussion on problems en-
countered and possible prototype extensions.

8.1 Scenarios

To identify problems and to test feasibility of our concepts, we modeled the prototype
and its environment to reflect the following scenarios:

Distributed management: We modeled two connected ISPs. One of the ISPs is
substructured in a VNP and two PIP roles, whereas the other one takes only
one PIP role. This allows us to test approaches and mechanisms for compat-
ibility with substructuring, when VNP roles need to interact with both PIP
and other VNP roles. To gain insight into possible issues with the configura-
tion of virtual entities inside a virtualized environment, we virtualized several
substrate hosts.

Video streaming use case: We realized the scenario of a streaming server migrated
when service level usage patterns change. A streaming server always migrates
to the location of the highest number of users. The VNet and substrate domain
have little to no information about each other, and thereby are separated by

1For implementation details, such as configuration parameters and API specification, see [111].
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a strict abstraction barrier. This scenario allows us insight into the problem
of interaction between these two domains in situations when embedding needs
to be adapted in response to service level events. Moreover, it shows the
feasibility of our concepts in Chapter 7.

8.2 Design

This subsection first describes the prototype component design, provisioning inter-
face, and database structure — in terms of functionality, subcomponents and used
tools. For details, see the document’s annex.

8.2.1 Components

Figure 8.1 shows the component design of our prototype. Substrate components cor-
respond to the respective network elements, whereas all other components are part of
the respective role’s management node. While they can in principle be distributed,
the interfaces from the provisioning to the mapping and from the mapping to the
embedding component have been implemented as local function calls for the sake of
simplicity. Every role (VNO (optional), VNP, PIP) has a MySQL[7] Database of
the same base structure for storing state information on the current configuration
of its network.

The Provisioning Interface consists of a lighttpd[14] web server exposing pro-
visioning functionality to customers via XMLRPC[9]. The interface definition and
backend scripts are split into a VNet negotiation part (negotiate*.rb) and a control
part for virtual network elements (*provision*.rb)2.

The Mapping Component consists of a set of Ruby [17] scripts and a mathemat-
ical program solver (CPLEX). More specifically, the mapping scripts are the ones
named {pip,vnp} map.rb. The component maps new or modified VNets by

1. solving the logic clause defined by specified ConstraintGroups (see Chapter
4)3,

2. extending the partial request to a full VNet specification as required and fixing
Feature values corresponding to the ConstraintGroup solution in an OL1 graph
(see Chapter 4),

3. formulating a MIP (see Chapter 5),

4. formulating a configuration (ML0 graph) based on the solver’s output,

2Unless specified otherwise scripts are written in Ruby and reside in /scripts/vnonode, /script-
s/vnpnode, and /scripts/snode. Node configuration is stored in /etc/define.rb, and functionality
used by several roles is found in /scripts/common.

3multiple solutions are tested iteratively, if they prove not embeddable
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Figure 8.1: Prototype components
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5. (VNP only) splitting up ML0 into ML1 subgraphs which correspond to the
requests to the respective providers,

6. calling the Embedding Component to embed the configuration.

TheEmbedding Component consists of a set of Ruby scripts ({pip,vnp} embed.rb)
and a set of plugins supporting the Configuration Interfaces of different substrate
device types. The current set of plugins interact with the substrate switch via SNMP
[97], the hosts via XMLRPC. In order to test the mapping process, we provide a
simulation mode. For the simulation mode, the embedding functionality is replaced
by NoOps using the corresponding plugin. The latter is also used by PIPs to han-
dle components mapped to remote providers. Such components may need to be
considered to allow mapping of outgoing virtual links.

The prototype supports both a text and a graphical Console Interface for virtual
hosts. The text interface is implemented via * console.sh scripts which are started
by a telnetd agent. This script uses an agent (currently telnet) to connect to the
appropriate Console Interface. A graphical interface can be requested via the Pro-
visioning Interface. This request establishes a chain of netcat [8] instances, to which
a VNC [125] client can connect.

Substrate Console Interfaces and Configuration Interfaces are device specific.
The Console UI consists of either a telnet or a VNC client. The Provisioning
UI is formed by a set of scripts. A GUI is under development.

8.2.2 Provisioning Interface

The provisioning interface is divided into two parts. A negotiation part and VNE
control part. The negotiation part offers

create vnet to request the instantiation of a VNet. It accepts a YAML [10] serialized
VNet graph and returns a boolean success value. The requested network may
be a part of a VNet which spans multiple providers to be embedded either as a
whole or not at all. The resulting embedding is therefore considered tentative
and is deleted after a timeout, unless confirmed. For debugging purposes, the
prototype implementation in addition returns the database ID of the created
OL0 graph as well as STDOUT and STDERR output.

confirm request to confirm a VNet previously requested via create vnet. It accepts
a net identifier, removes the ’preliminary’ status, and returns a success status
as well as STDOUT and STDERR output of the processes.

cancel request to cancel a request sent via create vnet, effectively removing it from
the provider’s database. It accepts a net identifier and returns a success status
as well as STDOUT and STDERR output.
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delete vnet to delete an instantiated VNet. It accepts a v net identifier of the
created OL0 graph and, like create vnet, returns a status value along with
STDOUT and STDERR output.

modify vnet to request a modified VNet. It currently accepts a v net identifier of
the old OL0 graph along with a graph describing the future VNet. Return
values correspond to those of create vnet.

get metrics to request a (coarse) summary of the provider’s available (advertised)
resources. Our prototype currently returns information about the total amount
of RAM and HDD capacity available.

The control part allows to

start/stop/suspend/resume/powercycle NEs by specifying a ne identifier and a
net identifier (start vnode, stop vnode, suspend vnode, resume vnode, pow-
ercycle vnode). Return values are a boolean success information as well as
STDOUT, STDERR output for debugging purposes.

start/stop/suspend/resume/powercycle VNets by specification of a net identifier
(start graph, stop graph, suspend graph, resume graph, powercycle graph).
These perform the respective action for all network elements in the VNet.
The return values are identical to the VNode versions.

query NE and VNet status by specifying a net identifier (graph running) and an
additional ne identifier (node running). Aside from STDOUT and STDERR
output, these functions return TRUE when the specified network element (or
all network elements of the given VNet) are active and running.

8.2.3 Database structure

The database structure is shown in Figure 8.2. It is closely related to the RDL
discussed in Chapter 4. Every object described is reflected in a canonically named
database table with the addition of a unique identifier field id. Naming conven-
tions follow the requirements of ActiveRecord [13], which we use in our scripts to
access the database. Hence, n:m relation tables are named after the tables they
reference to, and the NetworkInterface field connectedInterface (see Chapter 4) is
named network element id.

The additional table mgmt flags allows for extensions with respect to state infor-
mation required for provider operation. For example, the is migrating field specifies
whether the NE is currently unavailable due to migration. This is used by the
ConsoleInterface to avoid unnecessary connection attempts.

Some fields carry slightly diverging names due to conflicts with reserved words inside
ActiveRecord (avp attribute instead of attribute) or for historic reasons (e.g., con-
straint solving implemented only for Features, and constraint field attribute called
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feature attribute). Likewise, the hostedNetworkInterfacesList and hostingNetwork-
InterfacesList of NetworkInterface are not implemented yet as such. The prototype
relies instead on the alias field to retain mapping information.

8.3 Environment

The implementation and experiments were conducted in the Routerlab CITATION
environment. More specifically, the environment contains

• several Sun X4150 machines featuring 8 Intel Xeon L5420 cores running at
2.5GHz, 16 GB RAM with 4 or 8 GBit Ethernet interfaces.

• a Cisco 4503 switch featuring 2 Mini-GBIC GBit interfaces and 96 GBit Eth-
ernet ports which interconnects the Sun machines.

The Sun machines are running either KVM-devel-88 (Linux kernel 2.6.26.8) or Xen-
common-3.4.1 (Linux kernel 2.6.18.8-xen) and OpenVSwitch 1.1.0pre2 [16]. The
kernel versions are chosen for their compatibility with OpenVSwitch. The operating
system (OS) is Ubuntu hardy.

8.4 Distributed management scenario

In order to capture additional real world issues, we decided to model a scenario with
multiple VNP roles and recursive host virtualization. To this end, we modeled 4
entities, as pictured in Figure 8.3: One VNO, one VNP, and two provider (ISPs),
one of which is substructured into a VNP role and two PIP roles.

Loadgen121 and Loadgen123, while serving as KVM virtualized substrate hosts
sn113 and sn212, host virtualized Xen substrate hosts. The management hosts
of PIP11, PIP12, PIP2 respectively export an NFS share vdisks to all managed
substrate hosts in their domain. vdisks contains the disk images of the virtual hosts
as well as the templates to create them. nyc sc1 is partitioned into logical switches
by assigning a fixed set of ports and VLAN ids to each PIP. Tunnelbridge nodes
provides layer 2 connectivity between the different PIPs.

We decided to include TBR12 despite the fact that it is not actually interconnected
to any other PIP by OpenVPN. The rationale for this step is that the initial Open-
VSwitch versions we used on the substrate hosts did not support VLAN bridging.
As the Tunnelbridge nodes ran the regular Linux bridge, they were the only hosts
capable of hosting virtual switches.

A separate VLAN serves as management network, interconnecting provisioning, con-
figuration, and console interfaces. TBR1 is interconnected via one layer 3 OpenVNP
connection (management plane) and one layer 2 OpenVPN connection (data plane)
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Figure 8.3: Prototype setup (distributed management scenario)

with a similiar environment running at Docomo Eurolabs Munich. VNP may re-
quest resources from their exposed VNP role, while the latter is allowed to request
resources from VNP1.

8.5 Video streaming scenario

In this scenario, we consider a video streaming server and a set of clients in different
locations (see Figure 8.4). Clients which are local with respect to the server’s position
experience lower latency of the live video stream. In an effort deliver the best service,
the server migrates to the center of gravity, i.e., the location with the highest number
of active clients. To this end, as mentioned in Section 8.1, the service (running
inside a VNet) needs to interact with components managing the embedding (in the
substrate).

Three machines in our PIP serve as access point location (defined by position state-
ments). The accesspoints on these machines are connected to the VNet on their eth0
interface, and to a respective access network via eth1. A webbased service interface
allows the enabling or disabling of video streams to the respective customers, rep-
resented by 9 VLC [18] clients running on 3 laptops. Since at the time of writing,
the prototype implementation does not yet support Access Network management,
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Figure 8.4: Prototype setup (video streaming scenario)

the three access networks, to which the clients connect via OpenVPN (Layer 2), are
configured manually.

Logically, the web portal should reside inside the VNet. A process on the VNO’s
management node should observe its service state, e.g., via ConsoleInterface con-
nection. This process should then request VNet modifications via the provider’s
ProvisioningInterface. For access convenience however we decided to implement the
mentioned portal and logic on the management node and used the ConsoleInterface
to configure the service instead. Note that we merely shift the location in which
the ConsoleInterface is used as communication channel. Neither did we provide
either party with knowledge about the respective other domain, nor would a shift
into the VNet be impossible. The service (i.e., the video streaming) is configured
by modifying iptable [15] filter rules on the server, barring or allowing the video
streams.

When a shift in the center of gravity is detected, the VNO’s decision logic requests
a VNet with modified properties via modify vnet. In our demonstrator, the pre-
formulated requests differ in constraints requiring co-location of the server with the
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target access point. This enables the PIP to deduce a required migration and adjust
the embedding as required by the service inside the VNet.

8.6 Lessons learned

As previously mentioned, implementing the prototype served as reality-check in
several respects. On one hand, it provided a proof of concept, showing feasibility of
our approaches. On the other hand, it confronted us with detailed problems, and
thereby helped us to refine conceptual parts of this thesis. This section provides a
short overview on the most important lessons learned on different levels.

8.6.1 Virtualization mechanisms

Our prototype implementation includes the use of recursive virtualization. As out-
lined above, we ran paravirtualizing Xen servers inside hardware virtualized KVM
slices. While this works in principle, our experience shows that stability of such se-
tups is still far from production grade status. Especially after prolonged periods of
inactivity, the Xen instances tended to crash and needed to be rebooted via console
of the physical machine.

Likewise, the interface bridge via OpenVSwitch often got into an inconsistent state
upon reboot of the physical machines. In this case, packets were forwarded only
in one direction, but packets into the opposite direction would not register on the
interface of the physical server, until OpenVSwitch was restarted.

Moreover, we found that we had to disable the spanning tree protocols for VNet
data plane vlans on the Cisco switch. The reason for this was that the switch would
block respective ports when it registered incoming packets on one VLAN it sent on
a different VLAN.

Many mechanisms thus may be sufficiently stable for use in some scenarios. However,
we conclude that they still need to undergo more development and debugging to
allow taking full advantage of possibilities offered by the concept of virtualization.

8.6.2 Protoype software

The prototype’s functionality is focused on management - that is state-keeping and
the configuration of existing components. In our first steps to gain insight into the
topic, we aimed to minimize the implementation overhead and started with a set
of shell scripts, re-using available tools. However, as this approach would not scale
well with functionality and had to compensate for many quirks in the diverse used
toolset, we soon switched to the current programming language.
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Again, our choice for Ruby was motivated by an effort to limit implementation
overhead. With the ”ActiveRecord” extension and YAML/XMLRPC support, it
provided excellent means of simplifying database access and communication between
management nodes.

Unfortunately, multiple practical problems would not make us suggest this language
in a reimplementation effort. Most importantly, many implementations exhibit per-
formance problems in terms of memory management and the different implementa-
tions support only different - partially incompatible - versions of YAML. Garbage
collection proved a major problem in runtime when evaluating our MIP, as the for-
mulation of the problem would consume large amounts of memory. Only jRuby
proved sufficiently performant for this, while unfortunately being less stable.

8.6.3 VNet specification

Maybe most importantly, the prototype showed us the importance of many aspects in
modeling resources and representing state. As an example, consider that networked
file systems, such as NFS, facilitate live migrations, and therefore are likely to exist
in many substrate environments. Splitting up such resources, e.g., assigning slices to
substrate hosts, may make feasible solutions appear invalid in the mapping process.
Likewise, using NFS resources or tunnels in inter-provider setups highlighted the
importance of supporting mapping on both NetworkElement/NetworkInterface and
Resource level.

One lesson learned on this level however is connected to an inconvenience in mapping
VNet resources on aggregate elements in the substrate’s representation due to our
chosen Resource/Feature attribute hierarchy. In our prototype, we chose to prefix
resource attributes with the type of the entity (NE/NI) their are associated with.
When mapping VNetsonto a topology of PIPs on VNP level, this led to a higher
complexity in identifying suitable (i.e., compatible) mappings. A similar problem
may occur when connecting shared resources to entities of different types.

We therefore do not recommend to chose this approach to structuring the attribute
hierarchy. Instead, we would put emphasis on standardization, reserving a private
prefix for ad-hoc extensions.

8.7 Summary

In this chapter, we described the proof-of-concept prototype. The prototype was
realized in our Routerlab testbed environment and is interconnected with a similiar
installation at our cooperation partner Docomo Eurolabs Munich. It can represent
multiple providers in a subcontracting scenario with a partially virtualized sub-
strate.
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Some of the limitations that we had to cope with are that the virtualized Xen
substrate hosts were not perfectly stable and performance was decreased compared
to the xen instances running on loadgen138. Nonetheless, it highlights that reselling
of virtualized resources in a virtualized substrate may become viable. While our
prototype does not yet support wide area live migration, this is in principle possible.
The current prototype does only enforce limits on RAM and disk resource usage,
but not on virtual links. We imagine that OpenFlow replaces VLAN functionality
in the near future.

In the video streaming scenario, we consider a live video streaming service inside
a VNet with explicit control of server migration. The server position is adapted
according to the current service situation. This adaptation can be requested even in
presence of strict constraints regarding information exchange between VNet provider
and customer. In our scenario, communication between the in- and the outside of
the VNet is revised via the ConsoleInterface. It may however also be facilitated via
a gateway node connected to multiple network elements.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

The current internet suffers from ossification in the underlying infrastructure. Vir-
tual networks may not only be a promising approach to introduce new technologies
and allow for co-existance of mutually exclusive network design goals. It also has po-
tential to lower the financial barriers for field-tests or introduction of novel services,
e.g., for startup companies. Moreover, virtualization already nowadays serves as
an enabler for more dynamic resource management, and thereby has direct impact
on CAPEX and OPEX benefits. This thesis addressed the topic of virtual network
management.

We propose a management framework focussing on real-world constraints in the
context of multi-provider scenarios. Our framework aims at allowing for technical
flexibility while abstracting forseeable economic tussles from the technical details.
In fact, mangement itself may turn out to be a viable business field. We identify
granular management roles motivated by tasks found in real world network manage-
ment. These roles can be spliced in optimization efforts within an enterprise or an
organization. Still they allow to split all essential tasks amongst different entities in
a structured manner. As it is the necessary basis of the role’s customer-provider re-
lationships, our interfaces strictly rely on requirement driven information exchange.
This again does not stop organizations to optimize management by extending the
interfaces by multilateral agreements. We argue that limiting assumptions on infor-
mation exchange yields support for a wide variety of information exchange policies
without breaking the framework itself. The nature of the VNP role enables both
internal substructuring, e.g., inside a large company, and subcontracting scenarios.
We outline an Out-of-Vnet access to support abstraction on every level, and sketch
possible approaches for end user terminal attachement.

With respect to inter-provider communication, we design a resource description lan-
guage, which allows for both concise descritions and vagueness. This facilitates both
inter-provider communication about requirements and communication inside a sub-
strate provider about current state. Customers on the one hand may or may not be
interested in arbitrary details. Moreover, overspecification has a direct impact on
the provider’s management flexibility and consequently on its benefits. Providers on
the other hand may offer services on arbitrary abstraction levels. They may wish
to describe products in marketing terms only loosely or not at all following techni-
cal conventions. These requirements on flexibility and extensibility form the basis
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for design choices of our RDL. Allowing to omit arbitrary descriptions or even net-
work components, and the support for white- or blacklisting adresses these issues. To
enable different levels of information exchange, we allow to formulate recursive map-
pings to enable closer cooperation between roles. Moreover, aside from properties of
individual network elements and topological details, we support non-topological con-
straints, such as co-location or binary compatibility. The underlying data structure
aims to facilitate both graph algorithm application in the presence of multi-homed
links, and translation into full-scale ontologies for automated reasoning.

With respect to the assignment of virtual network elements to substrate network
elements, we formalize the mapping problem as MIP. Our focus lies on the integration
of real-world aspects into the formulation and our solution is designed for an offline
optimization of long lasting networks. The MIP is based on the multi-commodity
flow problem of bandwidth resource allocation between virtual nodes. Following
the RDL’s description model, it can be applied not only on the PIP level, but also
on the VNP, or VNO level. By the same means, we support multi-homed shared
communication channels and allow to cross-map resource types (e.g., bandwidth
to CPU resources on switches or routers). We describe and account for migration
costs, allowing reconfiguration of previously placed virtual resources. Moreover,
our MIP supports co-hosting of partial VNet-topologies on single substrate hosts,
and we outline several potential extensions, e.g., with respect to distributed node
embedding. While scalability of the basic approach seems limited, it can be useful
in specific scenarios. Assuming a series of steps in mapping virtual networks on
the level of various roles, we argue that it merely needs to scale to the scope of
the respective role: On a PIP level, it can serve on small or medium router sites,
whereas on a VNP level, it can serve to map VNets to sites or providers. Groups of
nodes in data centers with largely homogeneous components can be aggregated to
compound network elements in an approximation effort.

Bearing this in mind, we ask the question on the benefit of different approximation
approaches on mapping performance. Considering a scenario with strict resource
guarantees and no substrate overbooking, we measure mapping quality both by the
number of resources required for embedding and the number of supported virtual
nodes. We explore both solver related approximations, such as using a different
GAP parameter, and problem formulation approximations, such as clustering. We
find that even when the solvers are not used to calculate optimal solutions, they
often produce good results. Indeed, they provide quality bound guarantees on inter-
mediate solutions, when interrupted. In our scenario, the best results were achieved
by modifying the GAP parameter, monitoring the development of GAP, and clus-
tering.

One of the advantages of VNets is that they can shrink and expand dynamically.
Our architecture and mapping support such dynamics. This is sufficient when the
effects of resource allocations are predictable. However, they not always are. In this
case, online algorithms can help to make decisions on where and when to migrate.
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As a first step, we consider a single server scenario with defined access and migration
costs. For this, we propose two algorithms controlling migration. These algorithms
guarantee logarithmic competitiveness for both single-PIP and multi-PIP scenarios.
In addition, we sketch an extension to a multiserver version. Depending on the role
context, input and output may be based on different abstractions, and migration
control may be implicit. Nonetheless, they can be applied to all abovementioned
roles. We compare the presented algorithms against an optimal offline algorithm
as well as two other approaches: a static placement, as well as an approach for
scheduled migrations in a time zone scenario. Our initial experiments show a stable
performance at a low to moderate ratio. The online algorithms migrate only when
beneficial and adapt well to different parameter ranges. They are a promising choice
for new services where usage patterns are either highly volatile or simply not yet
known.

Following our aim for real-world applicability, we implemented the basic concepts
and elements in a prototype and experimented with various scenarios. This serves
the dual purpose of a reality check of our assumptions and sources of real world
issues, which might otherwise be lost. The prototype shows the functioning of our
VNet architecture, and uses our RDL and mapping approach in its operation. The
scenarios show the feasibility of migration-triggering interaction between the service
domain inside a VNet, and substrate operation. Our prototype is distributed across
our routerlab environment and facilities located at Docomo Eurolabs in Munich.

9.1 Outlook

While we do not expect fully customizable multi-provider VNets to appear overnight,
we see both technical and economic migration paths towards this technology. On
the technical side, providers can introduce virtual networks either as slices in their
current internet infrastructure, or encapsulate the legacy Internet in one VNet in-
dependent of others. On the economic side, the opportunities for CAPEX/OPEX
benefit increase may make the introduction of VNets interesting for administra-
tion of owned infrastructure (single-PIP scenario). We expect large providers to
substructure their infrastructure and thus implicitly use mechanisms and interfaces
from multi-PIP scenarios. These can subsequently be used for cooperations with af-
filiate partners or daughter companies. At this point, the role of VNP may become
an attractive business field and open the door for multi-provider VNets. Indeed, in
2012, Google announced that they intend to deploy SDNs on a large scale[89] and
renting, e.g., Cloud resources from multiple providers is already reality [51]. More-
over, during the writing of this thesis, Amazon started to extend its Cloud services
by allowing VPN access and the definition of subnets on a star topology by which
hosts are interconnected [11]. Nonetheless, many issues and trade-offs remain to be
investigated in the context of VNets, such as:
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Information exchange: Many administrative details, such as topology and specific
resource capacities, are considered business secrets. In principle, VNet negoti-
ation mechanisms can be based on answering resource requests from customers
with an answer which contains nothing more than a simple acknowledgement
or refusal. This however is unlikely to be the most overall efficient solution.
The apparent trade-off in negotiation efficiency and the protection of business
secrets leads to the question on what amount and kind of information should
be provided on the provider’s behalf.

Price of specification: Likewise, as pointed out in Chapter 4, every request con-
straint reduces a provider’s flexibility for optimization. This trade-off has to
be investigated and characterized under both technical and economic aspects,
and incentive-driven need to be devised.

Inter-VNet operations: Communication between VNets entail a number of issues:
Not only protocol (e.g., address) incompatibilities need to be tackled, but
isolation and security properties have to be guaranteed. Moreover, it is not
clear whether terminals, which usually are under control of end users, can be
stopped from acting as undesired gateways.

Fault detection and debugging: VNets require additional mechanisms which may
be error prone. Finding the source of failures or a lack of performance in
the presence of abstraction barriers introduced by virtualization is likely to be
non-trivial. Strategies to identify and localize problems and their causes need
to be devised.

Security: Unlike physical hardware, virtual infrastructure in multi-provider environ-
ments cannot be locked away in racks accessible only to their owners. They
are — and need to be — remotely accessible on the most basic level. Bugs
in virtualization mechanisms and malicious providers are likely to have seri-
ous impact on an even wider scale than in traditional networks. Especially
measurement and debugging is not trivial to handle in the case of malicious
or colluding entities.
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"
>

<
x
s
:
c
o
m
p
l
e
x
T
y
p
e
>

<
x
s
:
s
e
q
u
e
n
c
e
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
i
d
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
Q
N
a
m
e
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
r
o
l
e
_
i
d
e
n
t
i
f
i
e
r
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
g
r
a
p
h
_
t
y
p
e
"
>

<
x
s
:
s
i
m
p
l
e
T
y
p
e
>

<
x
s
:
r
e
s
t
r
i
c
t
i
o
n

b
a
s
e
=
"
x
s
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
"
>

<
x
s
:
e
n
u
m
e
r
a
t
i
o
n

v
a
l
u
e
=
"
O
L
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
n
u
m
e
r
a
t
i
o
n

v
a
l
u
e
=
"
M
L
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
n
u
m
e
r
a
t
i
o
n

v
a
l
u
e
=
"
U
L
"
/
>

<
/
x
s
:
r
e
s
t
r
i
c
t
i
o
n
>

<
/
x
s
:
s
i
m
p
l
e
T
y
p
e
>

<
/
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t
>
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<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
g
r
a
p
h
_
n
r
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
i
n
t
e
g
e
r
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
t
a
g
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
n
e
t
_
i
d
e
n
t
i
f
i
e
r
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
!
-
-

i
s
n
’
t

a
l
l
o
w
e
d

t
o

e
x
i
s
t

w
/
o

N
E

r
e
f
e
r
e
n
c
i
n
g

i
t
-

n
o
t

r
e
q
u
i
r
e
d

t
o
r
e
f
e
r
e
n
c
e

t
o
N
E
s

(
a
l
s
o
:

s
y
m
m
e
t
r
i
c
)

-
-
>

<
/
x
s
:
s
e
q
u
e
n
c
e
>

<
/
x
s
:
c
o
m
p
l
e
x
T
y
p
e
>

<
/
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t
>

<
!
-
- N
e
t
w
o
r
k
E
l
e
m
e
n
t

-
-
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
N
e
t
w
o
r
k
E
l
e
m
e
n
t
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
u
n
b
o
u
n
d
e
d
"
>

<
x
s
:
c
o
m
p
l
e
x
T
y
p
e
>

<
x
s
:
s
e
q
u
e
n
c
e
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
i
d
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
Q
N
a
m
e
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
i
d
e
n
t
i
f
i
e
r
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
a
l
i
a
s
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
n
e
_
t
y
p
e
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
g
r
a
p
h
L
a
b
e
l
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
Q
N
a
m
e
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
h
o
s
t
e
d
N
e
t
w
o
r
k
E
l
e
m
e
n
t
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
Q
N
a
m
e
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
u
n
b
o
u
n
d
e
d
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
h
o
s
t
i
n
g
N
e
t
w
o
r
k
E
l
e
m
e
n
t
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
Q
N
a
m
e
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
u
n
b
o
u
n
d
e
d
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
r
e
s
o
u
r
c
e
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
Q
N
a
m
e
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
u
n
b
o
u
n
d
e
d
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
f
e
a
t
u
r
e
s
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
>

<
x
s
:
c
o
m
p
l
e
x
T
y
p
e
>

<
x
s
:
g
r
o
u
p

r
e
f
=
"
f
e
a
t
u
r
e
_
l
i
s
t
"
/
>

<
/
x
s
:
c
o
m
p
l
e
x
T
y
p
e
>

<
/
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
n
e
t
w
o
r
k
I
n
t
e
r
f
a
c
e
s
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
>

<
x
s
:
c
o
m
p
l
e
x
T
y
p
e
>

<
x
s
:
g
r
o
u
p

r
e
f
=
"
n
e
t
w
o
r
k
_
i
n
t
e
r
f
a
c
e
_
l
i
s
t
"
/
>

<
/
x
s
:
c
o
m
p
l
e
x
T
y
p
e
>

<
/
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
c
u
s
t
o
m
e
r
C
o
n
s
o
l
e
I
n
t
e
r
f
a
c
e
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
Q
N
a
m
e
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
p
r
o
v
i
d
e
r
C
o
n
s
o
l
e
I
n
t
e
r
f
a
c
e
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
Q
N
a
m
e
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
/
x
s
:
s
e
q
u
e
n
c
e
>

<
/
x
s
:
c
o
m
p
l
e
x
T
y
p
e
>

<
/
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t
>
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<
!
-
- R
e
s
o
u
r
c
e
s

-
-
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
R
e
s
o
u
r
c
e
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
u
n
b
o
u
n
d
e
d
"
>

<
x
s
:
c
o
m
p
l
e
x
T
y
p
e
>

<
x
s
:
s
e
q
u
e
n
c
e
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
i
d
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
Q
N
a
m
e
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
i
d
e
n
t
i
f
i
e
r
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
a
l
i
a
s
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
a
t
t
r
i
b
u
t
e
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
v
a
l
u
e
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
f
l
o
a
t
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
r
e
s
o
u
r
c
e
_
u
n
i
t
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
v
a
l
u
e
_
t
y
p
e
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
c
o
n
f
i
d
e
n
c
e
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
f
l
o
a
t
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
c
o
n
f
i
d
e
n
c
e
_
i
n
t
e
r
v
a
l
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
i
n
t
e
g
e
r
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
t
i
m
e
_
u
n
i
t
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
c
o
m
p
o
s
i
n
g
_
o
p
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
r
e
q
u
e
s
t
_
f
l
a
g
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
b
o
o
l
e
a
n
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
t
i
m
e
s
t
a
m
p
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
/
x
s
:
s
e
q
u
e
n
c
e
>

<
/
x
s
:
c
o
m
p
l
e
x
T
y
p
e
>

<
/
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t
>

<
!
-
- C
o
n
s
t
r
a
i
n
t
G
r
o
u
p
s

-
-
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
C
o
n
s
t
r
a
i
n
t
G
r
o
u
p
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
u
n
b
o
u
n
d
e
d
"
>

<
x
s
:
c
o
m
p
l
e
x
T
y
p
e
>

<
x
s
:
s
e
q
u
e
n
c
e
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
n
e
t
w
o
r
k
E
l
e
m
e
n
t
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
Q
N
a
m
e
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
2
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
u
n
b
o
u
n
d
e
d
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
C
o
n
s
t
r
a
i
n
t
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
u
n
b
o
u
n
d
e
d
"
>

<
x
s
:
c
o
m
p
l
e
x
T
y
p
e
>

<
x
s
:
s
e
q
u
e
n
c
e
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
a
t
t
r
i
b
u
t
e
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
v
a
l
u
e
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
0
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
r
e
l
a
t
i
o
n
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
s
t
r
i
n
g
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
p
r
i
o
r
i
t
y
"

t
y
p
e
=
"
x
s
:
i
n
t
e
g
e
r
"

m
i
n
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"

m
a
x
O
c
c
u
r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>
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<
/
x
s
:
s
e
q
u
e
n
c
e
>

<
/
x
s
:
c
o
m
p
l
e
x
T
y
p
e
>

<
/
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t
>

<
/
x
s
:
s
e
q
u
e
n
c
e
>

<
/
x
s
:
c
o
m
p
l
e
x
T
y
p
e
>

<
/
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t
>

<
/
x
s
:
s
e
q
u
e
n
c
e
>

<
/
x
s
:
g
r
o
u
p
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
r
o
o
t
"
>

<
x
s
:
c
o
m
p
l
e
x
T
y
p
e
>

<
x
s
:
s
e
q
u
e
n
c
e
>

<
!
-
- C
o
n
s
o
l
e
I
n
t
e
r
f
a
c
e
s

-
-
>

<
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t

n
a
m
e
=
"
C
o
n
s
o
l
e
I
n
t
e
r
f
a
c
e
"

m
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1
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<
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:
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:
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n
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-
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R
e
s
o
u
r
c
e
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a
p
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i
n
g
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-
-
>
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x
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l
e
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e
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r
c
e
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"
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"
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y
p
e
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e
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a
m
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i
m
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n
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r
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n
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u
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0
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x
O
c
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r
s
=
"
1
"
/
>
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l
e
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n
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n
a
m
e
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"
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o
s
t
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e
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r
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e
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y
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"
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1
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a
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1
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>
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l
e
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n
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m
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o
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e
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r
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y
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"
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Q
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r
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"
1
"
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1
"
/
>

<
/
x
s
:
s
e
q
u
e
n
c
e
>

<
/
x
s
:
c
o
m
p
l
e
x
T
y
p
e
>

<
/
x
s
:
e
l
e
m
e
n
t
>

<
/
x
s
:
s
e
q
u
e
n
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e
>

<
/
x
s
:
c
o
m
p
l
e
x
T
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>

<
/
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s
:
e
l
e
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t
>

<
/
x
s
:
s
c
h
e
m
a
>
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Appendix B

FleRD example
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<root xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="flerd.xsd"

xmlns:p="/flerd/example1">

<!-- Console interfaces -->

<ConsoleInterface>

<!-- Console Interface offered to one specific customer

- assumed to multiplex console requests

- in our prototype: mgmt node -->

<id>p:cci1</id>

<address>192.168.1.1</address>

<transport_protocol>tcp</transport_protocol>

<port>2000</port>

<username>customer1</username>

<password>customerpass1</password>

</ConsoleInterface>

<ConsoleInterface>

<!-- Console Interface for virtual elements hosted on SHost1 -->

<id>p:pci1</id>

<address>192.168.2.1</address>

<transport_protocol>tcp</transport_protocol>

<port>2000</port>

<username>myusername1</username>

<password>mypass1</password>

</ConsoleInterface>

<ConsoleInterface>

<!-- Console Interface for virtual elements hosted on SHost2 -->

<id>p:pci2</id>

<address>192.168.2.2</address>

<transport_protocol>tcp</transport_protocol>

<port>2000</port>

<username>myusername2</username>

<password>mypass2</password>

</ConsoleInterface>

<ConsoleInterface>

<!-- Console Interface for virtual elements hosted on SHost3 -->

<id>p:pci3</id>

<address>192.168.2.3</address>

<transport_protocol>tcp</transport_protocol>

<port>2000</port>

<username>myusername2</username>

<password>mypass2</password>

</ConsoleInterface>

<!-- actual topology graph descriptions -->

<Topology> <!-- OL0 - customer request -->

<!-- not stating any embedding state annotations (optional)

- relevant to the customer in this example graph

- for readability’s sake -->

<!-- H-H -->

<GraphLabel>
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<!-- this is a request on behalf of our customer1

- but we are PIP1

- and it is OL0 for us

- while it may be, e.g., ML0 for our customer -->

<id>p:c1n1o0gl1</id>

<role_identifier>PIP1</role_identifier>

<graph_type>OL</graph_type>

<graph_nr>0</graph_nr>

<net_identifier>VNet1</net_identifier>

</GraphLabel>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:c1n1o0h1</id>

<identifier>VHost1</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/host/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:c1n1o0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:c1n1o1h1</hostingNetworkElement>

<!-- X: shared virtual resource -->

<resource>p:c1n1o0r1</resource>

<features>

<!-- X: whitelist

- this node may be hosted in the US (preferred) or Canada -->

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Feature>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/NA/Canada</value>

<priority>2</priority>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1o0h1ieth0</id>

<identifier>eth0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<!-- X: omitted component:

- not interested in link

- p:c1n1o0h1ieth0 directly connected to VHost2:eth0 -->

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1o0h2ieth0</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:c1n1o1h1ieth0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1o0r1</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<!-- this connection should be failsafe (simple redundancy) -->

<attribute>/link/generic/redundancy</attribute>

<value>2</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Feature>

<!-- X: blacklist:
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- no link part may be hosted Afghanistan -->

<Feature>

<attribute>/not/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/Asia/Afghanistan</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:c1n1o0h2</id>

<identifier>VHost2</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/host/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:c1n1o0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:c1n1o1h2</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:c1n1o0r1</resource>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1o0h2ieth0</id>

<identifier>eth0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1o0h1ieth0</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:c1n1o1h2ieth0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1o0r1</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/link/generic/redundancy</attribute>

<value>2</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<Resource>

<!-- X: abstract resource

- not interested in actual resources

- requesting support for X sessions per second of type A -->

<id>p:c1n1o0r1</id>

<attribute>/service/A/concurrent_sessions</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<confidence>0.95</confidence>

<confidence_interval>1</confidence_interval>

<time_unit>s</time_unit>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

</Topology>
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<Topology> <!-- OL1 - extended customer request -->

<!-- H-S=L=S-H -->

<GraphLabel>

<!-- we filled in gaps in the original customer request -->

<id>p:c1n1o1gl1</id>

<role_identifier>PIP1</role_identifier>

<graph_type>OL</graph_type>

<graph_nr>1</graph_nr>

<net_identifier>VNet1</net_identifier>

</GraphLabel>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:c1n1o1h1</id>

<identifier>VHost1</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/host/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:c1n1o1gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1o0h1</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0h1</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:c1n1o1h1ram</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1o1h1hd</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Feature>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/NA/Canada</value>

<priority>2</priority>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1o1h1ieth0</id>

<identifier>eth0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1o1l1s1i0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1o0h1ieth0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0h1ieth0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1o1h1ieth0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1o1h1ieth0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:c1n1o1h2</id>

<identifier>VHost2</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/host/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:c1n1o1gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1o0h2</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0h2</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:c1n1o1h2ram</resource>
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<resource>p:c1n1o1h2hd</resource>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1o1h2ieth0</id>

<identifier>eth0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1o1l1s2i0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1o0h2ieth0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0h2ieth0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1o1h2ieth0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1o1h2ieth0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s1</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Splitter 1</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/splitter/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:c1n1o2gl1</graphLabel>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0l1s1</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1s1bw</resource>

<!-- allowing for 0.5ms latency in splitter -->

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1s1lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/not/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/Asia/Afghanistan</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s1i0</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Splitter 1 Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1o1h1ieth0</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0l1s1i0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1s1i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1s1i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s1i1</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Splitter 1 Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1o1l1p1i0</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0l1s1i1</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1s1i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1s1i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s1i2</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Splitter 1 Interface 2</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>
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<connectedInterface>p:c1n1o1l1p2i0</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0l1s1i2</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1s1i2nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1s1i2lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p1</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path1</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:c1n1o1gl1</graphLabel>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1</hostingNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2</hostingNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3</hostingNetworkElement>

<!-- we need 100 MBit/s full-duplex -->

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1p1ubw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1p1dbw</resource>

<!-- we determined that latency may not exceed 10 ms -->

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1p1lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/not/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/Asia/Afghanistan</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p1i0</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path 1 Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1o1l1s1i1</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1i0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1p1i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1p1i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p1i1</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path 1 Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1o1l1s2i1</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3i1</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1p1i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1p1i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p2</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path2</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:c1n1o1gl1</graphLabel>
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<hostingNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1</hostingNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2</hostingNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3</hostingNetworkElement>

<!-- we need 100 MBit/s full-duplex -->

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1p2ubw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1p2dbw</resource>

<!-- we determined that latency may not exceed 10 ms -->

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1p2lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/not/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/Asia/Afghanistan</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p2i0</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path 2 Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1o1l1s1i2</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1i0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1p2i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1p2i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p2i1</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path 2 Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1o1l1s2i2</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3i1</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1p2i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1p2i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s2</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Splitter 2</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/splitter/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:c1n1o2gl1</graphLabel>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0l1s2</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1s2bw</resource>

<!-- allowing for 0.5ms latency in splitter -->

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1s2lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/not/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/Asia/Afghanistan</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>
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<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s2i0</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Splitter 2 Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1o1h2ieth0</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0l1s2i0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1s2i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1s2i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s2i1</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Splitter 2 Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1o1l1p1i1</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0l1s2i1</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1s2i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1s2i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s2i2</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Splitter 2 Interface 2</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1o1l1p2i1</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0l1s2i2</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1s2i2nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1o1l1s2i2lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<!-- Resources -->

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1h1ram</id>

<attribute>/host/generic/RAM/real/amount</attribute>

<value>1</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1h1hd</id>

<attribute>/host/generic/HDD/space</attribute>

<value>10</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1h2ram</id>

<attribute>/host/generic/RAM/real/amount</attribute>

<value>1</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>
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</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1h2hd</id>

<attribute>/host/generic/HDD/space</attribute>

<value>10</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s1bw</id>

<attribute>/node/splitter/generic/forward/bandwidth</attribute>

<!-- 100 per direction -->

<value>200</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s1lat</id>

<attribute>/node/splitter/generic/forward/latency</attribute>

<value>0.5</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<value_type>maximum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p1ubw</id>

<!-- up-/down:

- full duplex links not shared,

- hence exactly two interfaces

- prototype uses convention on interface order

- could also be reflected in ids/identifier/attributes $foo -->

<attribute>/link/generic/upstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<composing_operation>minimum</composing_operation>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p1dbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<composing_operation>minimum</composing_operation>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p1lat</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/latency</attribute>

<value>9</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>
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<value_type>maximum</value_type>

<composing_operation>sum</composing_operation>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p2ubw</id>

<!-- up-/down:

- full duplex links not shared,

- hence exactly two interfaces

- prototype uses convention on interface order

- could also be reflected in ids/identifier/attributes $foo -->

<attribute>/link/generic/upstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<composing_operation>minimum</composing_operation>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p2dbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<composing_operation>minimum</composing_operation>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p2lat</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/latency</attribute>

<value>9</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<value_type>maximum</value_type>

<composing_operation>sum</composing_operation>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s2bw</id>

<attribute>/node/splitter/generic/forward/bandwidth</attribute>

<!-- 100 per direction -->

<value>200</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s2lat</id>

<attribute>/node/splitter/generic/forward/latency</attribute>

<value>0.5</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<value_type>maximum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>
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<id>p:c1n1o1h1ieth0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1h1ieth0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1h2ieth0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1h2ieth0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s1i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s1i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s1i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>
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</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s1i1lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s1i2nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s1i2lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p1i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p1i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p1i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p1i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>
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<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p2i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p2i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p2i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1p2i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s2i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s2i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s2i1lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>
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<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s2i2nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1o1l1s2i2lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<value_type>minimum</value_type>

<request_flag>true</request_flag>

</Resource>

<!-- ConstraintGroups -->

<ConstraintGroup>

<networkElement>p:c1n1o1h1</networkElement>

<networkElement>p:c1n1o1l1s1</networkElement>

<Constraint>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<relation>equals</relation>

<priority>1</priority>

</Constraint>

</ConstraintGroup>

<ConstraintGroup>

<networkElement>p:c1n1o1h2</networkElement>

<networkElement>p:c1n1o1l1s2</networkElement>

<Constraint>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<relation>equals</relation>

<priority>1</priority>

</Constraint>

</ConstraintGroup>

<ConstraintGroup>

<networkElement>p:c1n1o1l1p1</networkElement>

<networkElement>p:c1n1o1l1p2</networkElement>

<Constraint>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<relation>distinct</relation>

<priority>1</priority>

</Constraint>

</ConstraintGroup>

</Topology>

<Topology>
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<!-- ML - mapping request to substrate and annotating set Features etc. -->

<!-- not repeating request ConstraintGroups, Resources and Features

- for the sake of readability-->

<!-- H-S=L=L=L=S-H -->

<GraphLabel>

<id>p:c1n1m0gl1</id>

<role_identifier>PIP1</role_identifier>

<graph_type>ML</graph_type>

<graph_nr>0</graph_nr>

<net_identifier>VNet1</net_identifier>

</GraphLabel>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:c1n1m0h1</id>

<identifier>VHost1</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/host/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:c1n1m0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1o1h1</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1h1</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:c1n1m0h1ram</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0h1hd</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0h1ieth0</id>

<identifier>eth0</identifier>

<!-- as an example, let’s use the alias field

- to convey the name of the virtual interface

- that it has on the substrate host -->

<alias>vifh0i0</alias>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0l1s1i0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1o1h1ieth0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0h1ieth0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0h1ieth0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

<customerConsoleInterface>p:cci1</customerConsoleInterface>

<providerConsoleInterface>p:pci1</providerConsoleInterface>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:c1n1m0h2</id>

<identifier>VHost2</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/host/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:c1n1m0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1o1h2</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1h2</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:c1n1m0h2ram</resource>
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<resource>p:c1n1m0h2hd</resource>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0h2ieth0</id>

<identifier>eth0</identifier>

<alias>vifh1i0</alias>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0l1s2i0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1o1h2ieth0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0h2ieth0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0h2ieth0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

<customerConsoleInterface>p:cci1</customerConsoleInterface>

<providerConsoleInterface>p:pci2</providerConsoleInterface>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s1</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Splitter 1</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/splitter/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:c1n1m0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1o1l1s1</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1h1</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1s1bw</resource>

<!-- allowing for 0.5ms latency in splitter -->

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1s1lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s1i0</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Splitter 1 Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0h1ieth0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1o1l1s1i0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1s1i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1s1i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s1i1</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Splitter 1 Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1i0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1o1l1s1i1</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1s1i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1s1i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>
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<id>p:c1n1m0l1s1i2</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Splitter 1 Interface 2</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1i0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1o1l1s1i2</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1s1i2nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1s1i2lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

<!-- This component is transparent to the customer -->

<providerConsoleInterface>p:pci1</providerConsoleInterface>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<!-- We’ll have the first path cross a tunnel (logical 1 hop)

- It is hosted in part on the end hosts, and in part on the tunnel link

- thus split in 3 parts -->

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path1 Part1</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:c1n1m0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1o1l1p1</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1h1</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1ubw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1dbw</resource>

<!-- this segment may use max. 0.5 ms -->

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1i0</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path 1 Part 1 Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0l1s1i1</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1o1l1p1i0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1i1</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path 1 Part 1 Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2i0</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1h1ieth0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>
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</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path1 Part2</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:c1n1m0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1o1l1p1</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1l1</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2ubw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2dbw</resource>

<!-- this segment may use max. 8 ms -->

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country</attribute>

<!-- This one crosses the border

- it’s going across both countries -->

<value>/NA/USA:/NA/Canada</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2i0</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path 1 Part 2 Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1i1</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1l1i0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2i1</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path 1 Part 2 Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3i0</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1l1i1</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path1 Part3</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:c1n1m0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1o1l1p1</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1h2</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3ubw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3dbw</resource>

<!-- this segment may use max. 8 ms -->

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3lat</resource>
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<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country</attribute>

<!-- This one crosses the border

- it’s going across both countries -->

<value>/NA/Canada</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3i0</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path 1 Part 3 Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2i1</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1h2ieth0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3i1</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path 1 Part 3 Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0l1s2i1</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1o1l1p1i1</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<!-- The second path runs via a true 1 hop

- It is hosted in part on the end hosts, and in part on the link

- thus split in 3 parts, too

- not to be differentiated on ML level, but will be visible in UL -->

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path2 Part1</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:c1n1m0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1o1l1p2</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1h1</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1ubw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1dbw</resource>

<!-- this segment may use max. 0.5 ms -->

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>
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<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1i0</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path 2 Part 1 Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0l1s1i2</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1o1l1p2i0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1i1</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path 2 Part 1 Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2i0</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1h1itun0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path2 Part2</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:c1n1m0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1o1l1p2</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1l5p1</hostingNetworkElement>

<!-- We could define individual parts for the specific parts of l5

- but as we don’t configure anything (e.g. interfaces) on these parts,

- we may as well keep it simple (and the example shorter) -->

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1l5p2</hostingNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1l5p3</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2ubw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2dbw</resource>

<!-- this segment may use max. 8 ms -->

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA:/NA/Canada</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2i0</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path 2 Part 2 Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1i1</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1l5p1i0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2i0lbw</resource>
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</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2i1</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path 2 Part 2 Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3i0</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1l5p3i1</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path2 Part3</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:c1n1m0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1o1l1p2</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1h2</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3ubw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3dbw</resource>

<!-- this segment may use max. 8 ms -->

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/NA/Canada</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3i0</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path 2 Part 3 Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2i1</connectedInterface>

<!-- without interface mapping,

- the corresponding resource assignment would be ambiguous

- which would not be a problem in our situation

- in which PIP2 and PIP3 do not directly interconnect

- in the substrate description

- (could be inferred by looking at other link end)

- but might be, if they were

- (2 paths between SHost1 and SHost2) -->

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1h2itun0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3i1</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Path 2 Part 3 Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0l1s2i2</connectedInterface>
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<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1o1l1p2i1</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s2</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Splitter 2</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/splitter/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:c1n1m0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1o1l1s2</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1h2</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1s2bw</resource>

<!-- allowing for 0.5ms latency in splitter -->

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1s2lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/not/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/Asia/Afghanistan</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s2i0</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Splitter 2 Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0h2ieth0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1o1l1s2i0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1s2i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1s2i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s2i1</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Splitter 2 Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3i1</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1o1l1s2i1</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1s2i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1s2i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s2i2</id>

<identifier>VH1VH2Link Splitter 2 Interface 2</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3i1</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1o1l1s2i2</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1s2i2nbw</resource>

<resource>p:c1n1m0l1s2i2lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

<!-- This component is transparent to the customer -->
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<providerConsoleInterface>p:pci2</providerConsoleInterface>

</NetworkElement>

<!-- Resources -->

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0h1ram</id>

<attribute>/host/generic/RAM/real/amount</attribute>

<value>1</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0h1hd</id>

<attribute>/host/generic/HDD/space</attribute>

<value>10</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0h2ram</id>

<attribute>/host/generic/RAM/real/amount</attribute>

<value>1</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0h2hd</id>

<attribute>/host/generic/HDD/space</attribute>

<value>10</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s1bw</id>

<attribute>/node/splitter/generic/forward/bandwidth</attribute>

<!-- 100 per direction -->

<value>200</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s1lat</id>

<attribute>/node/splitter/generic/forward/latency</attribute>

<value>0.5</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1ubw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/upstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>
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<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1dbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1lat</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/latency</attribute>

<value>0.5</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2ubw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/upstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2dbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2lat</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/latency</attribute>

<value>8</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3ubw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/upstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3dbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3lat</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/latency</attribute>

<value>0.5</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>
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</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1ubw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/upstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1dbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1lat</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/latency</attribute>

<value>0.5</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2ubw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/upstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2dbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2lat</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/latency</attribute>

<value>8</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<composing_operation>sum</composing_operation>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3ubw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/upstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3dbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>
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<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3lat</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/latency</attribute>

<value>0.5</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s2bw</id>

<attribute>/node/splitter/generic/forward/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>200</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s2lat</id>

<attribute>/node/splitter/generic/forward/latency</attribute>

<value>0.5</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0h1ieth0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0h1ieth0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0h2ieth0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0h2ieth0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>
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<id>p:c1n1m0l1s1i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s1i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s1i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s1i1lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s1i2nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s1i2lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>
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</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>
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<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2i0lbw</id>
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<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s2i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>
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<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s2i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s2i1lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s2i2nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:c1n1m0l1s2i2lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>100</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

</Topology>

<Topology> <!-- UL1 - describing logical structure of substrate -->

<!-- did not model switches and routers to keep example short(er) -->

<!-- H3-L3-H1=L1/5=H2 ; H1-L2-P2(...unknown...)P3-L4-H2 -->

<GraphLabel>

<!-- modeled NFS resource as shared resource, described tunnel -->

<id>p:p1n1u1gl1</id>

<role_identifier>PIP1</role_identifier>

<graph_type>UL</graph_type>

<graph_nr>1</graph_nr>

</GraphLabel>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:p1n1u1h1</id>

<identifier>SHost1</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/host/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u1gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0h1</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0l1s1</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u0h1</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1ram</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1hd1</resource>
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<resource>p:p1n1u1nfs1</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1sbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1slat</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1fbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1flat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA/MA/Boston/somesite/SHost1</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<!-- direct link to SHost2 in Canada -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1h1ieth0</id>

<identifier>eth0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1l1i0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1i1</hostedNetworkInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0h1ieth0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1ieth0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1ieth0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<!-- physical link to neighbour Provider PIP2 -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1h1ieth1</id>

<identifier>eth1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1l2i0</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0h1ieth1</hostingNetworkInterface>

<!-- it shares its bandwidth with tun0

- partial in one direction! -->

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1ieth1snbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1ieth1rnbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1ieth1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<!-- physical link to unused SHost3 which shares NFS volume -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1h1ieth2</id>

<identifier>eth2</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1l3i0</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0h1ieth2</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1ieth2nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1ieth2lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<!-- tunnel link to SHost2 via PIP2, some not-known-network and PIP3 -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1h1itun0</id>

<identifier>tun0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1l5p1i0</connectedInterface>
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<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1i1</hostedNetworkInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0h1ieth1</hostingNetworkInterface>

<!-- it shares its bandwidth with eth1

- partial in one direction! -->

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1ieth1snbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1ieth1rnbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1ieth1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:p1n1u1h2</id>

<identifier>SHost2</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/host/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u1gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0h2</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0l1s2</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u0h2</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h2ram</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h2hd</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1sbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1slat</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1fbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1flat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<value>/NA/Canada/QC/Montreal/somesite/SHost2</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<!-- direct link to SHost 1 -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1h2ieth0</id>

<identifier>eth0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1l1i1</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3i0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0h2ieth0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l1h2ieth0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l1h2ieth0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<!-- physical link to neighbour Provider PIP3 -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1h2ieth1</id>

<identifier>eth1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1l4i0</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0h2ieth1</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l1h2ieth1nbw</resource>
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<resource>p:p1n1u1l1h2ieth1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<!-- tunnel link to SHost1 via PIP3, some not-known-network and PIP2 -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1h2itun0</id>

<identifier>tun0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1l5p3i1</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3i0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0h2ieth1</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h2ieth1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h2ieth1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:p1n1u1h3</id>

<identifier>SHost3</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/host/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u1gl1</graphLabel>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u0h3</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h3ram</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1nfs1</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1fbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h1flat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA/MA/Boston/somesite/SHost3</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<!-- direct link to SHost 1 -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1h3ieth0</id>

<identifier>eth0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1l3i1</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0h3ieth0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h3ieth0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1h3ieth0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<!-- This is a neighbouring PIP2 we have an uplink to

- it’s interconneted with PIP3,

- via which we have an alternative tunnel link to SHost2 -->

<id>p:p1n1u1p2</id>

<identifier>PIP2</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/pip/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u1gl1</graphLabel>
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<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u0p2</hostingNetworkElement>

<!-- we don’t have authority to host things there

- we could model forwarding resources we leased for the tunnel

- and then split L5P2 below into two parts

- (with respective negotiated latency parts)

- the latency parts would then reflect our leasing SLA with PIP2 and PIP3

- (could also be full for PIP2 and 0 for PIP3, if PIP2 acted as reseller)

- but we’ll omit this and not map L5P2 to shorten the example -->

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA/MA/Boston</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<!-- direct link to SHost 1 -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1p2ieth0</id>

<identifier>eth0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1l2i1</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0p2ieth0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1p2ieth0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1p2ieth0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<!-- This is a neighbouring PIP3 we have an uplink to

- it’s interconneted with PIP2,

- via which we have an alternative tunnel link to SHost1 -->

<id>p:p1n1u1p3</id>

<identifier>PIP3</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/pip/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u1gl1</graphLabel>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u0p3</hostingNetworkElement>

<!-- we don’t have authority to host things there

- we could model substrate forwarding resources we leased for the tunnel

- and then split L5P2 below into two parts

- (with respective negotiated latency parts)

- the latency parts would then reflect our leasing SLA with PIP2 and PIP3

- (could also be full for PIP2 and 0 for PIP3, if PIP2 acted as reseller)

- but we’ll omit this and not map L5P2 to shorten the example -->

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city</attribute>

<value>/NA/Canada/QC/Montreal</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>
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<!-- direct link to SHost 2 -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1p3ieth0</id>

<identifier>eth0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1l4i1</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0p3ieth0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1p3ieth0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1p3ieth0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:p1n1u1l1</id>

<identifier>SH1SH2Link</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u1gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0l1p2</hostedNetworkElement>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u0l1</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l1ubw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l1dbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l1lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<!-- Note: in principle, one might list all positions in here

- to verify position compliance

- omitted for sake of simplicity -->

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA/MA/Boston/somesite/SH1SH2Link:

/NA/Canada/QC/Montreal/somesite/SH1SH2Link</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1l1i0</id>

<identifier>SH1SH2Link Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1h1ieth0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2i0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0l1i0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l1i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l1i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1l1i1</id>

<identifier>SH1SH2Link Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1h2ieth0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2i1</hostedNetworkInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0l1i1</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l1i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l1i1lbw</resource>
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</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:p1n1u1l2</id>

<identifier>SH1PIP2Link</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u1gl1</graphLabel>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u0l2</hostingNetworkElement>

<!-- since the Tunnel will be asymmetric (1000 up, 800 down)

- downlink bw of this link is only partially shared

- same goes for interfaces -->

<resource>p:p1n1u1l2ubw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l2sdbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l2rdbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l2lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA/MA/Boston/somesite/SH1PIP2Link</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

<Feature>

<!-- Note: alternative way for annotations of different granularity

- this could be ,eg, Boston:WashingtonDC:... -->

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA/MA/Boston</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1l2i0</id>

<identifier>SH1PIP2Link Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1h1ieth1</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0l2i0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l2i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l2i0slbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l2i0rlbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1l2i1</id>

<identifier>SH1PIP2Link Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1p2ieth0</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0l2i1</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l2i1snbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l2i1rnbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l2i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>
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</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:p1n1u1l3</id>

<identifier>SH1SH3Link</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u1gl1</graphLabel>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u0l3</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l3ubw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l3dbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l3lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA/MA/Boston/somesite/SH1SH2Link</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1l3i0</id>

<identifier>SH1SH3Link Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1h1ieth2</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0l3i0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l3i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l3i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1l3i1</id>

<identifier>SH1SH3Link Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1h3ieth0</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0l3i1</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l3i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l3i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:p1n1u1l4</id>

<identifier>SH2PIP3Link</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u1gl1</graphLabel>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u0l4</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l4ubw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l4dbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l4lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<value>/NA/Canada/QC/Montreal/somesite/SH2PIP3Link</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>
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</Feature>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city</attribute>

<value>/NA/Canada/QC/Montreal</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1l4i0</id>

<identifier>SH2PIP3Link Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1h2ieth1</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0l4i0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l4i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l4i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1l4i1</id>

<identifier>SH2PIP3Link Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1p3ieth0</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0l4i1</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l4i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l4i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:p1n1u1l5p1</id>

<identifier>SH1SH2TunnelPart1</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u1gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2</hostedNetworkElement>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l2ubw</resource>

<!-- we share only a part of L2’s directional resources -->

<resource>p:p1n1u1l2sdbw</resource>

<!-- this could be a properly owned ’resource’, if it’s different -->

<resource>p:p1n1u1l2lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA/MA/Boston/somesite/SH1PIP2Link</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1l5p1i0</id>

<identifier>SH1SH2Tunnel Part1 Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1h1itun0</connectedInterface>
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<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2i0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0l2i0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l2i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l2i0slbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1l5p1i1</id>

<identifier>SH1SH2Tunnel Part1 Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1l5p2i0</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0l2i1</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l2i1snbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l2i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<!-- please mind note added to PIP2 and PIP3 w.r.t. L5P2 -->

<id>p:p1n1u1l5p2</id>

<identifier>SH1SH2TunnelPart2</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u1gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2</hostedNetworkElement>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l5p2ubw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l5p2dbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l5p2lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<!-- The tunnel resources have been leased with this requirement -->

<attribute>/position/continent/country</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA:/NA/Canada</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1l5p2i0</id>

<identifier>SH1SH2Tunnel Part2 Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1l5p1i1</connectedInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l5p2i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l5p2i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1l5p2i1</id>

<identifier>SH1SH2Tunnel Part2 Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1l5p3i0</connectedInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l5p2i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l5p2i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>
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<NetworkElement>

<id>p:p1n1u1l5p3</id>

<identifier>SH1SH2TunnelPart3</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u1gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2</hostedNetworkElement>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l3ubw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l3dbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l3lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<value>/NA/Canada/QC/Montreal/somesite/SH2PIP3Link</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1l5p3i0</id>

<identifier>SH1SH2Tunnel Part3 Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1l5p2i1</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0l4i1</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l4i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l4i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u1l5p3i1</id>

<identifier>SH1SH2Tunnel Part3 Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u1h2itun0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2i1</hostedNetworkInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u0l4i0</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l4i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u1l4i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<!-- Resources -->

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h1ram</id>

<attribute>/host/generic/RAM/real/amount</attribute>

<value>10</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h1hd1</id>

<identifier>Local HDD</identifier>

<attribute>/host/generic/HDD/space</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>
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</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1nfs1</id>

<identifier>NFS Volume</identifier>

<attribute>/host/generic/HDD/space</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<!-- amount of bw

- we’re willing to forward aside from hosting nodes

- could as well model CPU resources,

- if we knew sensible units and costs associated to bw hosting -->

<id>p:p1n1u1h1fbw</id>

<attribute>/node/host/generic/forward/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>20000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<!-- amount of bw we’re willing to handle in virtual splitters

- aside from hosting nodes

- could as well model CPU resources,

- if we knew sensible units and costs associated to bw hosting -->

<id>p:p1n1u1h1sbw</id>

<attribute>/node/host/generic/splitting/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>20000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h1slat</id>

<attribute>/node/host/splitting/latency</attribute>

<value>0.5</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h1flat</id>

<attribute>/node/host/forward/latency</attribute>

<value>0.5</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h2ram</id>

<attribute>/host/generic/RAM/real/amount</attribute>

<value>10</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h2hd</id>
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<attribute>/host/generic/HDD/space</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<!-- amount of bw we’re willing to forward aside from hosting nodes

- could as well model CPU resources,

- if we knew sensible units and costs associated to bw hosting -->

<id>p:p1n1u1h2fbw</id>

<attribute>/node/host/generic/forward/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>20000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<!-- amount of bw we’re willing to handle in virtual splitters

- aside from hosting nodes

- could as well model CPU resources,

- if we knew sensible units and costs associated to bw hosting -->

<id>p:p1n1u1h2sbw</id>

<attribute>/node/host/generic/splitting/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>20000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h2slat</id>

<attribute>/node/host/splitting/latency</attribute>

<value>0.5</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h2flat</id>

<attribute>/node/host/forward/latency</attribute>

<value>0.5</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h3ram</id>

<attribute>/host/generic/RAM/real/amount</attribute>

<value>10</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<!-- amount of bw we’re willing to forward aside from hosting nodes

- could as well model CPU resources,

- if we knew sensible units and costs associated to bw hosting -->

<id>p:p1n1u1h3fbw</id>

<attribute>/node/host/generic/forward/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>20000</value>
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<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h3flat</id>

<attribute>/node/host/forward/latency</attribute>

<value>0.5</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l1ubw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/upstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l1dbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l1lat</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/latency</attribute>

<value>8</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l2ubw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/upstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l2sdbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>800</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l2rdbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>200</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l2lat</id>
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<attribute>/link/generic/latency</attribute>

<value>1</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l3ubw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/upstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l3dbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l3lat</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/latency</attribute>

<value>1</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<!-- for demonstration purposes, this is an asymmetric uplink

- making bandwidth resource mapping relevant -->

<id>p:p1n1u1l4ubw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/upstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>800</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l4dbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l4lat</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/latency</attribute>

<value>1</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<!-- for demonstration purposes, this is an asymmetric uplink

- making bandwidth resource mapping relevant -->

<id>p:p1n1u1l5p2dbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/upstream/bandwidth</attribute>
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<value>800</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l5p2ubw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l5p2lat</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/latency</attribute>

<value>6</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h1ieth0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h1ieth0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h1ieth1snbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>800</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h1ieth1rnbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>200</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h1ieth1lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>
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<id>p:p1n1u1h1ieth2nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h1ieth2lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h2ieth0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h2ieth0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h2ieth1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h2ieth1lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>800</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h3ieth0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1h3ieth0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>
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</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1p2ieth0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1p2ieth0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1p3ieth0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>800</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1p3ieth0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l1i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l1i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l1i1lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l1i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>
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<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l2i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l2i0slbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>800</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l2i0rlbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>200</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l2i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l2i1slbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>800</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l2i1rnbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>200</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l3i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l3i0lbw</id>
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<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l3i1lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l3i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l4i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>800</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l4i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l4i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l4i1lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>800</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l5p2i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>800</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>
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<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l5p2i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l5p2i1lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u1l5p2i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>800</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

</Topology>

<Topology> <!-- UL0 - describing actual substrate -->

<!-- H3=L3/6=H1-L1-H2 ; H1-L2-P2(...unknown...)P3-L4-H2 -->

<GraphLabel>

<!-- modeled NFS resource as shared resource, described tunnel -->

<id>p:p1n1u0gl1</id>

<role_identifier>PIP1</role_identifier>

<graph_type>UL</graph_type>

<graph_nr>0</graph_nr>

</GraphLabel>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:p1n1u0h1</id>

<identifier>SHost1</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/host/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1h1</hostedNetworkElement>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1ram</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1hd1</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1sbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1slat</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1fbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1flat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA/MA/Boston/somesite/SHost1</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>
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<networkInterfaces>

<!-- direct link to SHost2 in Canada -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0h1ieth0</id>

<identifier>eth0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0l1i0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1h1ieth0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1ieth0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1ieth0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<!-- physical link to neighbour Provider PIP2 -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0h1ieth1</id>

<identifier>eth1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0l2i0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1h1ieth1</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1ieth1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1ieth1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<!-- physical link to unused SHost3 -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0h1ieth2</id>

<identifier>eth2</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0l3i0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1h1ieth2</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1ieth2nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1ieth2lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<!-- physical link to unused SHost3 via which NFS volume is shared

- (doesn’t appear in UL1) -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0h1ieth3</id>

<identifier>eth3</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0l6i0</connectedInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1ieth3nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1ieth1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:p1n1u0h2</id>

<identifier>SHost2</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/host/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1h2</hostedNetworkElement>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h2ram</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h2hd</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1sbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1slat</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1fbw</resource>
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<resource>p:p1n1u0h1flat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<value>/NA/Canada/QC/Montreal/somesite/SHost2</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<!-- direct link to SHost 1 -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0h2ieth0</id>

<identifier>eth0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0l1i1</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1h2ieth0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l1h2ieth0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l1h2ieth0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<!-- physical link to neighbour Provider PIP3 -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0h2ieth1</id>

<identifier>eth1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0l4i0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1h2ieth1</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l1h2ieth1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l1h2ieth1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:p1n1u0h3</id>

<identifier>SHost3</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/host/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1h3</hostedNetworkElement>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h3ram</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0nfs1</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1fbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h1flat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA/MA/Boston/somesite/SHost3</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<!-- direct link to SHost 1 -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0h3ieth0</id>
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<identifier>eth0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0l3i1</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1h3ieth0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h3ieth0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h3ieth0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<!-- direct NFS-sharing link to SHost 1 -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0h3ieth1</id>

<identifier>eth1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0l6i1</connectedInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h3ieth1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0h3ieth1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<!-- This is a neighbouring PIP2 we have an uplink to

- it’s interconneted with PIP3,

- via which we have an alternative tunnel link to SHost2 -->

<id>p:p1n1u0p2</id>

<identifier>PIP2</identifier>

<ne_type>/node/pip/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1p2</hostedNetworkElement>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA/MA/Boston</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<!-- direct link to SHost 1 -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0p2ieth0</id>

<identifier>eth0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0l2i1</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1p2ieth0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0p2ieth0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0p2ieth0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<!-- This is a neighbouring PIP3 we have an uplink to

- it’s interconneted with PIP2,

- via which we have an alternative tunnel link to SHost1 -->

<id>p:p1n1u0p3</id>

<identifier>PIP3</identifier>
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<ne_type>/node/pip/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1p3</hostedNetworkElement>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city</attribute>

<value>/NA/Canada/QC/Montreal</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<!-- direct link to SHost 2 -->

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0p3ieth0</id>

<identifier>eth0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0l4i1</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1p3ieth0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0p3ieth0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0p3ieth0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:p1n1u0l1</id>

<identifier>SH1SH2Link</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1l1</hostedNetworkElement>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l1ubw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l1dbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l1lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<!-- Note: in principle, one might list all positions in here

- to verify position compliance

- omitted for sake of simplicity -->

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA/MA/Boston/somesite/SH1SH2Link:

/NA/Canada/QC/Montreal/somesite/SH1SH2Link</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0l1i0</id>

<identifier>SH1SH2Link Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0h1ieth0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1l1i0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l1i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l1i0lbw</resource>
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</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0l1i1</id>

<identifier>SH1SH2Link Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0h2ieth0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:p1n110l1i1</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l1i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l1i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:p1n1u0l2</id>

<identifier>SH1PIP2Link</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1l2</hostedNetworkElement>

<!-- since the Tunnel will be asymmetric (1000 up, 800 down)

- downlink bw of this link is only partially shared

- same goes for interfaces -->

<resource>p:p1n1u0l2ubw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l2dbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l2lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA/MA/Boston/somesite/SH1PIP2Link</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

<Feature>

<!-- Note: alternative way for annotations of different granularity

- this could be ,eg, Boston:WashingtonDC:... -->

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA/MA/Boston</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0l2i0</id>

<identifier>SH1PIP2Link Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0h1ieth1</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1l2i0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l2i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l2i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0l2i1</id>

<identifier>SH1PIP2Link Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>
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<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0p2ieth0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1l2i1</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l2i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l2i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:p1n1u0l3</id>

<identifier>SH1SH3Link</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostedNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1l3</hostedNetworkElement>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l3ubw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l3dbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l3lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA/MA/Boston/somesite/SH1SH2Link</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0l3i0</id>

<identifier>SH1SH3Link Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0h1ieth2</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1l3i0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l3i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l3i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0l3i1</id>

<identifier>SH1SH3Link Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0h3ieth0</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1l3i1</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l3i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l3i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:p1n1u0l4</id>

<identifier>SH2PIP3Link</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u0gl1</graphLabel>

<hostingNetworkElement>p:p1n1u1l4</hostingNetworkElement>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l4ubw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l4dbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l4lat</resource>
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<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<value>/NA/Canada/QC/Montreal/somesite/SH2PIP3Link</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city</attribute>

<value>/NA/Canada/QC/Montreal</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0l4i0</id>

<identifier>SH2PIP3Link Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0h2ieth1</connectedInterface>

<hostedNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1l4i0</hostedNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l4i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l4i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0l4i1</id>

<identifier>SH2PIP3Link Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0p3ieth0</connectedInterface>

<hostingNetworkInterface>p:p1n1u1l4i1</hostingNetworkInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l4i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l4i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<NetworkElement>

<id>p:p1n1u0l6</id>

<identifier>SH1SH3NFSLink</identifier>

<ne_type>/link/generic</ne_type>

<graphLabel>p:p1n1u0gl1</graphLabel>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l6ubw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l6dbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l6lat</resource>

<features>

<Feature>

<attribute>/position/continent/country/state/city/site/device</attribute>

<value>/NA/USA/MA/Boston/somesite/SH1SH2NFSLink</value>

<priority>1</priority>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Feature>

</features>

<networkInterfaces>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0l6i0</id>
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<identifier>SH1SH3NFSLink Interface 0</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0h1ieth3</connectedInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l6i0nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l6i0lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

<NetworkInterface>

<id>p:p1n1u0l6i1</id>

<identifier>SH1SH3NFSLink Interface 1</identifier>

<ni_type>/interface/generic</ni_type>

<connectedInterface>p:p1n1u0h3ieth1</connectedInterface>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l6i1nbw</resource>

<resource>p:p1n1u0l6i1lbw</resource>

</NetworkInterface>

</networkInterfaces>

</NetworkElement>

<!-- Resources -->

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h1ram</id>

<attribute>/host/generic/RAM/real/amount</attribute>

<value>10</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h1hd1</id>

<identifier>Local HDD</identifier>

<attribute>/host/generic/HDD/space</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0nfs1</id>

<identifier>NFS Volume</identifier>

<attribute>/host/generic/HDD/space</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<!-- amount of bw we’re willing to forward aside from hosting nodes

- could as well model CPU resources,

- if we knew sensible units and costs associated to bw hosting -->

<id>p:p1n1u0h1fbw</id>

<attribute>/node/host/generic/forward/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>20000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<!-- amount of bw we’re willing to handle in virtual splitters

- aside from hosting nodes

- could as well model CPU resources,
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- if we knew sensible units and costs associated to bw hosting -->

<id>p:p1n1u0h1sbw</id>

<attribute>/node/host/generic/splitting/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>20000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h1slat</id>

<attribute>/node/host/splitting/latency</attribute>

<value>0.5</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h1flat</id>

<attribute>/node/host/forward/latency</attribute>

<value>0.5</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h2ram</id>

<attribute>/host/generic/RAM/real/amount</attribute>

<value>10</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h2hd</id>

<attribute>/host/generic/HDD/space</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<!-- amount of bw we’re willing to forward aside from hosting nodes

- could as well model CPU resources,

- if we knew sensible units and costs associated to bw hosting -->

<id>p:p1n1u0h2fbw</id>

<attribute>/node/host/generic/forward/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>20000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<!-- amount of bw we’re willing to handle in virtual splitters

- aside from hosting nodes

- could as well model CPU resources,

- if we knew sensible units and costs associated to bw hosting -->

<id>p:p1n1u0h2sbw</id>

<attribute>/node/host/generic/splitting/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>20000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>
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<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h2slat</id>

<attribute>/node/host/splitting/latency</attribute>

<value>0.5</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h2flat</id>

<attribute>/node/host/forward/latency</attribute>

<value>0.5</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h3ram</id>

<attribute>/host/generic/RAM/real/amount</attribute>

<value>10</value>

<resource_unit>GB</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<!-- amount of bw we’re willing to forward

- aside from hosting nodes

- could as well model CPU resources,

- if we knew sensible units and costs associated to bw hosting -->

<id>p:p1n1u0h3fbw</id>

<attribute>/node/host/generic/forward/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>20000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h3flat</id>

<attribute>/node/host/forward/latency</attribute>

<value>0.5</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l1ubw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/upstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l1dbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>
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</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l1lat</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/latency</attribute>

<value>8</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l2ubw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/upstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l2dbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l2lat</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/latency</attribute>

<value>1</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l3ubw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/upstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l3dbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l3lat</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/latency</attribute>

<value>1</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<!-- for demonstration purposes, this is an asymmetric uplink

- making bandwidth resource mapping relevant -->

<id>p:p1n1u0l4ubw</id>
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<attribute>/link/generic/upstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>800</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l4dbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l4lat</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/latency</attribute>

<value>1</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l6ubw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/upstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l6dbw</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/downstream/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l6lat</id>

<attribute>/link/generic/latency</attribute>

<value>1</value>

<resource_unit>ms</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h1ieth0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h1ieth0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>
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<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h1ieth1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h1ieth1lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h1ieth2nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h1ieth2lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h1ieth3nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h1ieth3lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h2ieth0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h2ieth0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>
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<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h2ieth1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h2ieth1lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>800</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h3ieth0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h3ieth0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h3ieth1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0h3ieth1lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0p2ieth0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0p2ieth0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>
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<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0p3ieth0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>800</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0p3ieth0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l1i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l1i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l1i1lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l1i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l2i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>
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<id>p:p1n1u0l2i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l2i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l2i1lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l3i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l3i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l3i1lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l3i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l4i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>800</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>
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</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l4i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l4i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l4i1lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>800</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l6i0nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l6i0lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/ne_to_connection/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l6i1lbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<id>p:p1n1u0l6i1nbw</id>

<attribute>/interface/generic/connection_to_ne/bandwidth</attribute>

<value>1000</value>

<resource_unit>Mbps</resource_unit>

<request_flag>false</request_flag>

</Resource>

</Topology>
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<!-- ResourceMappings -->

<!-- OL0 -> OL1

- could optionally map p:c1n1o0r1 to all o1 resources

- not done for the sake of readability -->

<!-- OL1 -> ML0 -->

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1h1ram</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0h1ram</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1h1hd</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0h1hd</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1h2ram</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0h2ram</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1h2hd</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0h2hd</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1s1bw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1s1bw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1s1lat</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1s1lat</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p1ubw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1ubw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p1dbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1dbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<value>0.5</value>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p1lat</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1lat</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p1ubw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2ubw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p1dbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2dbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<value>8</value>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p1lat</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2lat</hostingResource>
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</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p1ubw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3ubw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p1dbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3dbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<value>0.5</value>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p1lat</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3lat</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p2ubw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1ubw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p2dbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1dbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<value>0.5</value>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p2lat</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1lat</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p2ubw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2ubw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p2dbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2dbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<value>8</value>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p2lat</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2lat</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p2ubw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3ubw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p2dbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3dbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<value>0.5</value>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p2lat</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3lat</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>
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<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1s2bw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1s2bw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1s2lat</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1s2lat</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1h1ieth0nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0h1ieth0nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1h1ieth0lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0h1ieth0lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1s1i0nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1s1i0nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1s1i0lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1s1i0lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1s1i1nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1s1i1nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1s1i1lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1s1i1lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1s1i2nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1s1i2nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1s1i2lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1s1i2lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p1i0nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1i0nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p1i0lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1i0lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p1i1nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3i1nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p1i1lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3i1lbw</hostingResource>
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</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p2i0nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1i0nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p2i0lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1i0lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p2i1nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3i1nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1p2i1lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3i1lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1s2i0nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1s2i0nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1s2i0lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1s2i0lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1s2i1nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1s2i1nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1s2i1lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1s2i1lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1s2i2nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1s2i2nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1l1s2i2lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0l1s2i2lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1h2ieth0nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0h2ieth0nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1o1h2ieth0lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:c1n1m0h2ieth0lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<!-- ML0 -> UL1 -->

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0h1ram</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h1ram</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>
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<ResourceMapping>

<!-- since SHost1 actually has two HDD resources,

- we actually need the Resource mapping here

- to identify the correct one -->

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0h1hd</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1nfs1</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0h2ram</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h2ram</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0h2hd</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h2hd</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1s1bw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h1sbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1s1lat</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h1slat</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1ubw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h1fbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1dbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h1fbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1lat</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h1flat</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2ubw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l1ubw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2dbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l1dbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2lat</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l1lat</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3ubw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h2fbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3dbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h2fbw</hostingResource>
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</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3lat</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h2flat</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1ubw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h1fbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1dbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h1fbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1lat</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h1flat</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2ubw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l5p1ubw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2dbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l5p1dbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<value>1</value>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2lat</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l5p1lat</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2ubw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l5p2ubw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2dbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l5p2dbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<value>6</value>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2lat</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l5p2lat</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2ubw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l5p3ubw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2dbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l5p3dbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<value>1</value>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2lat</hostedResource>
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<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l5p3lat</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3ubw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h2fbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3dbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h2fbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3lat</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h2flat</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1s2bw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h1sbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1s2lat</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h1slat</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1s1i0nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l1s1i0nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1s1i0lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l1s1i0lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1s1i1nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l1s1i1nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1s1i1lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l1s1i1lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1s1i2nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l1s1i2nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1s1i2lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l1s1i2lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1i1nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h1ieth0nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p1i1lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h1ieth0lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>
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<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2i0nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l1i1nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2i0lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l1i1lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2i1nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l1i1nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p2i1lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l1i1lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3i0nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h2ieth0nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p1p3i0lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h2ieth0lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1i1nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h1ieth1snbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p1i1lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h1ieth1lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2i0nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l5p1i0nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2i0lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l5p1i0lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2i1nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l5p3i1nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p2i1lbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1l5p3i1lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3i0nbw</hostedResource>

<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h2ieth1nbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<ResourceMapping>

<hostedResource>p:c1n1m0l1p2p3i0lbw</hostedResource>
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<hostingResource>p:p1n1u1h2ieth1lbw</hostingResource>

</ResourceMapping>

<!-- UL1 -> UL0 -->

<!-- canonic - omitted for sake of brevity ->

</root>
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